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Spill 
City land plan 
to see daylight 
scare 
TERRACE -- We were 
lucky. 
That's the verdict of 
Provincial Emergency Pro- 
gram co-ordinator Rod 
Salem •following a chemical 
spill into the Skeena River 
last week. 
The incident occured at 
about 5 p.m. on Thursday 
near Andimaul Creek, just 
east of,Kitwanga and ap- 
proximately 140km up- 
stream of Terrace. 
A hanker-trailer carrying 
10,000 gallons of paving oil 
parted from its rig while 
taking a corner on Hwy 16. 
It then ploughed through 
the roadside concrete bar- 
riers and plunged down a 
steep slope before coming 
to rest upside down in the 
river. 
Describing the oil as being 
the product of "the sludge 
at the bottom of crude oil 
tanks," Salem said the foul 
odoured liquid was being 
transported in what is called 
a liquified emulsion state. 
It was held in that state by 
a combination of soft water 
and,. a soap solution, he 
added. 
However, once it spilled 
into the Skeena -=which is 
hard water -- he said it 
Would have changed to a 
solid state. 
In othei" ~v'ords, 'the s01u- 
tton would have turned tnt0 
globules or pellets which 
would sink to the bottom •of 
the river. 
Given those character- 
istics, Salem added, 
"We've got o f f  really 
lucky." 
"It could just as easily 
have been a much worse 
hazardous commodity that it 
was."" 
However, if there had  
been a serious threat o Ter- 
race's water supply, PEP 
help f rom the Thornkill Was being drawn from the 
Volunteer fire department 
pumper,,, t0:~ hap Thornhili 
well water.' . . . . .  - " 
".Wifli ~ Deep Creek all but 
dry, thecity has been-rely- • water intake in,Terrace, the 
ing on~,tlie Skeena River f6r eityi~liact " isSi~ed a warning 
the balk: off its drihking, advising:resident s o limit 
waterforweeks:f iow;.. , . . ,  :i ~i:.'W0ter consumptionbetween 
:Engineei-ing' direct0r siew ;:':' ::th6h;oUrs 0f7  a?m~ and noon 
t 'C'hrisie'ns~ii' '~:onfii:hled; 80 !~!! ~onF, r!daY:. ' , . 
. . . .  hein d fro  the the chances of tl~e paving   
river at the time of the spill. 
, Based on.the time the oil 
would:have.~t/~ken tO travel 
• from the spil l  site to the 
oil having any harmful ef- 
fect on the water supply 
were '.lalmost nonexistent, 
"The 'truck was carrying 
roughly 10,000. More than 
150,000 gallons go by  us in 
the river every second at 
Terrace," he pointed:out.' 
"It's going to be very dilute 
by the timeit gets here." 
TERRACE-- Council will meet 
behind closed doors next Tuesday 
to consider a proposed land use 
plan for the city. 
The plan will form the basis of 
the new and loag-awaited official 
community plait. 
It will outline suggested 
zoaings for all parts of the city 
based oa anticipated long-term 
growth patterns. 
Plauaer Marvin Kameuz said 
that report has now been com- 
pleted and submitted to couucii. 
It is scheduled to go under the 
aldenaauic microscope at all iu- 
camera couunittee of the whole 
meeting Tuesday, Sept.8. 
If council approves the recom- 
mendations contained in the 
report, Kameuz said the docu- 
ment will then be made available 
to the public. 
It is also anticipated a series of 
iufomlation meetings will be held 
to allow people to get their ques- 
tions answered and let the city 
know of auy concerns they might 
have. 
Kamenz said these meetings 
would be held at the ueighbonr- 
hood level rather than a single 
Marvin Kamenz 
city-wide session. 
Explaiuing that choice, he said, 
"If people are going to take the 
time out to talk to us, we want to 
be able to spend time t0qisien to 
their concerns." 
Once the land use deslguations 
have beea fiaalizcd, Kamenz said 
his department would then 
prepare specific policies for the 
different areas. 
Those policies would outline in 
detail what was or was not: 
permitted withia a given zoue. 
Little interest in 
needle exchonge 
That figure may not be. accurate ~ 
because it is derived only from; 
tests doae in the northwest, said: 
Bowering. 
.Bowering's aware of three ori 
four uorthw'es{ AIDS.related: 
deaths in the last few ye.ars. 
• !!!: Priltg~ ::]gupe/h Wh~ei 
esttmate~,:6 f iQ. ~ iilCi~ iiiidg*, 
t im300 ma~kl ~ 6 ~  :aJ~o~!iasnif 
been: a ;great demat{d.:f0f ihe . 
health unit,s exehange pi6graluL; " 
But a.group called/kiDS Priuce 
Rupert !hinks that may be Caused , 
beeau'se the exchange i s offered 
only two'times a week for hMf nu 
hour each time attd takes place at 
the health malt. 
It's proposed a street-level pro- 
grant whereby IV drag users can 
exchange "needles or obtaiu 
bleach for cleauing uecdles. 
TERRACE ~ There hasn't been 
a lot of demand for an informal 
IV needle xchauge program of- 
fered here by the Skeeaa Health 
Unit. 
Medical health officer Dr. David 
Bowering stiid last week01dy two 
or three people have ever taken 
advautage of the prbgram t~ help 
pro%at "i1~e. sprca~l.-'b'f, ille. I211V~: 
virus Whlchdaus~/sAlbg. 
And there are n6iie iliSiiig SO at 
the moment, he said. 
The program is offered here, iu 
Smilhers, ill Kitimat and in Prince 
Rupert as a way of having IV 
drug users avoid sharing needles 
or using dirty ones. 
"We're not heariug of a large 
demand here,'f said Bowering. 
SkeeuaHealth Unit statistics in- 
dicale that there are 11 HIV posi- 
tive people in the uorthwest. 
Health workers walk 
TERRACE - -  A labour disputc 
that saw about 60 nurses attd 
other hospital workers walk off 
the'job last Weduesday was 
resolved quickly. 
Mills Memorial Hospital was Chief fries stingy province 
- ~  reduced to just esseutial services Bcckctt is concerued not only l!e explail|ed.' :
with tile lack of dollars for train- 'The fire department must also 
ing, but also just where they're Contend with the constaut need to 
beiug spent. Upgrade:i!s equipnlent o keep 
"The availability of traiuing iu pace with .the ever-changing 
the south is far greater lhau ill the .'de!lt!luds placed, upo!l it. 
north," said Beckett, "But a fire: ?~.:.For.,ekh*mpl~, Ate 'siad it had 
fighter in the north is as much at. receutfyg0ne,to tender for a new 
risk as a fire fighter in the south."" • rescue truck t0 replace ihe current 
He said the daager departmeut' : outdated machine. 
members face was well illustrated Beckett said there was also a 
last month wheu vandals broke need for a change of attitude in 
into Echo Concrete and sloshed society itself. 
umriaticacid around. ~ " " N0tiug greater emphasis was 
TMt acid formed a dangerous placed on fi~'e fightiug rather than 
vapour which could have harmed : fire preveatlo n, he said 5,000 
anyonewho either came into con- people a yearin Canada aud the 
for about wo hours while mem- 
bers of three hospital workers' 
unions protested outside. 
At issue was the admluistra- 
tiou's method of hiring a new 
head nurse for the hospital's 
psychiatric departmeut. 
Hospital Employees' Uuion 
representative Elaine Pigeau said 
the job description for t!le pos!ing 
was revised and the revised post- 
ing was never sent to the Health 
Scieuces Association or B.C. 
Nurses Uuion local ~ the two 
uniouS whose members would be 
eligible for the job. 
TERILACE ~ Provincial 
goverament stinginess when it 
comes to training fire fighters is 
irresponsible, says the local chief. 
Bob Beckett pointed out Vic- 
toria only coughs up the equiva- 
lent of $38 per fire fighter, per 
year per head. 
That was ia stark coutrast to the 
approximately $500 he said the 
proviucc spent annually ou Iraiu- 
ing each police officer. 
"This is totally dis- 
prolmrtionate,"• , he niatntained. 
"B.C. is beiug irresponsible." 
Tile amount provided by tile 
proviace, he added, was even less 
terviews with all .appl!cauts, he: 
said. If two applicauts were con-, 
sidercd equal in ability, the most: 
senior employee would get the 
job. 
"We don't support pauelliug," 
Pigeau said, "aud we wou't be 
part of i t ." 
She said union officials 
suspected management had al- 
ready earmarked someone outside 
the radons for the job aitdwas 
tryiug to slip through the appoint- 
meut without union participation. 
"They were madder thau 
hornets," said hosldtal adminis- 
trator Michael Leisinger..-'.'They 
thought hat that was iq fact the 
case. We told them Iherea~re 0tdy 
eont'd on A2 
Deadlines 
than the city contrlbution~ 
"City council has really 
respouded well the last two 
budgets," Beckett noted, 
While unable to coufirm the 
$500 figure used by Beckett, lo- 
cal RCMP Staff Scrgeaut John 
Veldman did eoufirm officers 
receive firearm aud first aid traiu- 
ing locally and are regularly, sent 
to Vancouver and Ottawa for 
• tact with or inhaled it. Uidted States died ill,fires as a Bob BeekeR Pigcau said union membcrs also With the Labour,:Day 
In order to cleau up tile chemi-, ~ result, disagreed with administration's weekend coming up,' dead- 
.cal spill, fire fighters had to wear:i~ can/ida had oue Of thc worst intent o carry out the hiring by a lines for next Wednes'day's 
eucapsulafing suits with self- fire records ill the'iudnstrialized Iu line with that goal, the Tcr- "panclling" process - -  that in- paper are a day ahead Of 
contaiued breathing apparatus, world, headded, race departulent will next year volves a series of interviews with normal. : 
Beckett said his department is "Firccodes, legislation and fire lauach an aggressive fire pre- a panel of five people fromhospi- Th  refore, the deadline for 
looking at purchasiug four more prcventiou activities need to be Vention program aimed at school tal admiuistratiou, the Terrace e 
of4hesesuils nextyear, addi'essed," Beckett:iiisisted. 'It childrenaudthegeueral pub ic, mental health department and the classified ads, displays ads, 
"Because of the: nature of the is the iudiViduM " wh0~ is Tile departmeut also plans to healthmiuistry, contributed art ic les a~d let, 
products moving ill audoutofthe responsible for crcatiag a fire- Carry out fire iuspections o f  ill- Such an appoiutment Would ters to the editor areSp.m.  
Terrace area, we feel we should safe eiwironmcut for the home spcct every public building at normally be made by the hospl- tomorrow, " 
traiulng. ' . . . . . .  , be prepared r for any incidents," and workplace." least once during 1993. taps director of nursing after in- 
. )•  . 
Poac 
Eastern p mclrKeT ,, :; ,: .:,,,,, : lwJthZ' i_ [li 
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REGIONAL' 
ROUNDUP 
Greenf ly  tu rn  
t rees  brown 
Sl,ruce trc6S:.~round ~'. Prince 
Rupert and ondle'Qtteet~ Char- 
Iottcs are showing the effects 
. . . .  -,4 . .. 
Mining figures 
are the pits 
SMrI'HERS -- It's a sign of Ihe sluggish economy and the un- 
times, hard times that is. certainly the industry felt about 
Dislrict geologist Paul Wodjak develolfing ntines ia Ihis pro- 
reports ruining contl)aRies have vince . . . . . .  
:,~hislted eXl)10rati0n in tlie norlh- Conlpanies could li0t be certain 
..... ~vcst iliis Veal .:" lheir ntineral discoverics couldbe 
.... - I t  s down almost- exaclly- by -developed because o f  land .use 
~.!hit'lL"-' Ii6:~aid. :' 'There'S still like- disl)utes,: he~cxpla|ned. " 
A NEW YOU FOR 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
OI 
. Cut & Style , Perms 
. Tanning , Toning 
. Barbering , Esthetics 
, Waxing , Facials 
, Manicures , Pedicures 
WITH EXPANDED HOURS TO SERVE YOU BETTER 
Monday to Friday 8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. 
:,'!,y .o 15i~aTr~,;F(prbjeets)to CoRse: However, he pointed out ex- ~l l~'~/.  
i! .~ il; b tit. 6b~,qou'~ly;it'~::getti,ig h ie  ' i, loratioii still does go o,,, addiag 1/11, ~'~' • . , . , ,  . . . . . .  , ~ ; - -  k -OR YOUR APPOINTMENT CALL US TODAY! 
' n tile e,trlbrworkin lhefield large Opcu pit COl)per deposits 
~, WodjiikSa'idllic Snfithers office .... c0ntinue:to attract interest. 
;~!Md rdci~iveil: 166nOt ices  o f  Work, AIt : ;6~m|lp[e was all est imaled | 
::2i'rdhi :e, xtfi0rifliOii (36miiaiiies de : : :  $300;000 drilling program now 
:ifiV~htqheii0rih~,vcsfi :: ,': : trader way on New Callanlin ~ i 
!-' ~:Tilh't:!::conirit~Si'S: t0"the 38i: fild(I Resources' Huckleberry property, i 
• i: Ii st:~6~i'i::(:!; (:-{::::.i:: :: ~i :i:: " '" trent Houston. I ]  ~ :...: I 635-4997 
: i  ]ii tErus 0f=d0i tr vnlue, liesnid Ih Other activity, Cheat Gold "" - L 4652 Lazelle Avenue 
:: :$1'21io':$15~iilli(Jii: li~s ~bedi~;:Siieut Mines was looking for new gold - " ~ - ' 
"iii::ili'~Ti.e~i6ii) li!?92;iaga iii~t last deposits near its depleted Law- 
. ye;ii%tft,.ii0f$215millioit; : yer's' Mine in the Toodoggone I 
o.r- I Invitatio ::[o:ihe:i iffiCully juni0r:c0ml)anies rying out exploratory work near Werd:qlaviugin raisiRg money, a its Golden Bear mine. n to Awareness 
• from front ":':" r  ~ ' " " "  " ' / ~ ~  S f i O ~  
we_ kersw 'I ' FAMILY V IOLENCE 
) , I V [ ]  ' " "~ :: 
r aiR 
al low C, maby~,~!~,•ru!!fi !! out I ber attd ]-ISA ,uember and it made to iuelude lhem "': ' ": : " "  i ~ September  1 
ralher tltai, .tlf~:::Etirrettt .short I they bolh work in the hospilal " i,, the interviewi"g.. ' ' [ ]  ::: 
~,,,,~i,s.. ~e si,,d ,,,i,o,, or~e,.,s ,,,e, 1 .  ..... i' ::.: Dze L K 'ant  Fnendsh~p Cent re  i:':ii:: i~ii :. 
Rel,ap:l,.s:,l,,~t0,yof ,,,k-I Se,,~d o" ,,,0 ,,a,,~,,i,,g process, Lelsit, ger said there will be ,,o : i::: :; :}~: ~: :I 3 5, Th i rd  Avenue,  Sml thers  -: : ~,,~ ,,vcr: ,r?u"i~d; ~0mp.',~es I .~ar~,,g it was beiug introduced as disciplinary action, but said let- 'i . 9 
and,. tttrning ~, ,  ,, . t)qm. : in!°. ' Sue-. i ~standar d procedure m' the hospi- ters of protest :arc. being sent ito. 
ctss~s, Lt,hlfootadded " " . . .  g. : i . i ta i . -T i le  Situation deteriorated the head offices of the unions im m " i i~ i i !~: :~~. :  ':-",;~.' As a result of the overwhelming response Wereceived ; 
",:'~ '~ I vanda lS :  i :f,-0,., t!,er,~," h~ s,~d, .,a", the ,,o,vod.'.e also ,,ote~ ,,"t,,e I ~ 2 ~ :  " fro,-,o,.,,'~-stcon~erenceonFan','~yVio~enceandTra,.,r,a, 
: = : I HEU called its members out and strikers will be docked two hours "r ~ " " : ' i ; i :  we are once again able to invite Ms Jane Middleton-Moz i ~' ~. . ' . :-vexln J"the:"otltcrtwo u,tions followed worthofpay. , ' i ~ ~  t°speakfudheronthism°stlmp°rtantt°pl°" " . - - :  : -  I : suit::: ' Leisinge~r 'said he's going to I I  ~ ~ .  The focus of this second conference is on shame and l-Iotston RCMP arc ex ,, • . . . . . .  . . .  ": :i .. ' To go to Strike over a job des- have a.co0liRg off period before 1 ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ { ~  . guilt" and the "celebration of survival". In addition to 
sperated wflh the level o[ ~. . i : ~ , . / I:,icripfioh isjust ludicrous-- i t  just holding the interviews, addinghe 1 ~ ~ ~ :  Ms. Middleton-Moz, regional and local resource people 
vaadalisnl in r-'|he conlmuility: I )' d0estt't h~i') 'Oil "he added ";l"he and are callhigmt residents to ] strike w~: ':"---' ;*' "'-s still wants to go ahead with the J ~ ~ ~ ~  will be addressing recent developments and innovative 
. . . : . _ :  : :  - . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  panel interviews. ' I ~ ~ ~ i  practices in working with those who have been affected by 
hel 1 )• : : : . ;  : :~  : : : ,  ~ : ...... , I  :ridiei'lous It just wash t well "I it i i i  thinkthat's the way to 1 ~ Z ~ ' :  the trauma o! personal loss with a particular emphasis on 
Incideilts.: tlffs:;summ'ef'in- I thou'd~t out '" ' 
ch ded r6eks:aJid: iraffie bar: I Panel i, terviews are referre; go,": he Said. "And we: do have 1 l ~ ~ * ~ . ~  " First Nations initiatives, ..... , . " I p o ~; riers being pusled on' to roads; I ' . , .  . . . . . ,  the eXcl,sive right as matulge- I For registration information contact :  
• . . .  . . . .  ,:.7 :%. . . -  ~ " - ! . I l l  f i l l sCase  ~, l lC sa l ( l ,  because  [ne  " i 
tr the signs bcmg slolen or ~, ; ,  J r . ' " "~:" ,~0- 'e" "t positi0n'has beet! e×panded to be mentto hireand t i re . .  ~ ~  .Wedze n Kwe Commumty Law Office, 
I destroyed alldiwi ws:b ing . . . .  ~ ' - a I " " • . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  , ,  I . called m, II; ger of psychzalrtc ser- The p'ositi0n in question has not Jane Middleto, n-Moz Box 2118;  smithers, B.C., VOJ  2N0 shotoitbypellctguns": ' . . ,  ;, ' ,  
• ' RCMP a F C •  ' . . . . . . . . .  particul 'rly" frus- i vices., The . . . .  successful caRdtdate, yet been:tilied. It has been vacai~t I Psycho log is t  " Ph one 847-2600 
• . : . . - .  ...... , ......... . I wtll probably work closely wtth since last December. " 
tratea,Decause, pet)pie,are, no[ I : ' . . . .  
theho  
k - 
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 ,Camper Canada 
Finally, a camper with easy one- 
.person set-up in less than 1 minute! 
• at a 
l.[ul~!r~ iiid:~;AJ~.,~tYiiid:.in faci 
htilped lit e "i'iSli by releasi,ig 
wat et ,!fi.o m.- it.s:.r¢sei-vo i r; 
" : ! .  ' C 
MUST SELL 
REDUCED PRICE! 
Columbia Auto Haus Ltd. 
3779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE, 635-5717 
® 
ALL THE INS'i'RIJETIONS YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR NEW SURF & SNOW 
CAMCORDER FROM HFrACHI.,, 
SOUND SYSTEMS 
VM-SP1 
• New Splash Proof Design • Colour ROM Titler f47 page) • Self 
Timer Switch (2 mode) • Low Light Rating: only 4 LUX. Audio/ 
Video Fade Control - 16x Power ZoomCam * Slim/~Vide 
Perspective with 64x Mosaic Effect. Tele.Macrophotography 
• Full Range Video Auto Focus System * AI Auto Iris and White 
Balance.' Program AE (auto exposure system) • Dual Date/Time 
t Recording'? Instant Review (4 second) • Flying Erase Head 
• Audio/video Insert Dubbing* Synchro Edit Jack, Wireless 
Remdie Cofitroi (credii Card size) 
- 1499 
Outdoorsm8nl  
GOPLAY OLffSIDE! 
~omJ: ultra slim 
e montents 'yol 
. . . . . . - .  
Get the 
big picture 
50" screen Dolby surround 
<sound, learning remote, oar 
cabinet, simple remote, 
900 lines res. PIP, high 
. resolution, dynamic bass. 
TNJ PRICE ONLY 
: *3999 
f you didn't buy from 
.TNJ Sound you Just 
: paid too muchl 
7 -: " 
SEE THEM 
TODAYI 
4,.;~ ,~ ..~, 
- | 
V 
D 
~ave on 5.Piece Place Settings, 4.Piece Sert'ing .";et.~, L Piece Hostess Sets and 
Selected Open Stock hems! 
Right now is the best thne to pro'chase your be(mtifld (')nehht Sih,erphae or 1818 
Stainless flatware. W/tether fo r .  wedding gift, fi,r (.'ltri.~tma.~, m" .s u gift to yourself, 
there's a good feeling in own/ng,  new set of Oneid(t. 
FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY • DISlqWASHER SAFE 
ERWIN'S 
' 0 
CJ 6 0 
1 
SINCE 1910 
4637 Lakelee Ave., Terrace 635-7440 
vM: 2S 
" F.x~pd6nal Perform~lce with 64x Dlglu 
Remote and Ill.l:l Stett 'oSodnd, You'll. ca 
.ever d~z  ttevcr reamed possible i 
* Ultra C0mpad ~ '. :~! "; 
o Twist & S ,tX~t 8tnJh c.it i e r :~  ~.'~ 
• I IbFi StercO'Soufid. !"7, 11 
. Crt~lit C,'iid'st~ ~l~moic ii 
TNJ SOUND:iSYSTEMS 
D0whtownTerrace 472t  Lakelse Ave. 638-1200 
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:Drinking-driving laws changing habits 
Local pubs 
feel the 
effect 
i By CRIS LEYKAUF 
TERRACE - -  If the 80s were a 
i hedonistic decade of materialism 
and'"designcr drugs, then the 
. . . .  niiiet'!es are being billcd as safer 
:saner, more responsible times (at 
leas tso  far). 
~k i t tg  do with less is better. 
People are using sunscreen and 
recYCling. 
And in B.C. it looks like a new 
: pattern is emerging. We're drink-,  
iu#!es s - at least ill bars. • i: 
First to go was was the three 
lnarthli or liquid lunch, and IiOW i : 
pminding.back the drinks at the 
bar. "after~ work or on weekends 
has also apparently lost its aura of 
desirability,: 
"More andmore  people, are 
e0ncern~d about drinking and 
driving," said Debbie Melntyre, 
Coast Inn of the West manager. 
The hotel has a lounge, bar and a 
cold beer and wiue store. "Young 
people are much more educated 
about the effects of alcohol and 
drugs," she said. 
"Driukiug habits have c!langed 
because of drinkiug and driving 
laws," agrees Norm Zloklikovits, 
Skeeaa Hotel pub manager. No 
one call afford to drink and drive, 
he added. 
People still like to get away 
from home and come to the bar 
for the atmosphere, said 
Mclutyre: "But when they com e 
to the bar they oidy buy one 
(drink) and they nurse it all 
night." 
The cost of alcohol lias in- 
creasingly become a factor in 
people's decision to drink at 
ho111 C.  
"The last few Years the prices 
have kept goiugup/ '  said another 
local pub manager who doesn't 
want t 9 be natned. "People are 
going to wine and beer stores and 
then going home to drillk?' 
"Ten years ago a glass of draf t 
beer was 60 cents and a highball 
was *$i.25," Said the manager. 
"The govenunent's taxing every- 
one to death." 
the  effect of'tax iuereases 
HEART 
AND STROKE 
FOUNDATION OF 
B.C. & YUKON 
Would 
A NIGHT OUT at a local hostelry is not as popular as it used to 
be and local bar and lounge managers say even when people to 
home out, they're not spending as much as they used to on al- 
alcohol is being felt province- 
wide in the hotel industry. Busi- 
ness ill hotel bars and lounges is 
down by 25 per cent over the last 
few years, and Mchrtyre confirms 
that figure in her hotel. 
"Six years ago (owning a bar or 
pub) used to be a license to print 
money," she said. "Not 
anynlore." 
',Twenty-five per cent is proba- 
bly a conservative estimate," said 
Jim Chase, executive vice- 
president of the B.C. & Yukon 
Hotel Assoeiatlon. " In some 
areas (the figure is) probably a lot 
higher." 
He emphasizes that the associa- 
tion fidly supports tough drinking 
and driviug laws, but thinks there 
are ways the government could 
help hotels to keep their bars and 
lounges open. 
Pubs and bars have to purchase 
alcohol at retail prices, hi other 
words, pub owuers pay as much 
for a case of beer as you do. 
the price of a boule o f  your 
favourite brew in theneighbour- 
hood pub rises ~ substantially. 
" I t  just doesn't make sense if a 
hotel or any licensed operator has 
to buy the product at the same 
price as the  consumer," said 
Chase. 
"You're probably g0ing to find 
as people's discretionary spend- 
ing gets tighter some hotels will 
shut down their lounge or their 
pub, or they'll oldy be open, say, 
three days a week," he said. 
Zloklikovits agrees. "They'll 
take.a dozeu (beer) home with 
them before they'll go to the 
bar," he said. 
The  hotel association is lobby- 
lug the provincial govenunent to 
allow licensed operators to buy 
alcohol at wholesale prices. 
I11 the meantime the people who 
do go to bars and pubswill have 
an increasingly breater selectiotl 
of food available to them, with an 
emphasis on good service, as bar 
In..order ~o. make ai~profit and~To~ne/s~ght to remain competi- 
~pay o~craeaa no ia[Jour:costs~ : tive. ':~ 
, ~ II I 
THANK 
YOU! 
The 3rd Annual 
Heart & Stroke 
Golf Scramble 
HEART 
AND STROKE 
FOUNDATION OF 
B.C. & YUKON 
like to thank all the contributors 
for making this event 
Co-op 
Safeway 
First Choice Travel 
Northern Mountain Helicopter 
Terrace Travel 
Jim Lynch 
Hairwaves 
Pizza Hut 
Kelly's Stereo 
Dairy Queen 
Jon's Photo ~ : , ,  - :  
Thomhill Husky 
Ev's Mens Wear 
Mr.. Mikes 
Central Gifts 
such an outstanding success. 
Overwaitea Copperside 
Royal Bank Bank of Montreal 
Central Mountain Air Canadian Helicopters 
Trans Provincial Air BC 
Farwest Helicopters Tilden 
McEwan Motors Skeena Beer & Wine Store 
_Cedarland Tire Benson Optical 
Acklands - " . Ken's Marine 
Auto Magic ~:- Cheers 
Ironworks ~;;:,/ . Minute Muffler & Brake 
KermodeTrading . .  =. • , ~ Quarter Deck 
Wilkin~nn~ Superior Video 
: , - . :! ' , : . : , -  ~: " ErwinJewellers 
Workweat world - unlnooK i rauer ~ales 
Mount Layton in . . . .  ~;: Caledonia Collections 
Finning er Boutique / ~ Terrace Inn 
skeena Valley Golf.I lez ~:::.:.:! i : Terrace Equipment 
Auto Marine ,dnters ...... 1.,, ~ River Industries 
Crazy Mikes ~, Smith :: .:.- - COl Computers 
K.Mart "ocery . . . . .  -, Twin River Electric 
Woolworths ~noppurs urug Mart ' : :: Terrace Interiors 
: / :  V : : :  
Totem Furniture - .  ,. Elkers Loomls . 
Realty World . . . . .  :.:i~: ::-:./~"-,:.Slumber Lodge :::.-:~i -::: .- : /Twin City.Meats - 
All Se~ ' ...... Chevron ::~ :";::"~ :';!:-"- ),sons, :~ Vesta Douglas 
HairGallery. : "+"'r':' ~ :':: - : ~" '[:~:: : ': Red Carpet Service :..: -::,. ii : Northern Lights : . .: 
Tim Hortons " " 
Bavarian Inn 
Totem Ford 
Premier' Propane 
Titan Explosives :: 
Flowers ala Carte 
Franclnes ~" 
Contract Tire ::.. ::-;~ .. 
GW BoWker Transport :;~:~ 
A&WRestaurant ' 
Elan Travel , 
Terrace Btiliders 
Bus Depot 
CPA 
Grelg Ave. Specialists 
':~-~-Y(iur SpeCial 
McDonalds 
Northern Drugs 
Central Flowers 
Lady Footlocker ........ 
,._~?,:4)~!,-:~:::Grace Fell Florists 
Aim Wood Contracting 
Rainbow Embroidery 
Bandstra Transport 
Car ters  Jewe l le rs  r :" "'. " ~ 
Joy Dover , 
I I I 
CJ's 
Rich McDanlels 
coholic beverages, Above, (not in order) Ron, Lynn and Terry 
Corbeil, Monique Gartland and Darren Pritchett were enticed out 
by the entertainment offered at a Karioke night, 
Millions still spent 
In the 1991 fiscal year, Ter- 
raeites pent $6,012,086 at the 
provincial liquor store Oll 
their favourite brand of 
cheer. That translates to a to- 
tal of 1,012;521 litres being 
quaffed. 
Across the proviuee, British 
Colunlbians spent nearly cue 
billion dollars Oll 168,751,050 
litres of alcohol. 
! 
Beer is best, judging by 
what we buy. AImust 66% of 
time at  li(luor stores - -  as 
long as it was domestic. Sales 
of imported beer fell front 
1'9,611,118 litres in 1991 to 
8,226,557 litres in '92. 
O Over the last 10 years tax 
iucrcases have coutributed to 
sharp declines in the sales of 
wine and spirits. Wine sales 
peaked in '83 a t  40 milliou 
litres and have held steady 
siuee 1988 at 34 milliou litres. 
The sale of spirits has  fallen 
liquor store purchases iu fis . . . . . . . . . .  fi'onl 30 nlilllon litres 
cal 1991 were beer. in  1982 to just  1ruder 20 ndl- 
This was followed by spirits at liou litres in '92. 
14.1%, wine at 12.6% aud 
ciders and coolers at 7.3%. 
[:l Beer got better iu the last 
half of 1991 and the first half  
of 1992. 
P,t'ovillce-wider,beer was the~ 
brew of choice 8&2%~of tl~i~ '
Stow it 
away, 
or pay 
TERRACE - -  You're sitting 
at home, having a glass of 
wine after dinner, when you 
decide it might lastq better if 
you were at your favouritc 
beach. 
But wait. 
Don't sluff the cork in aud 
toss the bottle oll the passenger 
seat. 
According to a July 13 
ameudmellt to the Liquor Con,  
trol and Licensing Act, ult- 
sealed liquor must be carried in 
a slorage area of a vehicle.. 
I11 other words, not in easy 
grabbing range. 
Prior to this amendment, po- 
lice could only seize open al' 
cohol or alcohol improperly 
stored. : 
Nowthey can also hand out a 
$50 violation ticket, said Lynn 
Tryou, an inspector at the iiq' 
uor control branch. 
Since ignorance of the law is 
11o excuse, here's au Update 
you Oll all the current do's alld 
dout's. 
* unsealed l iquor -  !hat i s 
any beer, coolers, wine, spirits 
etc. that has beeu opened, 
whether or not it has been par-. 
tially drunk - -  may be carried 
in a ear trunk, or an exterior 
conlpartment of a pickup truck. ' 
* other permissable storage 
areas are a truck baggage com- 
partment, cabinet of a rcerca- 
tion vehicle which is away 
f rom the driver's area, or, in 
the case o f  a motorcycle, an 
area where the liquor is uot 
readily accessible to the opera- 
[:] Though we're still buying I tor. 
$ 
alcohol at the  liquor store, [ liquorcau be carried in any 
we're not getting as drunk. I part of a vehicle if it!is.in an 
Sales of absolute alcohol have I unopcucd container and has au 
fallen from iust over 28 nlil- lunbr°kensea l "  . .... 
lion~,litres~ill '82 to 24.7 rail- ~ 
iiou lltres in 1992. 
THOR HII-I- Hytll Olkl 
S" 
0 
11 : "  f~  
HURRY!: 
! 
i ,  
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Win -win 
In less than two weeks from today, coun- 
cil will put 'its collective, if divided mind, 
to the question o f  rezomng Richard 
Sandover,Siy's properties on Park Ave. 
He wants to switch the designation f rom 
medium density residential to  multi, 
residential. - - 
Not that he plans to build apartments or: 
recommended against he rezoning and is 
the one responsible for drawing up this 
zoning outline, it seems reasonable to as- 
sume Sandover-Sly's properties will again 
be slated for commercial development. 
That's Kamenz's fault, of course. 
He 's  been asked to think about the long- 
term in putting together his plan. 
townhouses. His rezoning application ex- Therefore, he probably hasn't plugged in 
plained the change wouldsimp!ylmake the the immediate needs of property 
property easier to sell. speculators into his plan. 
The problem for aldermanBob Cooper is 
the existing Official Community Plan 
(OCP) labels those properties as commer- 
cial. - 
Admittedly, that OCP i sget t ing  on in 
years. But, Cooper points out, anew one is 
now being drawnup and council :should 
wat  for the public comment stage ~dn'tiaat 
one before deciding onany change. ~, !'- -i:.' 
By an accident of  timing, council wil lsee 
the outline of proposed zonings:,: for ih6  
new OCP next Tuesdiiy;:Six daysbefore 
the public • liearing: "oi~: gaiidover-,sly's 
rezoning bid. :"..";~i;!-':. i'" !~-' : ~; .}  , 
aiven,::city~!i~.j)ian~el: Marvif i  KamenT. 
But there is a solution which will get 
Sandover-Sly off the tax hook and preserve 
the land for future commercial develop- 
ment. All the city has to do is leave the 
zoning as it is, then buy the properties. 
That satisfies both parties and will likely 
prove a better investment in the long tun 
than the st2 figures it forked over to pur- 
chase  land near the arena for its ill- 
conceived convention centre project. 
It would also give the public works de- 
partment another place to dump the hor- 
rendous amount Of snow we are probably 
going to get this winter as punishment for 
enjoying such an unbelievable summer. 
II, wel l  
A 
Bi: s ac- 
cident;which ' pitched a tanker of paving oil 
iirit0.:th~: Sk~e ~.aq~ ayq~e~j Ust ~th,tt. . 
d. )~( [~$$ WI ' ) | , I . '~  t t~ ' l f ) | ' l  .*}l] ht.~l~t |(It) ~' - " |  
, I t  ~0t. tor w~at zt ,W.m.cnange, for what it 
-~'flr~ 2 13:t!; ~ttl2"'/|i ; ' t~ ;1 , " . r  ; "  31~ ~. ! 
wil not . . . .  
one. 
• • AS  Provincial Emergency: Program co- 
ordinator Rod Salem pointed out, the city 
was lucky. 
If the spill had involved something 
potentially lethal, there would have been 
In this year's budget, council set aside no choice but to shut down its water supply 
a we . . . .  aichwa" W u"  completely the river was the primary money ror, II trom Wl I e r .  0 1(3. -- : . . . .  '. . . 
. . . .  ,-,~-. .... ,:::,: ,.,"~ .<,  , - . - ,  ' . source at trte t ime be drawn tosupplement the,clty,s water _ , : , .  , , ' ,  , 
su I ' -i'-"::.'.:., .. ::, ;:.~.,,-~::-.' :.. ...-:.> :": - . P, na tnat WOUlO nave oeen necessary oe- 
PP Y; :i!, :~I': .: ' : :?:/ :iii'.i: :(:' ~; ) - ; .  cause,.ieven though the city was  quick to 
It now being clear Deep Creek, the ctty s " .... : ..... wam 'the public to be cautious, there were 
main source most of the year, was not the' ,,,o~ao,, . . . . .  ),,,,) . . . . . . . . . . .  of the situa- 
, ; , : , , , , ~ t : .  ' , • :. . . '1~) ,o1~4 ~.~111,~..~ %~%J l l l~ J lo&) ,a l~y  MI I ( J~¥Y  ~ l t~.~ 
best-ch0ice:~ziVen itshabit of ruriningout V , . . . . . . , -~ ~a.~. . . . . . . .  m~,, danger had ' i ' .  - ~ ' "  , .  , ,  ; . . ,  . .  , :" I . i~ l l  I . I I I L I I  a t l .~t  a~,~y I J ) J~-~#, .~ lU l l~  '
of water when,we have area summer, the :passed 
well.w~i s ~,g0od, tdea. ' ' ' '  : r That kind of shutdown will not be neces- 
After'tlae spiil; it looks like an evefi better , sary  if we have well water to draw on. 
Deal was invisibly inked 
Because of unpleasant expe- 
riences with pushy peddlers, 
door-to-door salespersons 
make me uneasy. 
So when a Polite pedestrian 
named Archie materialized at 
the _gate . Wanting .`. to 
demonstrate"~:.!m: all-purplose 
eleanor, I was leery. . . . .  
So far as J could see, he had 
no .product o demonstrate, 
Through 
Bifocals 
by Claudette Sandecki 
/ 
only a black leather jacket plastic jug of blue liquid. 
hooked• 'over his" shoulder by I handed him a.swatch of red 
one thdmi~Yet t0'gei his foot  upholstery velvetI had stained 
in my do0rthis Doug Henning :w i th  ballpoint ink, black felt 
whipped a ballp0itit pen- f rom ".' tip" marker, :arid ;velcro glue. 
nowhere, and scribbled on the. l~othing gets. rid 0f velcro 
knee of his jeans. Then from glue, in tny experience. 
his'backpocket heproduced a Enthusiasticallyf he. applied 
~pray b0ttle:cgntaining a, !iq~;;. ,hi~'terry>~i~j!a:!0selling me. He
uid. Tl!is !~e sprayed on the ink . had i tw6, spray' boitles filled 
Stain, rubbed itwith a):wldte': WiiJi ;s0hiti6ns of different 
te@cl0th, and I  watehcd::JL' strcngths,~30 to 1 for most 
dis:appear. ~ :.i ,i; ~, : - - '  : " " , i -  .:-]!.[ i i:: l i6u~shola, cleaning, 20 - to  1 
:'.'Are. ,,you, sui:e ~Oui, i:e 'noti';-:fo'r:ii~u<gh j'6bgsuch as road :tar. 
using a specml, ballpomL ' As f fby magic, the ink and 
asked, th~ ,m4rk~,r stains disappeared, time ! worked for him." 
I was sold. I wrote a cheque. 
me? Suppose the gallon was 
only colored water? 
I opted for a final verifica- 
tion. "Let me cheek your 
business license." 
Confidently, he produced a
Terrace business license 
issued one week earlier, good 
to the end of 1992. 
When I phoned Terrace's li- 
cense inspector hehad instant 
recall of Archie's company. 
"They're okay. They've 
peddled in Terrace for several 
years. I know the boss. At one 
I'm pleased with the cleaner. 
And making Archie 'fsell" 
was fun. 
Jeff Nagel - News/Community, Malcolm Baxter - News/Sports 
Rose Fisher - Front Office Manager, Carolyn Anderson .  Typesetter 
Arlene Watts - Typesetter, Susan Credgeur - Composing/Darkroom, 
: Janet Vlveiros - Advertising Consultant, Sam Co er - Advertising Consultant, 
Charlene Matthews - -  Circulation Supervisor 
Special thanks to all 
our contributors and 
correspondents for 
their time and 
talents. 
..NOTONLY DID I GET THIS 
E TIFUL T-SHIRT AND 
[BALLOON ,, BOT ALSO 
MR.BOOI A55A 3AIDTO /I ' 
TEI, LYOUALL,VOO ARE 
VERY FORTONAIE TO 
HAVE A3 I f IER,.. 
f -  
Disgruntle i c ocs have  
gone too : :  his time 
VICTORIA -- . ...... - . . . . . .  - , . 
"Notwithstanding that the ...... : 
B.C. Medical Association 
believes that he people of- From the  
Canada should have access to 
affordable health care, it is 
proposed that he BCMA ~ 
Board does not believe that the 
Canadian Medical Association 
should commit he medical 
profession to the principles of 
Medicare, as stated in the Can t
ada Health Act, which tarring? 
upon the personal freedom of 
Canadians as guaranteed under 
the Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms." 
That little gem appeared in
Info-Board, the BCMA's 
hewsletter sent o all doctors 
in the association. It is part of 
a resolution approved by the 
BCMA's board of directors at 
a meeting last June. 
No matter how often I read 
that sentence, it always comes 
out the same way: if it were up 
to the BCMA, the Medicare 
system would be scrapped. 
Not convinced yet? Readon. 
"Specifically, the BCMA 
does not feel that he princi- 
ples of Medicare should be 
enshrined in the Consf;tution,,. 
The principles enunciated in 
the Canada Health Act are un- 
tenable to a free profession 
and free people." 
Those two statements come 
from the same newsletter. But 
wait, there's more. 
If the system is too acces- 
sible, the resolution goes on to 
say, consumers lose control 
over expenditure, and 
demands cause costs to rise 
beyond the ability of the tax- 
payer to meet hem. 
"In a free system, the con- 
sumer could buy services at 
the going rate and he would 
have control of that expendi- 
ture. Essential services would 
be available. A means test, or 
Medicare deductible, would 
restore this measure of con- 
sumer control," the resolution 
says. 
As for comprehensive m di- 
cal coverage and services,'this 
too, according to the BCMA, 
may be beyond the means of 
Capital 
by Hubert Beyer 
]lm~ielly :unless jl~:is~ elearly~,hv~ 
BCMA spokesmen have 
since said that he whole thing 
was probably an error. It was 
an error alright, a tactical one. 
Band enough to pass ai-esolu- 
tion like that, but outright 
stupid to put it on paper. In 
any case, there has dot been an 
official retraction by the 
BCMA, 
Some of my best friends are 
doctors, honest, but this is 
stretching the old friendship a 
mite. 
This is bad, bad stuff. 
We don't need the BCMA to 
tell us that the health care sys- 
tem has become very ex- 
pensive. Every time a govern- 
ment brings down a budget, 
the figures for health care are 
right up there with social ser- 
vices and education. 
But we also don't need an 
association of doctors bent on 
dismantling Medicare. 
By free system, I suppose the 
BCMA means omething like 
they have south of the border 
where 38 per,cent of the 
people have no medical 
coverage at all because they 
can't afford it. 
Oh, those who can afford the 
premiums or have them paid 
by their employers, do just 
fine. I've been in a U.S. hospi- 
tal, and believe me, it put our 
hospitals to shame. 
Then again, unless you can 
prove that you have medical 
coverage or sufficient funds, 
you might as well save your- 
self the trouble of trying to get 
into a hospital, and die at 
home. 
Health Minister Elizabeth 
Cull wasn't amused by the 
BCMA resolution. 
.... "'.I'thought we'd.left all that" 
behind us 20 years agOwSenr. ..... ; 
Medicare was first esiablished. 
Such a policy, as apparently 
advocated by the BCMA, 
would turn back the dock and 
open the way to the Amer- 
icanizaton of B,C.'s health 
care system where the treat- 
ment you get is determined by 
the dollars you have," the 
minister said. 
"That is unacceptable to 
British Columbians, and I be- 
lieve it's unacceptable to most 
of the doctors I've spoken 
with. I urge the BCMA to 
reconsider," Cull added. 
So would I. The doctors' 
frustration with the govern- 
ment is understandable, butto 
propose the dismantling of 
universal Medicare is not only 
unacceptable; it is scary. 
Part of the NDP's election 
platform was not to just throw 
more money at education, SO- 
cial services and health care, 
but to get better value for the 
same money. 
There are numerous areas 
where money could be saved. 
Routing people who see their 
doctor for every little scrape to 
other, cheaper services is just 
one example. Another is to 
find ways of making elderly 
people feel less lonely, so they 
won't use the family doctor 
for therapy. 
But whatever we do, we 
must not tinker with the basic 
principle of Medicare. And 
any doctor who does is, in my 
opinion, not living up to .the 
special obligations that come 
with being a doctor. Those 
special obligations include a 
firm commitment to the prin- 
ciple of equal access for all to 
health care services. 
I " I  IS A GREAT ~ ] 
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POACHING FOR PRO FIT 
By JEFF NAGEL 
W HEY'RE worth 
more than 
.. cocaine in the 
Chinese medi- 
cine shops of the Far East. 
To the Asian apothecaries, bear 
gall bladders and other wild 
i animal parts possess high Yang. 
Pri~ed : Ibr their healing 
: pro]Jetties, ,bear galls are dried 
=and grdund into a powder aad 
prescribed:for everything from 
higli: fe~er/~nd ~delirium to burns 
i and h Cmln61"rhoids. 
' .  Tliaf demand i s  turning bear 
hunters iuto smugglers oil this 
: Side of  thePacific. 
" / . Pe terKa l ina  
"Right now there's a 
network of individuals 
supplying bear parts for 
~XpO rt. " 
." It  is going on right now in this 
area~,!!.:says Terrace district con- 
servation officer Peter Kalina. 
"There is a network of individu- 
al ~ li, l, ff.q!vj%d ~il..~b~e ar ll].a)'t~ , rit ~fick- 
in~..j}!,,Te[~c9.,~: , ~ "~'; ,, it ,d 
He~jus! doesnt  have, enough 
C~;idcadeyCt io'p'ro~/e"it~ ....... " ' 
Kalin~i'h/is:seen the bear car- . ( . . ,  
cusses left rathe bush where olily 
th'e gall bladder and perhaps a 
Couple 0fpaWs removed. 
The' reason: the high demand 
and" high prices paid overseas for 
the orgaus. 
Typically huuters can get about 
$50 or $100 fora bear gall blad- 
der sqld here. But in South Korea 
m!d other Far East markets, they 
Cau go for thousands of dollars - -  
-as much as $200.a grain. 
"Kal ina is sure there is more bear 
poacliing and parts trafficking 
going ou than the legal records 
indicate. 
"On paper in our area there's 
verTlitlle trade in bear parts," 
Kalina says. "But I kuow there's 
more than that going out of 
here." 
'.'It's something I can't sub- 
stunt,ate or else it would already 
be before the courts." 
" I  do have iuformation on a 
number of individuals in the Ter- 
race.area who deal actively in 
bear parts. And it's not being 
done through the legitimate chan- 
nels." 
He said the Kermode bears are 
also very desirable in the parts 
trade. • 
"They're very high ou the 
Yang," he said of the Asiau phi- 
losophy of Yin and Yang. "Aud 
I 've heard up to $5,000 at seller's 
price for a Kermode gall bladder. 
It's a uuique species and it tends 
to be desirable. The elemeut of 
rarity adds to the interest." 
Kalina remembers well  one 
case in Prince Rupert in the early 
1980s where bear parts traffick- 
ing took ou the aura of organized 
crime. 
As many as 50 poachers iu B.C. 
and Alaska were iavolved, he 
said, linkiug up with middlemen 
who fronted the operation 
through a Prince Rupert outdoor 
supply store., 
Kalina said the animal parts 
were being laundered out of the 
country through several Amer- 
ican import-export companies 
and sent to the Asian market. 
"This took place in north- 
western B.C.," he says. "And 
there was a significant amount of 
money ilwolved." 
"The same thing is happening 
right now to stone degree in the 
Terrace area with bear parts," 
Kalina says. "Right now there's a
~etwork of iudividuals supplying 
bear parts for export." 
He said there are two or three 
key players and a variable num- 
ber of poachers in the field. 
"None of it's legal. There's no 
paper trail on any of this stuff.'" 
He relies primarily on tips in 
building a case against he people 
ilwolved. 
"It 's like putting together ajig- 
saw puzzle." 
There's skepticism in some 
parts of the enviromneat ministry 
about how much traffiek in parts 
actually takes place. 
" I t  frustrates me when we as 
enforeL'm~ht pie6plz.'iiau e ,tlmi fed - 
ing that the commercializati6~¢lis 
going on more: signficaltlly: than 
what the paper trail :will tell 
you. "  
Kalina says it's hard to pin 
down because the vast majority 
of it is believed to be un- 
derground. 
" I f  you're going to subvert he 
system, you're not going to report 
it." 
"We don't know 10 per cent of 
what's going on if you want the 
honest ruth of it," he said. "But 
we know enough to be con- 
cealed." 
Undercover officers with the 
environment ministry's new spe- 
cial investigations unit could help 
crack some of the poaching rings 
that conservation officers believe 
exist. 
" It 's very difficult for 
uniformed officers to get deep 
enough ,ate this activity," says 
Kalina. 
MUTILATED CARCASS, 'f0und by conservation OffiCer Syd Ward, is the mark of a poacher. All, 
four paws, the head and gall bladder of this black bear were removed for sale. 
'Meat hunters' poach most 
TERRACE ~ Most of the northwest's poachers There's a big difference between poaching 
aren't emmected to exotic foreign smuggling 
rings - -  they're what Peter Kalina calls "meat  
hunters" .  
They illegally hunt to fill their freezers and in' 
many cases to sell meat and hides to others for 
fast cash. 
" I t ' s  not'difficult to get moose at $1.50 a 
pound in the local bars," says tile Terrace dis- 
trict conservation officer. 
Although the bear parts trade has a higher 
profile, most illegal hmlting here involves moose 
poaching. 
"The lion's share of the poaching that takes 
place is to satisfy personal need, followed closely 
by commercialization f game." 
by residents and by non-residents. 
"Most residents poach to fill their 
freezers," Kallna says. 
When non.residents are Involved, they're 
usually trophy hunters and they're usually 
after big game like black bears, grizzlies or 
mountain goat. 
Often, lie added, they're trying to circum- 
vent provindal regulations requiring fllem to 
use guides, pay higher fees, and stay out of 
closed ureas. 
"Certaiuly $,mys will go out for tile sole pur- 
p~.se of selling the hide." 
Other hunters poach to collect trophies, 
and some sell hides. 
Cracking down on the bear part trade 
TERRACE ~ Euvironment minister haven't been worked out, but it would tion, said conservation officers offered to clio,dual hunters arc taking more than the 
Johu Cashorc says he will take a recom- 
mendation to cabinet o completely outlaw 
the trade in bear parts. 
The move follows the arrest of five 
Lower Mainland residents ou charges of il- 
legal trafficking in bear parts. 
i i i -  
Charged are. Saug He Kim of Surrey, 
June Kug See of North Vancouver, David 
Bilaa of Sardis, Be Sik S e of Yarrow, and 
Bung Ok Jo of Yarrow. Officials seized 30 
paws and more than 100 gall bladders. 
The largest ones weighed 125 grams and 
the'Smallest were 20 grams. Poachers get 
about $20 to $33 a gram in Vancouver for 
properly dried and cured galls. 
Euviroument ministry spokesman Jim 
McCracken Shid the details of the bau 
definitely include bear paws and gall bl ad- 
ders. 
"We're aware of 100 documeuted 100 
bear kills last year where parts were 
removed that we suspect were killed il- 
legally," said Mark Hayden, the lower 
mainland's senior conservation officer. 
! 
"i'Under the present system it's 
very easy to disguise bear parts 
taken illegally." -. Dahl. 
He said Vancouver is a focal point for 
the bear parts trade. 
Smithers conservation officer Kelly 
Dahl, who was involved iulhe ilwestiga- 
sell bear gall bladders to middlemen and 
merchants in Chiaatowu. 
"We found it extremely easy to sell bear 
galls to people - -  including licensed fur 
traders - -  without produchlg license num- 
bers or any other documentatioa," l~e said. 
"Several people bought galls from us on 
repeated occasions." 
The seized bear parts came from 
Ontario, Quebec, Alberla and tnost parts of 
B.C. 
Current legislation requires anyone 
buying bear Imrts to keep records of who 
they obtained them from. 
two bears they're i)ermitted each year. 
"What we lbund was that the un- 
derground market operated very com- 
fortably within the existing legislation;" 
Dahl said, explahting that poachers use the 
legal process to launder illegally taken 
galls. 
"Under the present system it's very easy 
to disguise bear parts taken illegally," he 
said. "Once gall bladders are dried or 
frozen, We have no way of kuowing how 
old it is. That means the traders can use 
'liccnce numbers that arc several years old 
to legitimize the galls they've got in 
Those records theoreticaliy create a stock." 
paper trail that makes it possible for co,I- It s been an euforcement ightmare to 
servation officers to trace the trade of keep track of bear parts sold legally or ,l- 
paris. They can then deform,lie whether itt, legally., 
LETTERS_ 
TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Good 
deed 
Dear Sir: I 
A tragic incideat occurred in 
our neighbourhood this week, 
however it resulted in an 
hoaourable gesture from a Ter- 
race business. 
A neighbour's dog was hit by 
a car along Hall,well and badly 
injured. As the driver of that 
car was nowhere to be seen, 
we assisted the owuer with his 
dog aud took him to the vet in 
the back of my Jimmy. The 
dog was very badly injured and 
bleeding quite a bit. 
The next day I took my truck 
to be cleaned as blood had 
soiled the carpet iu the back of 
the truck. I dropped the truck 
off at Dream Car's Detailing in 
the morning. 
When I returned that 
afternoon to pick it up, they 
refused to let me pay for the 
cleaning, saying that they were 
pleased someone had the 
seasitivity to help out an 
animal they didn't own. 
I did not expect or anticipate 
this kiud gesture, but did ap- 
preciate it and felt it should not 
go unnoticed. So thanks to 
Dream Car's Detailingt 
Also, thanks to the young 
man who came and told us 
he'd seea the dog get hit. Un- 
fortuaately, he died before we 
could reach the vet. I hope this 
might make some drivers think 
when they burn along Hal- 
l,well well above the speed 
limit. There are lots of dogs 
aud children along this street! 
Jane Stead 
Terrace, B.C. 
The 
faCts 
Dear Sir: I 
I feel I must respond to a let- 
ter ill your paper from Dan 
Farrell, business agent for B.C. 
Northwest Carpenters. 
,. ,.To be blu!!h it b, verY,.appaT:i 
entthat he doesn't know what 
he is" talk,lie 'ab6iR' and'shbuld 
get his facts straight before 
writing to the newspaper. 
These type of letters do no 
one any good as incorrect in- 
fonnation is worse than no in- 
formattou. 
Orenda has au ammal allow- 
able cut of 340,000 cubic 
meters and over a 10 111011111 
logging season. This relates to 
about 45 truck loads of logs 
perday. 
The wood in the North 
Kalum, Meziadin area is main- 
ly very old and decadent, rot- 
tell Hemlock and 70 per cent 
of this volume goes to pulp 
mills at Prince Rupert and the 
B.C. Lower Mai,dand. 
The remaining 30 per cent is 
split between Repap's Terrace 
sawmill aud overseas export. 
The maximum ever exported 
overseas is 20 per cent of this 
cut and this would be about 
nine truck loads per day. 
• These nine loads and all of 
the pulp wood are sl@ped 
through the port of Stewart and 
create badly needed jobs for 
that community. 
As for Orenda's proposed 
pulp 1hill, I am Convinced they 
are doing everything possible 
to get that project started. 
Financing is always a major 
problem for ally new business 
vcuture. If you want to be a 
carpeuter you must have 
money to buy tools for that 
trade. 
I trust this will put the facts 
straight for Mr. Farrell and the 
people who read his letter. 
Yours Truly, 
Tipper Mould 
Meziadin Lake, B.C. 
Cat problems 
Some cats are causing trouble. 
They a're wild cats and live in the alley i behindihel 
Medical Clinic. They make a terrible mess the't:e:]mdthe 
smell is bad 
~:The manager of the budding has complamed:to he 
Lqity;:She says the mess isuhhea[thy and ~aiitslthe cats 
tfiken away. 
The city has already tried to trap the cats but had no 
success. It will try again to solve the problem. 
The 
start 
The Start is for people 
leartling how to read. 
work for a company from 
Prince George. 
The company got the 
job because it had the 
lowest price. 
The price was so low, 
the city will not have to 
spend as much money as 
It thought it would. 
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. . . . . .  BUSINESS REVIEW _ 
HITT ING THE ROOF. The crew of Admiral Roofing of Prince 
George have been getting a bird's eye view of the city while 
they re-roof the arena. The city had figured to do half the job 
this year and half next, However, with Admiral's bid of 
$139,000 coming in more than $80,000 under original 
estimates, council decided to do the whole thing right away. 
O UT AND ABOUT J 
Skeena buys Stewart 
Skeclm Broadcasters i s'exteuding its cable system by buying Stewart 
Cablevision. 
The purchase issubject o approval of the Canadian Radio-television 
Tclecommunicatio,,s Couunission and should take two or three months 
io go through, says Skcena Broadcasters president Bryan Edwards. 
Stewart Cablevision is a new company, forlned.'fibout eight months 
ago, and ms approximiitely 300customers. And, the re,s provisiou for:. 
Stewart residents to listeu to the AM and ~ slgnals of  Skeena Broad- 
casters ou its cable system. " .*<~ ,,+-'. . 
stillstruaaiin_q+ . . _ - _  "+"  .... Repap 
Tim imrent company:of Skeeua Cellulose. reported aloss of $35.8 mil- 
lion for its second quarter ending June 30. : :'~: " . . . .  
Relm p Euterprises In~. had revenues of $288.2 millionfor the same 
period. It lost $34.6 million ia the second quarter of 1991 on revenues 
of $283.9 ,nillion. 
Government's word is their new bond+. 
TERRACE -- The province will 
put B.C. Savings Bonds on the 
market Sept. 15, finance minister 
Glen Clark announced last week. 
Available to B.C. residents and 
businesses only, the three-year 
bonds will be sold by banks, 
credit uaions, trust companies, in- 
vestment dealers and, for the first 
time, IDeal govenuneut agent of- 
flees. 
There will be a minilnuln pur- 
chase requirement of $100 and a 
maximum of $100,000 and all 
bonds are fully guaranteed by the 
province. 
There will be a guaranteed ,nin~ 
,mum interest rate for the full 
three year period but the rate ,nay 
,be increased if market conditions 
chauge; 
The bonds will be redeemable 
twice a year -- Oct. 15 and Apr. 
15 -- for their full value plus ac- 
crued iaterest to that date. 
They are also fully transferable, 
allowing holders to sell them to 
other people at any time provid- 
ing the buyer is a British Colum- 
bian. 
Although the rate of interest 
payable will not be revealed until 
Sept. 15, Clark said .the rate 
would be competitive. 
He expected the government to 
raise more thai~ $350 million 
from the bond issue; 
The money raised will reduce 
the amount he government will 
have to borrow both in Calrada 
and abroad. 
Free Gift Wrapping 
Anyone with questi011S OU the 
bond issue can call a toll-free line 
set up by the government. The 
number is 1-800.463-BOND. 
Now when you 
buy 200  gr. of 
Gourmet Coffee, 
receive 100 gr. 
FREE! 
Income 
stats 
TERRACE - -  Terrace placed 
25th in B.C. and Kit,mat 4the in 
terms of working couple in-'+ 
comes, reports Statistics Cana- 
da. 
The median income for Ter- 
race working couples ia 1990 
was $54,300 and $64,500 in 
Kit,mat. 
The term median is not an 
average. It is a mid point, mean- 
lug that half of the workiug 
couples made more than tile 
median level and half n, ade 
Somet imes  a smal l  bus iness  
•  • " ,needs  co ld  cash  
There comes a time. in the l i feo f  [ Bank can help your small business 
every  business, :large or small, ~ : .  
when it needs money • To ~:~ 
• • ~ ~Jg~L~4 
buy  a buiid[ng+ or a 
bnsincss,-:or +to simply in- 
:crease ]t:s-:w6~idng c:apiial. = 
The F6de~:alBusin+ss:Develop,nent I 
with a var ie ty  of f inanc ia l  
~ services, including tei'm loans 
at floating rates which can be 
switched to fixed rates for a " 
mall charge. For a warm reeep- 
tmn call us today. + . . . .  , :+ i+~ i: +? 
Vlanager + ; +-+ •-y., ~:•i + + + ; 
+ 51 . . . . .  
less . . . .  [ + "  :, [;;,~,~7;~:.~iii;+,: ..... . :+ Canad~ 
For t i le K i t inzat -S t ik ine  + , : ., FederaIBusine~:s Banque f~d6rale i 
regional district, tile median in- ~ ~  - - " "  Development Bank de d~veloppement 
come for working couples was . . . .  
$55,000 .  , " 
In Prince Rupert the mid- 
point was $57,800 for 17th spot 
in B.C. while Sniithers ra,,ked 
38th with a figure of $51,700. 
Proviuce wide, the  1990 
median income figure was 
$48,200 while nationally it was 
$46,600. 
Information for the statistical . 
breakdowu comes from 
Reveuue Cauada tax retun~s Mount Layton Hotsprings Resort is the Splashiest Resort in the Northwest, 
nmde out  hi 1991 fo r  the 1990 . Br ing the  who le  fami ly .  Spend the day ,  it 's fun for everyone!  
tax year. i " " II - - --  - - 
Tile analysis discovered that [ 
Beaut i fu l  bus inesses  + ';':I ~++ least33 percent of couples with a o n e  perso  working ~ ROOF +,.+roSe+ UF0 H + 0 
This sulnnler's fine gardening weather has paid off for two local es- reported collecting unemploy- Saturday, Sept. 5 
So~,,~t+Yc~,:::z:~u~lbmt,tfi~r?l~+iyto ~+r: i :~ut~[.~c:t i :n:~f~:+:~:~ p;:u:b2~d::~Z:Yr 1+00 ,~++rp+ Brine ihe kidi! SiS t}aCk +rid ddnk In ihe VieW':01 all 'i 
the city. cent of tile time. the poolslde activities. 
THE COST OF DOING BOOZENESS ~,o~y 
PHARMACY ,~s~..w.~ ~s~A+mwA*3 ) C~.)( J01N IN THE FUN! " N  
)C$~I MANAGER +++o +ca 0ow0+0+++  0+0 ~ IPHaRMAC'ql ~ t0 serve you. so what are you "wading" for. 
CANADA SAFEWAY LIMITED requires a Full-Time LICENSED PHARMACIST to ' LOUliGE HOURS- 11:00 a.m, =0 12:00 a.m. 
become our Pharmacy Manger in. our Terrace store. Interested individuals hould V+E HAWp,~SEA msm,xrmo0m.T tm ~tmvmn~ ;rv~P~°~m so 
have an outgoing personality along with a high level of professional customer COmE IN AHn TRY OUR LIQUID SPECIALS 
service. This position offers a competitive salary plus a full range of company = + 
benefits including pension.. 
Interested applicants may forward a resume IN CONFIDENCE , TO:  POOLS: Daffy 1o:oOa.m.. 10:00 p,m. POOL]SUI)E PASSES SOLO IN 2 HOUR SESSIONS" Seniors 65 and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $3.2, 
SLIOES: Daily 10:O0 a.m+ •10:00 p.m. All pools and slides . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S6.75 CHILDREN TWO AND UNOER FREE. 
All pools including turUe slides . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4.50 m~E pI~$ INgt.UDE UIE OF THE WATERmArK FOR UHUMITED 
o+ w**o I IC$)  840 Cambie Street, MOUNT LAYTON HOTSPRINGS 798 2214 
Vancouver B.C.,V6B 4 J2 • 
Attention:Pharmacy Coordinator RES0~T LTD. ,+ 
+_ 
school 
ALE! 
B 386SX 
' THE PERFECT SLED FOR 
,o.. ++°  +* +,   + '6w+  °  - - - - ' - -  . . . . .  0+ ) PEOPLE IN  A HUI t l l Y .  
1449 ++++0z, a++r+owmobwok,o+,oua+o 
~r~llY ' : That  s why it s so su g • ' .  new • ' ' ccessfui on the racm ctrcutt With its power fu l  
[Ra~ven 9105Printerl v ,  L lY  i ¢ 580cc l iqu idc°° ledeng ine '  the EXT  580 z is the perfect sn°wrn°b i le  f ° r -  o+[ EID ENTERPRISES LTD Zo:Store S~- -  ++ . . . . . . .  . . . . .  _ . . . . .  . ~  I ~li~+~ ~ i i + i ~  v Tminml,/+e~ . . . . : 
~ ~ ~  ,. +o+ .+,+.. ,.,,0,~, Rec - mp~mve Prie/n v" ~SPSuD~o~ g i " 
,,~o. reational Sales and Service l colourol,tion S 1 0 0  + V Le~i.i  ~ Rcrlt~Is +:+. 
t ' i r . .++o . vv  , 4925 Keith Ave.,  Terrace,  B.C. i + ,+++ 
i " L '  . . . . . . . . . . .  :B~ " ~  - -  a • P ,o .e  6 35"3478 ,+  . . . . .  . Fm 6a  +++,+ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . /  I I I i ~ °+° '++.  += o,++ ?+ +++ ++ +++++  + ? + + ++ ! 
Feral felines fuel furore 
BLISSFULLY UNAWARE of the outcry over their unsanitary behaviour, a mother anc~ I~er I<ltten 
soak up the sun in a quiet corner of the alley between Greig and the 4600 block of Lakelse, Living 
wild in the alley, the felines' toilet habits have the manager of one building raising a stink. 
Resident's shelter shock 
TERRACE -- If the wild cats roamiug the alley be- 
tween Greig and Lakelse are ever captured, perhaps 
.the last place they should be taken is the local 
animal shelter. 
That because conditions in the fiieility are 
~: '"appalling", says resident Joan Roy. 
And she has threatened to notify the healtll de- 
partment unless things change. 
Last month Roy went to the shelter in hopes of 
picking out a kitten to take home. What she found 
was not a pretty sight. 
"'The place was a mess, the dogs were over- 
crowded, the cat cages were filthy and the whole 
scene was al)palling," she Said in a letter to council. 
P0intiug out her family lived in the neighbour- 
ho6d and owned pets, she added, "We can't be tak- 
ing the chance that they will be contracting diseases 
by living in close proximity of the shelter." 
Emphasizing shelter personnel were doing the 
best job they could in the circumstances, he 
said the situation would get no better unless 
they were gwen a proper facility and more 
money to run it~ 
"This is a situation which must now take 
priority in the city of Terrace or the health de- 
l}artment will be notified," she warned. 
Calling on the city to build a new shelter and 
provide enough money to adequately staff it, 
Roy suggested the number of animals kept at 
theshelter be strictly limited in the meantime. 
She also urged establishing a public education 
program "to let people know that there's more 
to owning a pet than just providing food and 
water." 
Action 
demanded 
TERRACE -- Cute cats and 
cuddly kittens they are not. 
So says Jeatnle Beaver, man- 
ager of Grcig Holdings Ltd., 
owners of the Medical Clinic 
building on Greig. 
She was referring to the wild 
cats which have taken up 
rcsidcncc in the alley between 
that building and those on the 
4600 block of Lakclse. 
In a letter to couucil, Beaver 
said the feral felines had decided 
the buildiugSs back stairs made an 
ideal litter box. 
"The resulting stench, mess, 
flies, etc. is as unsanitary as it is 
disgusting to deal with," she 
pointed out. 
Her attempts to solve the situa- 
tion had so far been to no avail. 
Beaver said the animal control 
officer's attempt to trap the more 
than 10 cats had been unsuccess- 
ful, the public health department 
had said it couldaSt help and city 
officials told her there were no 
by-laws covering stray cats. 
To make matters worse, the 
animals were enjoying being fed 
by employees of several 
businesses backing on 1o the al- 
ley. 
" I f  the situation carries on as it 
is, it wonSt be long before the al- 
ley is covered with eat feces in- 
stead of gravel," she warned. 
"I noticed a new batch of kit- 
tens today (Aug. 18)," she added. 
Council referred the complaint 
to its Finance committee. 
That body is expected to report 
back to aldermen at their Mon- 
day, Sept. 14 meeting. 
• :: Del0itte& 
Touche 
F INANCIAL  D IFF ICULT IES?  
Call us to arrange for a free 
Consultation and a copy of our 
information booklet 
(~60~) 564-1111 ,~!: ;~ ,~;: i~ 
• T,011:Free: 1~800-663~5:103 
~J 
DEL01TTE & TOUCHE INC. 
//800 - 299 Victoria Street 
Pdnce George, B.C. 
V2L 588 
Realize the Dream! 
HOMES LTD. 
Visit us today and see 
the fine selection of 
Quality Homes 
Sales & Listing Service 
Trades Welcome! 
CLASSIC HOMES 
HWY.  97  SOUTH 
(Across from the Husky Truck Stop) 
Prince George 562-8511 
DLR 9395 
Terrace Co-op 
Association 
FLYER 
CORRECTION 
In this weeks flyer promotion 
the following corrections should 
be noted. 
We apologize for any inconve- 
nience this may have caused. 
Colfort 300 Insulation. Value pdce: 
2x4 (e). $2.08, 2x4 (10) - S2.49, 
2x4 (12)- S3,12, 2x4 (14). S3,49, 
2x4 (16) .$4,18, 2x6 (e)- $2,80, 
2x6 (10)- $3,49, 2x6 (12). $4,32, 
2x6 ( i4 )  $5.09, 2x6 (16).$5.95 
4X4 Treated Posts: 
7'- $5.99, 8' .  $6.99, 9' - $7.89 
Sanded Fir Plywood: 
6ram • $17.99, 11 mm. $22.99, 
19mm. $29.89 
R12 • 15" .24* sKI. ft., 
R20 .15 .39  a sq. It. 
Drywall: ½'  • 4x8. $5.99 
Skylights: 
2x4 double. $150.99 diet 
2x4 doable - $162.99 braze 
Oni S~nlll: 69' ea. 
Rot Mahogany Interim' Kit Doors 
1, - 2* - $38.79 
Soffit: $11.99 
Fascia 6" x 10': $6.99 
12' Brown W]ed TuTblne: $§0.99 
McEwan 
Terrace 
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Listening EXCITEMENT 
FROM 
KENWOOD 
AND 
The Good Guys At 
TNJ SOUND. SYSTEMS 
A p t , t r y  face pTus powerful  
- performance. Kenwood's breakthrough - -- 
DFP system gives you surround sound 
ambience without  rear speakers, Smart AI 
operation takes care of the details. 
UD-IO0 
$,earal# Power Amplifier for Purist Pedurmance 
BEAUTIFUL STYLE 
YOU might expert a system v,111~ |isis many 
features to be lalge and comfJScated, but 
Kenwood's UD100 IS small and easy tq use. 
Much of the cretht goes to Kenwood's AI System 
O| compu erised "acoustic intelligence'*, Ai " 
I 
HEAR THE DIFFERENCE TODAY! 
TNJ SOUND SYSTEMS 
DOWNTOWN TERRACE 
638- 200 
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"P rd 0 D t a on or us"  
CASE " ~ ~ i 
i i l  i ~ ............ ~ 
 LENCIA Af ter  Sav i  
.... Safeway miD ORANGES ve time to visit the 
U.S. Grown. Excellent for juice, i:  Skeena Valley Fall Fair 
Marketed by Sunkist. !~  
this 
weekendV i 
CHILLER u:, I I 
~T, OrM~I  FRUIT DRINK ii SOUP .... .... ,
Grape, Berry, 6:1 "9  8~ EAi: :I:~] GENERIC O nge or Fruit Punch. 
Case of 1 2/ Case of 27. 250 rnL . . . . . . .  [] 
VEGETAB'- CRAGMONT pnp 
SOUP Selected flavours. 
Case of 1 2/355 mL. 
GENERIC. Plus deposit. :~ 
Case of 1 2/28zt r~m Works out to 25 ¢ ea: ........ 
MUSH| - BEL-AIR 
SOUP 88  Case of 48/284 mL. Works out to 19 ¢ ea. . . .  . [] EA. 
GENERIC. ~ :~: 
Case of 1 2/28 
i ORIENTAL NOODLES EL-AIR 
_~I~£WNHOUSE. Selected Var, eties.~ 4GE JU ICE  
~~~-- ,~~ Case of 24/85 g. ::1 ILsFr°ttn "9C8aSeea Of 6" 
 ,88 ,, 
B 
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CLEAN -UP' SCOTCH BUY -:.i ::~: .%: '  2! • ~. 
TRASH BAG WITH -TH'ESE I lispeno~e4b?xl . . . . . . . .  
TRULY FII S 
FACIAL 
. .  / r  
i j  "~i ~ FL • .  
TISSUE 
Case of 9/200's ..... 
TRULY FIN 
PAPER 
TOWELS 
Case of 12/2 rolls.. 
. , ._,,. 
BATHROOM 
o,-.-rocr.,, 1992 
WED THURS FRI SAT 
2 r 3 4 5 
Advertised prices In effect at your neighbourhood 
Terrace Safeway store. Quantity right s reserved. 
Some items may not be exactly as shown, 
EA. 
GOLD COVE 
TUNA 
Chunk Light. In water. 
Works out to 67 ¢ ea. 
184 g. Case of 1 2 . .  EA, 
TASTE TELLS 
MUSHROOMS 
Stems & Pieces' 284 mL7 9 8  
Case of 1 2 /284 mL. 
Works out to 67 ¢ ea.. Ii EA. 
SEA TRADER 
PINK SALMON 
213g. 
Case of 1 2. 
Works out to 83 ¢•ea.. 
g.g 
of,,. 
TISS"  
TRULY FI! 
ease of 1 
MAINSTAY 
DOG FOOD 
. . . .  ' 20 kg. 
8.88 EA. 
PEDIGREE PAL 
DOG FOOD 
Beef or Chicken. 
Case of 12 /400 g. 
i17.98 EA. 
EA. 
TOP SIRLOIN 
STEAK 
%..,, 
LB. 
Take off with the AIR MILES m Program at Safewagl 
Safeway is proud to be the exclusive grocer, drug store and florist sponsor of the AIR MILES~Mprogram. 
show your AIR MILESTMcard every time you shop at Safeway and you will earn valuable miles towards 
much deserved travel. 
No Card e. No problem, pick up you application at your Neighbourhood Safeway and join the thousa~ 
people earning AIR MILES TM 
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WRONG!  People who feed bears are not doing them any 
favour. In fact, they're creating a threat to human lives and 
those of the bears, says a local conservation officer. 
'Kindness' kills 
TERRACE - -  Giviug a handout 
to a hungry bear seems like a 
great idea. The bear gets fed and 
you get a chance to stare mother 
nature in the teeth. 
Wrong. 
A bear which lives on a diet of 
human food will likely be un- 
den,our,shed attd is very 
da,gerous. 
Two bears had to be destroyed 
this year because motorists on 
Hwy 16 kept stoppittg and feed- 
ing them. 
"These bears started out eating 
dandelions on the side of the 
highway," said conservation of. 
fleer Peter Kalina. "People 
would throw hot dogs, sand- 
withes and marshnmllows at 
them, and the bears begau associ- 
ating the vehicles with easy 
food." 
Court report 
TERRACE -- Here are couvie- convicted of three counts of 
tions resulting from recent cases breaking aad entering. Coekeli 
heard is, Terrace provincial court: 
May 26 
Herluan Joseph Wilson pleaded 
guilty to driving with a blood- 
alcohol level over the legal It,nit 
of 0.08. Hewas fined $450 a,d is 
prohibited from driving for one 
year. 
May 28 
Donald Louis Ertman pleaded 
guilty to driviug with a blood- 
alcohol level over the lcgal limit 
was given a suspended sentence 
and two years on probation. 
Gisclle Mary Labreeque 
pleaded guilty to theft mtder 
$1,000 and was fined $50. 
June 22 
David Reuben Gray  pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving. He 
was fitted $400 attd is prohibited 
t'rom driving for one year. 
Dotma Marie Mackenzie 
pleaded guilty to assault. She was 
of 0.08. He was se,tc,eed to four given a suspettded set, fence and 
mouths in jail attd is prohibited one year on probation. 
from driving for one year. June 26 
Jeffrey Scott MacDonald Gary Don Mojak pleaded guilty 
pleaded guilty to drug trafficking, to impaired riving, He was fitted 
MacDonald was sentenced to 30  $500 attd is prohibited from dr,v- 
days in jail. ing for one year. 
David Marshall pleaded guilty Mafalda Moutemuro pleaded ~ 
to assault and was fined $250. gu i l ty  to theft under $1,000 and 
May 29 was fined $250, 
Cecilia Bernadette Clayton Gary Wallace Hill pleaded 
pleaded guilty to theft under guilty to theft under $1,000 and 
$1,000. Clayton was given a was fined$250. 
suspended seuteuee and six Jutte29 
mouths on probation. 
Kerby Good pleaded guilty to 
mischief causing less than $1,000 
damage and was given a 
suspended sentence and oue 
year's probatiou. 
Rolattd Leblond pleaded guilty 
to a Liquor Control Act viohitio=~ 
and was fined $300.- 
Dotutavan htgo Meierhofer 
pleaded guilty to  fraud under 
$1,000 attd was fitted $100. 
June 15 vice. 
Robert James Parker pleaded 
guilty to drug possession. Parker July 2 
was settteneed to one day in jail Barry AaUltony Shauoss pleaded 
anbd was fined $1,200. guilty to three counts of being uu- 
Edward Jerome Wesley pleaded i lawfully at large. He was 
guilrty to itnpaired driving; Wes- sentenced to six weeks in jail. 
Icy was fined $400 and is Ju ly3 
prohibited from driving for one Bo Valfrid Wulffpleaded guilty 
year. to disqualified driving. He was 
June 19 fined $300 attd is prohibited from 
Nell Leonard Straiu was con- driving forsi×months. 
vieted of assault causing bodily Kevin Blanc Leavitt pleaded 
harm and mischief causing less guilty to public mischief. He was 
Steve Ivan Thibault pleaded 
guilty to driving with a blood- 
alcohol level over the legal limit 
of 0.08. He was fi,ed $400 and is 
prohibited from driving for oae 
year. 
June 30 
Gordon James Wade pleaded 
guilty to assault. Wade received a
suspended sentettce, oue year on 
probation and an order to perform 
40 hours of comznuuity work ser- 
• than $1,000 damage. Strain was fined $300. 
" I t  was causiug a problem for seutenced to three months in jail Clayton Ralph Hanson pleaded 
people that had stopped to look at and one year on probation, guilty to two counts of theft under 
thebears." Darrell Frederick Grace pleaded $1,000. Hanson was given a 
When Kalina went to invest,- guilty totwo counts of failing to suspended sentence and one year 
gate one of the bears, it ran for comply with a condition of a on probation. 
his truck as soon ashe parked and recognizance. Grace was fined . Andrew Larry Uhrig pleaded 
Kalina was forced to shoot it. $400 and is on probatiou for six guilty to impaired driving. He 
"Don't  feed the wildlife is the montlts, was fined $500 and is prohibited 
uttderlying message," hesaid. Russel Murray Cockell was from driving for one year. 
CURLING 
Annual General 
Meeting 
September 16 
7:30  p.m. at the  Curling Rink 
EVERYONE WELCOME! 
( ;h r , . l i e  I'ntil~uu t',l,~ he ol le . f  ll~e VCal'.,ill[~ si~lls of diabetes  f yim feel  e(.~lstmllly t i red  (,r 
h~ekiul~ it, encrl~y, d,m'l iA~tl(,rc' ih  I~h-'tl'.- ' set' Vot lr  , l .ctltr. 
F , l r  Iil,)r~? Jl, f i l r , l l l l l J , ) l l  ;1111~111 dhthc l t ' s .  ~.'l)l l l; It' l  i l t '  (~l l l l l l l l J l l l l  L) inhelt 's A~,S(IuJHIJIHI. 
!RE A LOGGER AGENCY 
J , . ,~ .. ~.!.~ 
REQU!RED: 
Hydraulic Loader Operators 
(Juicers) 
them Heario 
- 
Safety Serv ices  
"A to,time is t/earing Time." 
• Individual Audiometric Hearing Testing 
• Evaluations ol Personal Hearing Protection 
W,C.B. CERTIFIED 
HEARING TEST FACIL IT IES  
• :::, j l t~  
~? ~ *l ~3:3 :=:~ ............. [ " . . . . . . .  [: l : l [ 
Two brothers transform an ordinary wagon into a flying machine, ~[[[r= 
and transform their own lives into an extraordinary adventure. 
:t~[l~ ¢olumbll Pl¢lurll Indu|tdll, Jn¢, All Rlghtl Rlla~tod, 
=¢1992 L. . . . . . . .  D,,lgnC . . . . . . .  Tfl$lnt HomeVid . . . . .  RighI, R . . . . .  d. [ ]  [ ' P - "O '~ ~¢ 
   ViDEO FREE KID'S MOVIES 
ANY OTHER RENTAL 
4721 Lakelse Ave. 635-4333 
I ,qi! is, v e£¢ ~e. eial Wn~le ~r. 
"~ only live. cmm.n~ 
Terrace..1: m not t~ 
~l~r beoS', ~r 
~d71~c :1 rn re~__.J, 
on- here fire 
zon e  lac , 
l [ ~ U ~ n Vl Sit~ ] m 
 oin5 "fo sho  YO ' 
Let,s have "Fc~n.I ~, 
"5 OW "r'OUR 
PP ibF_: 
TAKE A HOLiBAY IN OUR HOMF TOWN 
if.you're afraid it might be 
another train, ask us about Scotia Plan Loan 
. . . . .  Interest Rate Protection. 
Canada Safeway 
Terrace Shopping Centre 
Kermodle Trading Co. 
4625 Kelth Avenue 
All Seasons Sporting Goods 
4622 Lakelse Avenue 
Skeena Broadcasters 
4625 Lazelle Avenue 
CO-SPON$ORED BY THE CITY OF TERRACE & 
TERRACE & DI$TRIC~CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
Personal lending rates are lower than they've been in a So whatever happens to interest rates over the next : : :~(~ 
long time. What you're seeing may well be the light at the twelve months, you'll be protected with Scotiabank's :: 
end of the tunnel. Automatic Rate ProtectiOn. :~ ~ 
Either way, this is the right time to consider a Scotia Think about it. ~~:  
- Plan Loan. Because right now, Scotiabank isoffering You (:ould buy the new eai" you've been admiring. 
Automatic Rate Protection on qualifying two and three You could get started On the home renovations you've 
year term loans arranged on or before November 14th, been postponing. 
1992". You could replace those tired appliances. :,~ ~t:~i/ 
' 'V  6 ,. . . . . . .  It means that if our prime lending rate on the loan s first You could take that family vacation you e been promts: : ;,;~ :! .  
anniversary date is lower than it was when you took out ing yourself , ,  : , :: ,:::" :~ ~:~:! ~:1: 
our loan, we'll automatically drop your interest rate by the Or yogi: c0uld use todays low-interest money td~ay ofi~i~il i!i! -: 
difference between the two prime lending rates for the rest hi~her:in[eresfdebts. "' '~  ~: ~ '" ~J:~ ~ ~ . 
of the ioan'term, And tt goes without saying that if interest ~est [o:get: yoti tl~e: '!:; i::~ :;L 
Socreds are not dead yet 
TERRACE -- Despite the drub- 
bing it suffered at the polls last 
fal!, the Social Credit party is far 
from dead, says the president of 
the B.C. Young Socreds. 
Elected to the post in May of 
this year, Bruce Halisor was back 
home in Terrace for a visit last 
week. 
Pointing out the Socreds had 
been recapturing members 10st in 
the months prior to the October 
'91 election, he also noted its 
provincial membership was still 
10 times that of the opposition 
Liberals. 
He said the Liberals' success in 
'91 was based on voters who had 
rejected the Socreds because of 
personalities but would n0t vote 
for the NDP. 
However, given the Socreds 
had rid themselves of the percep- 
tion of being a party o f  "sleazy 
"' Bruce Hallsor 
cration had grown up knowing 
only Socred government's and 
people", there would be .o such 
"free ride" for the Liberals next 
time around, 
"People will have to have a 
reason to vote Liberal," he 
added. 
Claiming the Socrcds had a 
proven record in government of 
creating the strongest economy in 
the country, Hallsor said, 
"People know what we staud 
for." 
And, as their term of office 
went on, he predicted the New 
Democrat government would 
steadily lose support among 
voters. 
As for the reaction of young 
voters to the Social Credit party, 
he pointed to increased member- 
ship of his organization -- up 
frolh 4,200 in October 1991 to 
4,900 today. 
Halisor, 24, explained his gcu- 
ANNUAL SALE  October 1, 2 & 3 
15 % OFF BOOKS 
4606 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-4428 
UNION.MEMBERS & FAMILIES 
therefore assuming it would ever 
be thus. 
The complacency that bred 
meant those who leaned toward 
free enterprise had felt little need 
to get involved in politics, con- 
ccntrating instead on their carter 
or starting their own business. 
Those same people now real- 
ized they had to get involved. 
As for the Skeena Soered party, 
Hallsor said it was in sound 
fiuancial shape and would have 
no problem fielding a candidate 
in the next election. 
Pointing out Dave Parker, the 
'91 Socred candidate, had topped 
the polls in Terrace, Thornhill 
and Lakclse, he said the party had 
a strong voting base to work 
from. 
He also noted the Liberals had 
finished a distant hird here. 
A woman is responsible for a man's sexual excitement, 
Myth:  therefore she cannot stop the sexual activity once she has 
"turned him on". 
A woman may be the stimulus that causes arousal, however, 
men can control their sexual behavlour as we las women can. Reality: ~t la the brain, not the sexual organs, that conVols arousal. A 
woman Is never under any obligation to relieve a man of sexual 
tension. 
Terrace&DistdctVicUmsAssistanceProgram 635"1111 
3205 Eby Street, Terrace - _ I 
('.(Z)OSEMANS 
PIANOS 
• Imports 
• Sales 
• Piano Tuning, 
Regulation & Rebuilding 
NOW AVAILABLE: 
MODEL 130-A BLACK EBONY 
"COOSEMAN" PROFESSIONAL UPRIGHT 
' 4800 °° - retail 
OFFICIAL DEALER FOR SAMICK PIANOS, OTHER MAKES 
. ALSO AVAILABLE. NEW &'USED. 
B.C.'s Most Competitive Prices 
Jose Coosornana 
703 Straume Ave,, T( 
DR. HARRY MURPHY 
Optometrist 
4609 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
354  City Centre, Kitimat, B.C. 
Would like to introduce 
DR. RICK HEYDEN 
Optometrist 
who will be joining his Terrace and Kitimat 
practices commencing 
Tuesday, August 25, 1992. 
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL: 
635-5620 (Terrace) 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, September 2, 1992 -- Page Al l  
Correction 
TERRACE -- In last week's tory on improved access to fishing spots 
for wheelchair users on page A3, the Terrace Parks and Recreation De- 
partment was znistakcnly given credit for iml)roving the Red Sand Lake 
campground. 
The Ministry of Forests is responsible for improvements tothe camp- 
ground to make it wheelchair accessible. 
LABOUR DAY 
PICNIC 
Kitimat-Terrace & District 
Labour::Gouncil 
..... lnv tes all 
September 7 
11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Kin Hut on Hall iwell 
-Horseshoe Tournament -Prizes .Barbeque 
-Races/Games Children & Adults -Free Admission 
FOR INFO. CALL TAMMY 635-6410, CANDICE 635-2116 
The British Columbia Legislature has appointed CJ. Connaghan to ] 
conduct an independent reviow of what Members of the Legislative 
Assembly (MLAs) are paid and to recommend an independent way to 
set and adjust fuun'e remuneratinn for MLAs. 
Your views are invited. Forward thoughtful ideas, in writing, no latex 
than ScpL 30,1992. All submissions will be considered to be public 
documents. 
To assist ~e Reviewer, you may wish to address such questions as: 
What is the primary job of an MLA? in terms of pay and benefit 
levels, including pension and severance provisions, whatotherjobs 
in our society would rank.with the job of an MLA? Should the 
Legislative Assembly or an independent commission decide how 
much to pay an MLA? Should a formula, perhaps related to the 
Consumer Price Index, be used to determine future increases? 
Send your written submission to the following: 
Review of MLA Remuneration 
Suite 510 - 789 West Pender Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 1H2 Facsimile: (604) 684-3381 
~ Ol,; durlng3eptember;eall.toll,~oi~,8668.-" ........... 
GO BACK T0 SCsH00L 
Looktng and Feelzng harp 
SHA Electronics, from Kelly's 
SHIRR GX- CD 75C 
REG. =56995 
$48995 
SAVE *8000 
SHARR GX - CD 65U 
REG. =4699s 
s3999s 
SALE 
SAVE =7000 
TAPE & DISC 
KISS, tape . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  $8.99 
disc . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  $15.99 
BLACK CROWES, tape . . . . . . . .  . ,. $8.99 
' . , . . , ° . , , , , ° , i . 
dlL,~,UGHTER', ' t ' ae  . . . . .  . . . . :  ! . .  :.$15:99 
$15 99 
WILSON PHILLIPS, tape . . . . . . . . . .  $8.99 
disc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $15.99 
TURBO 16 GRAFX 
NO .,y, $9499 
RENTAL GAMES! 
Over 70 games 
to choose from. 
ASK US ABOUT OUR 
SHARP RENTAL PROGRAM? 
! • • 
SHAJRR 
XV-120 
100" 
PROJECTION 
T.V, 
m 
SHARR 
XL-V310 
VHS 
CAMCoRDER 
RENTED AT KELLY'S 
Kd/  
LOCATED AT THE 1 
TERRACE SHOPPING CENTRE 
"'Make us the one stop for all 
your entertainment eeds" 
635-9220,  
Terrace ,  B .C ,  
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EVEN A JUDGE gets no respect! Ask local bench guardian 
Ed deWalle. He came home to find he'd been tried, found 
guilty and sentenced in absentia. Though the joke probably 
- I I I .  - - - -  " 
Long 
year 
ahead 
TE l{RACE ~ When students 
start back at school next week, 
Ihcy'll be starting a year which 
won't end until the last day of 
June 1993. 
In previous years, school has 
ended the last Friday in June. 
But next yearlhat last Friday in 
June falls a couple of days sooner 
than usual. And the teachers' con- 
tract settled last year requires a 
total of five non-instructional 
days ~ more than ever before - -  
be fitted into the school year. 
As a result, the school board 
couldn't fit the 187 days of in- 
struction required by  the educa- 
lion nfinistry into the traditional 
"bookends" ~ •the day after 
Labour Day attd the last Friday in 
Jutte. 
"It seems like such a simple 
thing," board chairman Edna 
Cooper Said. "But it isn't." 
Fortner rteaehers' union presi- 
dent Rob Brown's had suggested 
the solution was to use a "crea- 
tive" definition of what can be 
tout,ted as a day of instruction. 
"A  day of instruction is a day 
of inslructiott for some or all of 
the students in the school dis- 
trier," he said. 
Some students attend school 
here on Saturdays, Brown pointed 
out, so any Saturday cmtld be 
cot, nted as a day of instruction for 
education miaistry counting pur- 
poses. 
Cooper said the board didn't 
agree with using creative defini- 
tions. 
" I t  is supposed to be 187 days 
of school for all children ~ and 
that's what it should be." 
She noted that Victoria has 
eliminated any chance of ending 
the year sooner by sclteduling 
provincial exat'us Oil June 29 attd 
30. 
seemed like a great idea at the time, the perpetrators might 
find themselves having to rethink that should they ever  find 
themselves appear ing before that same dispenser of justice. 
Dr. Peter Okimi 
is pleased to announce 
the opening of 
his dental practice 
in associateship with 
Dr. Bruce Prokopetz 
beginning August 31, 1992 at 
Park Ave. Dental Clinic 
Park Avenue 
• 638-8567 
• Terrace Stock: car.;AssQ.ci_a.ti,gn .... 
BUMP TOPASS 
AND DEMOLITION RULES 
1. Any full bodied passenger cars allowed. No convertibles; 
2. Tires, wheels and suspension must be stock. 
3. Fenders may be cut out for tire clearance. 
4. All glass and chrome must be removed. 
5. All doors must be chained or bolted . . . .  
6. Gas tanks can be lelt in' stock position' or'm0ved to :the 
trunk. " - -:,;. " :: :,- 
7. Batteff may be securely mounted to ifie floor in •tile 
drivers compartment provided they arecoVered with 
rubber, to prevent acid spills,:/} :: : ' i :  , i" i  
8. Driver's door must be filled':w[th cementlo(sand / 
9. Three point seat belts required. 
10. All drivers & #assengers must wear approved helmets, 
11, Passengers must be seated iO Iron{ seat with three 
point seat belt. 
12. All drivers must be 16 years ol age and ~old a valid 
drivers licence. 
13. Radiators must remain in stock location. No reinforcing is 
allowed in front el radiator. 
14 Must have a fire extlngulshel: secured within easy reach 
el driver, 
15. Must have a roll bar lust behind river or have a single 
post secured between reel and tloor, 
16, Must wear long-sleeved coveralls !n pits and cars'. 
17, Entry fee is $25.00 and covers driver and 2 mechanics. 
1 & All cars will be teched by T,S.C.A. officials. Any car that 
Ilia officials deem unsafe or not complying with the rules 
will be cut from the program until the program is fixed. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO: 
NORMA KERBY 
1st prize winner of 2 Kashtin tickets, Kashtin T, Shirt, 
Compact Disc and Baseball Hat. 
AND TO: 
CHARLOTTE GUNO 
2nd prize winner of 2 Kashtin T-Shirts, Baseball 
Hats and Compact Disc's. 
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IN TODAY'S  WORLD. . .  
the child who is 
bilingual or trilingual 
has a big advantage. 
FRENCH 
IMMERSION 
Primary One~Kindergarten 
Registration at 
Kiti K'Shan School " 
635-3115 
Joan Norman 
635'7461 
Parent Contacts "". 
Patti Barnes 
638-1713 
20% 
OFF ALL 
J 01C 0 Products 
until Sept. 12/92 
HAIRBUSTERS 
Skeena Mall 
' o , .%\ ' .  . . : . .  
~i~i~i;ilo6erated by Nwcc  Students '  A'SsoC./,YI: ',-: i~i.i 
UNDER NEW ........ ' f " ?;, ': 
We'd like to welcome 
Kristina Moraes 
.... - to our Centre ,.~ 
OPENING DAY BLITZ 
~ Sept .  8, 1992 .: ; " 
Free use of facilities 
from 10 am to 4 pm " 
Our facilities include: ;: : 
racquet ~z ~,-,,,~h rnlirfo._:: : 
- weight~ 
..... ~- games 
shower 
5331 
: ~ Terrace, B.C,:V8G 4C2 
635-6511 ' Loca l  358  635-4009 
Zaul Zap bailed out 
TERRACE - -  Creditors of a 
logging company have approved 
a plan dealing with its debt of 
uearly $4 million. 
Zaul Z,a p Industries, owned by 
the Gitwiaksihlkw band in the 
Nass Valley, hag a forest liccnce 
of 50,000 cubic metres ayear. 
The majority of its debt is being 
trausformed in a complicated 
maueuver into a new company 
called Sire G_an Forestry Corpora- 
tiou that's 51 per cent owned by 
the Gitwinksihlkw band. 
I t ' s  beiug described by ob- 
servers close to the deal as an 
alternative to baukruptey. 
• Formed ia the early 1980s, Zaul 
Zap received its forest licence in 
1987 but ran into trouble when 
logging costs outstripped 
revenuc. 
A key part of the deal involves 
a Vancouver-based and Chinese- 
OWltcd iuvcstment company 
called Fountainhead Enterprises 
Corporati0a. 
Zaul Zap owes it nearly $2.2 
million of which. $1 million is 
secured agaiust the company's 
forest liceuce. 
• Fountainhead is giving up its 
claims against Zaul Zap in return 
for a minority position in Sire 
Gnn. 
Also holding a minority post- 
lieu in Sire Gan is Iuternational 
Forest Products (Interpae) of 
Vancouver which iuvested in the 
new company aud will manage 
loggiug and nfarketing opera- 
lious. 
The Gilwiuksihlkw band is 
owed nearly $600,000 by  Zaul 
Zap and is surreudering its claim 
in rclurn for majority ownership 
of Sitn Gas. 
Yet there could still be approxi- 
mately $1.1 million in nupaid un- 
secured creditor claims, said a 
Peat, Marwick Theme accounting 
Harry Nyce 
demise to costs exceeding 
r e v e n u e .  
And Rusko said company mau- 
agemeat was poor. 
"That's not unusual - -  95 per 
cent of companies iu this country 
fail because of poor manage- 
maul," said Rusko. 
The B.C. supreme court must 
still approve the debt restruetur. 
ing plan. 
Gitwinksihlkw chief eouueillor 
Harry Nyce said constantly 
ehangiug mauagement at Zaul 
Zap put it at a disadvantage. 
"We'd be maki,g operating 
costs, theu slip a bit. Make opera- 
ting costs again and slip a little 
bit," said Nyce. 
"We pretty well have that in 
haud now with Iuterpac," he 
added. 
"The bottom line is to keep the 
company holdiugs in the north- 
west," said Nyce of the new ar- 
rangement. 
He said lack of a bridge added 
at least two hours to the hauling 
distance needed to trausport logs. 
Zaul Zap received its 50,000 
cubic metre a year liccnce iu the 
last decade after first asking for 
one of 120,000 cubic melres, 
Nyce said. 
That further placed Zaul Zap at 
an economic disadvantage but it 
did contract loggiug for other 
companies to help cash flow, he 
said. 
Zaul Zap was able to make con- 
Iributions to Gitwinksihlkw 
which resulted its commuuity hall 
and a church, said Nyee. 
"We hope that will be con- 
tinued under Sire G_an," he said. 
Nyce acla~owledged that 
Gitwinksthlkw's investment in 
Zaul Zap did put a strain ou the 
band's fiuances. 
Sire G_an is a Nisga'a word 
which roughly trauslates as 'good 
wood' or 'holy wood'. 
Kalum Forest District manager 
Brian Downie said approval of 
the forests minister is not needed 
for the license transfer because 
majority owuersbip of the new 
company is the same as it was 
with Zaul Zap. 
, , . . ?  
firm partner iavolvcd in the deal. I 
Bob Rusko estimated that those " , - 
remaining unsecured creditors 
could receive 11 ceuts ou the dol- 
lar depending upon a fiual settle'- 
meut of claims aud expenses. 
He attributed .the Zaul Zap's 
Province 
 to: foot  
bridge bill 
TERRACE-  It looks as if the " ' " 
f "  , . 
ptovmcml government ]s going to .:-= 
pay the majority of the cost of . . 
building a bridge over the Nass / 
River to the tiny village of 
Gitwinksihlkw.. 
• And that ends a plan hatched in .; 
the 1980s to have the federal ."'~"-~'.":i:':,"~!,* 
governmeut pay half the cost. :~ii'iii~iiii~:.i:il 
original bridge plan was :~:.i~i:!,~;i!:/i.;/:i;!iii:i!~!~"{~i~.~'~! :, The 
tied to the grauting of a forest 
licence to the now-failed Zaul 
Zap Industries logging company 
owned by the Gitwinksihikw 
(Canyon City) band. 
Iu retura for the licence, Zaul 
Zap was to build the bridge 
giving it access to wood and to 
replace au agiug footbridge now 
used by Gitwinksihlkw resideuts. 
The province aud Zaul Zap 
each said they would pay one- 
quarter of the costs i~ the federal 
governmeut picked up the 
remaining hal f. 
But the federal government 
never did couuuit itself, ultimate- 
ly plaei,g Zaul Zap in a 
precarious finauciai position be- 
cause the majority of the wood 
under licence was across the 
river. 
The provincial highways minis- 
try hag started ils own dcsigu for 
a vehicle bridge and hopes to 
have it completed next spring, 
says regional highways ministry . 
iuanager Jan Buckle. 
"There's several hundred 
peol~le who have nothing but a 
footbridge," said Buckle of the 
reasoning behiud the decision. 
"There are Iol8 of other cases 
where the ministry provides ac- -..; 
CCSS. ' ~ 
He said the ministry had al- 
ready discarded a Zaul Zap 
bridge study fittanced by the fed- 
eral government. 
"It really wasn't suitable. It 
was a sittgle lane logging bridge 
arid it hadn't beelz done with a l o t  
of testillg of abutment condi- 
tioas,"sald Buckle. 
A drill crew this summer tested 
rock outeroppings about 800m 
upstream from the existing foot- 
bridge. B Depending on whether the 
bridge is one-lane or two, the I oo~- -  ~ I 
final price, with road approaches, I 'm I 
could top $3 million, said Buckle. 
An approach road of nearly 
2kin will be needed from the ex- I CHRYSLER/ 
tsting road in the Nass and a new I J 
road on the other side com~ect ing  
to Gitwi,ksihlkw. 
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LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
SEPTEMBER 1992 :PALACE, SEPTEMBER 1992 
6 
Parents 
Coalition for the 
Advancement 
el Education 
13 
Parents 
Coalition for the 
I Advancement 
el Education 
20parents 
Coalition lor the 
Advancement 
el Education 
27 
Parents 
Coalition for the 
Advancement 
of Education 
7 Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
LAIOUR DAY 
14 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
21 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
28 
Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
1Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
8 
Kerrnode 
Friendship 
Society 
1-5 
Kerrnode 
Friendship 
Society 
2~rmode 
Friendship 
Society 
29 
Kerlnode 
Friendship 
Society 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games 
3 Terrace 
747 
Terrace A~r Cadets 
Blueback Terrace 
Swim Club Anti Poverty 
9-  . . . . . . . . . . .  "1-Oorder o, 
Royal 
Terrace Purple 
Peaks 
Terrace 
Gymnastics Anti Poverty 
,17 vo, .,, 16 .,. s., 
Terrace '~",, 
Blueback Terrace 
Swim Club Anti Poverty 
23 24 ' ° " ' ° ° '  UIS[IICI 
Terrace] s,PO.A 
• Peaks  } Terrace 
Gymnastics[ Anti.Poverty 
4 Big 
Brothers 
& Sisters 
Nisga'a 
Tribal Council 
- -1  Canadian 
• " Paraplegic 
Assoc, 
Nisga'a 
Tribal Council 
1~ Canadian 
Paraplegic 
Assoc, 
Nisga'a 
Tribal Council 
2~ Canadian 
~'  Paraplegic 
r ASSOC,! 
Nisga'a, , .  
Tr bal Council ,- 
30 I I i  
[errae, e ! L 
COmlr]Ul~ly 
Voltlril~l & : ." 
Access 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Ringelte 
Terrace Soccer 
Figure Skating 
1~ Little 
" "  Theatre 
Kinsmen 
Search & 
Rescue 
10  Minor 
• / Softball 
Kmeues 
Figure Skating 
¢, U,le 
' J  Thealrn 
Kinsmen 
. Search & 
: . - . .  Rescue_ " 
T.V. MONITORS 
Games 12:45 
Games 6"15 
SMOKE REMOVAL 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
AISLE CONCESSION 
[# IT COllIES T0 GRUT I)FJ'" 
CHRYSLER DEALERS GIVE 
EVERY DEALER HAS 
,-,-.,CLEARLY MARKED THEI 
' '92 VEHICLES AT 
. 2 
t, lm,=, . .~  
" ¢.t 
WITH 48 MONTH 
FACTORY FINANQNG 
..... :i-.*: i;?:i~i. 
AN OPPORTUNITY LIKE THIS AGAIN 
ITAGE: CHRYSLER 
AT YOUR LOCAL CHRYSLER DEALERS. 
*Offers mutuall exclusive and for rsonal use only Financing for a maximum of 48 months subject o approval by Chrysler Credil Canada Ltd, Example: $10,OOO linancad at 3.9% A,P.R, equals $22S,34 
.M,h i .  fn. an ~,,mQ P. n B ¢81~6.32 Total amount o be reoaid' $10 816 32. With 3 9% A.P.R. and $1,500 rebate not taken, stslutor.ily required recalculated C,O.B. express, od ~ dollars and perconl Is: 
'""~'~'~=%~"~,~"~;j';..%~'."~. k= . ,~ ..,,,., ~ ,~/ .  u I 19~2 until terminated bv Chrvalar Canada Ltd. Rata ease vehicles eligible for t-sclory HeDate gary. p, pp,se.to exmurtg uealer mven;oryomy, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P"' °~;'l:~¢"al G; d K%~'~L'ea's=eXProgram also available on'sl~[flc mode a These offers cancel replace and may not be comhineo wdh olher oners. 
License, registrar on, freight, insurance, taxes and othe fees extra. See Dealer lot dete Is. 
[*Plymo.tlil 
m 
ic.-L .l 
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Workers switch unions 
TERRACE - -  The Interuatioual 
Uuion of Operating Engineers has 
sigued up workers who once 
belonged to auother union. 
Employees of Bulkley Valley 
Maintenance, which handles road 
inaintenance fi'om Smithers to 
Kitwauga and north to Stewart, 
voted to joiu the engineers last 
week by a 47 to 14 margiu. 
Those workers were once 
represented by the B.C. Govern- 
ment Employees Uniou 
(BCGEU) but chose to decertify 
more thau three years ago. 
Tbis is the first time a ultioII 
other than the BCGEU bas 
represented employees of the pri- 
vale companies doing road aud 
bridge mainteuance in the pro- 
vance. 
The BCGEU is the historical 
representative of h ighway 
workers, dating back to the days 
when the highways ministry had 
its own crews doing maintenance 
work. 
Operating engineers busiuess 
agent Frank Hannon says there's 
But BCGEU members did hand 
out leaflets at the polls last week 
urging Bulkley Valley 
Maintenance workers to 
reconsider their vote. 
The idea, said Adams, was for 
the workers to think about choos- 
ing the BCGEU by having attoth- 
cr vote. 
Adams did concede that the ef- 
fect of reconsidcring would bc to 
• vote against certifying with the 
a "kecn interest from employees opcratingcngineers. 
of other privatized corn panies." 
Carol Adams, a public relations 
officer for the BCGEU, said her 
uuion isn't worried that this is the 
start of a trend. 
Suzuki draws bead on Kemano 
front Equity Silver Mines' 
Houston mine manager Brian 
Robert, on, calls on the pro- 
ducers to ensure tlne reporting 
is uot biased. 
Labeling Suzuki's docu- 
mentaries "biased and one- 
sided", he says the Vancouver 
geneticist has aligned himself 
with the environmental move- 
ment. 
"This allows him to present 
himself as a hero to the environ- 
meutal extremists who live in 
the more populated southern 
eentres, but it does nothing to 
address the real Issues and does 
not consider tbe welfare of tlne 
people living in the region af- 
fected," Robertson added. 
TERIL'%CE -- The filming of an- 
other David Suzuki docu- 
mentary - -  this time focussing 
on AIcan and the Kemauo Com- 
pletlon Project - -  has some 
nortbwesterners worried. 
Kit,mat's mayor and council 
are sendiug a letter expressing 
their concerns about the docu- 
mentary to the CBC. Filming is 
still underway and the pro- 
gram, which includes a substan- 
tial segment on AIcan's billion- 
dollar hydroelect,'ic project, is 
expected to air early next year. 
Suzuki's last major television 
documentary probed the state 
of the B.C. forest industry and 
drew the wrath of the industry 
and loggers province-wide. 
Auother letter to the. CBC, 
She added that the BCGEU did 
congratulate the workers for 
choosing to join a uniou. 
Harmon said he and another 
labour orgauizer in a first series 
of meetings with Bulkley Valley 
Maintenance workers gave them 
three uuions from which to 
choose. 
"We suggested the Teamsters, 
ourselves axed the BCGEU. We 
realized they certainly needed a 
uaion but we wanted them to 
think over which one," said 
Harmon. 
"We no sooner got home and 
they got back to us. On our sec- 
ond swiug, we signed them up," 
he said. 
BUYINGA COMPUTER: ? ? 
mi 
WE WH,L SEND YOU A FREE 
BI.~ERS GUIDE TO HELP YOU 
.MAKE AN INFORMED DECISION 
PRo-TW: Buy a NON-htterlaced 
Monitor if you want to get'thebest out of 
your Super VGA Monitor and a IMEG 
• , . I~ ;v'ideo Card for all those great colours. 
PHONE TERRACE 798-2491 
PRO. RAM COMPUTERS 
Kermode Choristers 
Community+Youth,Choir ,~ ,+ ,:,  
................. ........... .. .. .. .. ....... .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .... .... .  : :  : , " '  
.................... . ....... : . . . . .  Inv i tes  ,. ', ' ' ! ~ [ : ' 
............... ~!. . __ys  and  Girls / / . /  . 
• :ages  8 -  1 2 t0~ ~- / '  
, +COME SING . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Tuesday Evenings 
6:30 - 8:00 
Skeena School Band Room 
To Register Please Call 
635-9649 or 638"11 83 
' °  * . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
Rest stop 
to improve 
TERRACE - -  Major improve- 
ments are being plauned for a 
highways miuistry rest stop 
30kin east of here on Hwyl6. 
The rest stop is el| the left 
h;lltd side of the highway, just 
past the Skeena Cellulose Iog- 
giug bridge spamdng the 
Skcena River. 
Two pit toilets will be re- 
placed by chemical ones con- 
tained iu a building, a well is 
beiug unproved and concrete 
will be poured on walkways. 
A key aspect of the improve- 
merits is adding at least one 
picnic table designed for 
people in wheelchairs, says 
highways ministry spokesman 
Shawu McKindey. 
"They'll be able to sit at the 
table without having to shift to 
the bench," he said. 
Old-fashioned 45-gallon bar- 
rel garbage cans will be re- 
placed by aew ones that have a 
slanted lid. 
Work should be done the end 
of September and improve- 
merits at other rest stops are 
also planned, said McKi=dey. 
[ |1 - 
I I~  Northwest Community College 
Extens ion  l~'esmting ou~ Fall 1992 ~r  
Serv ices  Co~r  & B~,~s~ Co~es 
COMPUTER COURSES 
Keyboarding for Executives- Oct. ~- 23. ~.  W. E 7-9 am) 
(~o class Mo~. OcL 12 TI~LbSM~8) 
Computer Fundamentals- Sept. 15 - Oct. 27 flue,. 7-10 pm) 
W0rdPerfect 5.1- Introduction 
Class 1- Sept. 16- Oct. 28 Class 2- Nov. 3- Dec. 15 
Wed. 7-10 pm Tues. 7-10 pm 
Lotus 1.2-3. Introduction. Nov. 4- D~. 16 (Wed. 7-10 pro) 
Windows, version 3.1 
Class 1-Nov.9 & 16 Class 2.Dec. 5 
Mon. 7-10pro Sat. 9am-4tm 
BUSINESS COURSES 
Acct. 101- Bookkeeping Fundamentals 
Oct. 6. Dec. 10 (TuesJThurs. 7-10 pm) 
Acct. 102. Routine Bookkeeping Pr0o~ures 
, Oct. 6 , -~ .  !0 ~urs .  ] - 10 pro)- Prff~isit~: A~ 101 
":~,~, R'egistratff~are ~ing accepted dn a first come first serve 
basis at our main campus at 5331 M~onneU Avenue 
For further information regarding these Courses please contact 
David Himmelman, 635.6511, ext. 320 
o jO¥ 
anls B=by'a Nine: Edn Made 
h: - - Date & Time el Bbth: 
Au0ust 1 9, 1992 at 10:33 a.m. 
~ale Welgflt: 9 Ibs. 5 oz. Sex: Female 
~y Dicks0n 
Jete6,1y., 
Ina Nole 
B p.m. 
t: Female 
3ad Noel 
Baby's Name: Laura Jean Smith 
Dale & Time of Bldh: 
August 16,.1092 at 09:21 
Weight: 6 Ibs, 5 oZ, Slxt:Female " 
Pamela: Helen & lan Smith 
Parents: Russ & Delia Sparkes 
~ iNme:  Patrick Stuart Fuller 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 23, 1992 at 3:21 a,m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 8 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Sylvia & Gan/Fuller 
,, . , , , , .  
HaWs Name: Anoelo Kalum 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 24, 1992 at 5:37 a,m. 
Born In car. around Kalum Lake 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 6 oz, Sex: Male 
Prunes: Greg Cavagnaro & 
Janlce McMillan 
Skeena Mall 635-5236 
e 
n 
iOL  - 
dec!mona are  ,~/_ ,  2 4- h o u r 
easter to make w / A L A R M S 
than others...:. ,.~oo ,os, 
TOLSIEC, ~ leader in Norlhwest ~ .  
TOLSEC CANADA INC. 
~ . , . ~ ~  3238 Kalum St. ~P~'~(~.  
~. .~"3~.~ Terrace V8G-2N4 
~. , , I  EC~O0-~05~ 
~__..~"JI 638-0241 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
~, ~|'~ ~ ~,~ .~ 
~g 
Mike Harem recently joined the staff at the Terrsce Standard as Manager of 
the Advertising Department. He has more than 15 years experience in com- 
munlty newspapers, the last 10 of which have been in advertising. 
Mike comes from Unity, a small farming/mining community in West Central 
Saskatchewan. 
His creativity and experience in promotion planning will make him an asset 
to the Terrace Standard's alresdy competent Advertising Department. 
Mike's first week on the job was spent with Sam and Janet planning abusy 
fall season. They are already worldng on the annual Coupon CII0pers and 
Scrabble contest for September, and have campaigns planned for October 
including Power Smart/Home Renovations, Small Business Week and the 
annual Ski Terrace Booklet. 
Mike looks forward to getting to know the local business community. Feel 
free to drop by the Terrace Standard office or pick up the phone and give 
Mike a call to discuss your promotional ideas and concerns. 
TERRACE STANDAR" D
638-7283 
It's Easy to Look Forward to Winter 
with a Season Pass 
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at Sikii Smithers ,.+ / - 
Enjoy active, fun-filled days from November to April. Fresh air, exercise and the beaut ~ 
mountain peaks are all part of the package, Better yet - skiing is one of those rare sports 
together. Join a friend or bring along the whole family - skiing welcomes all ages anrJ a,  ao.!ues(: - 
TAK, I= ADVANTAGE OF SpI:ClAL FAMILY RATI=S AND pRI=.SI=AgON DISCOUNTg ON UNTIL $1=PTEMBU=R 19 
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SEASON PASSES* 
5 
L 
Individual Until Sept. 19 only After 
Adult .............................................. $450 ........................... $560. 
Youth (13-17 years) ....................... $280 ........................... $375.  
Child (6-12 years) ........................... $200 ........................... $235.  
Ski Wee (6-7 years) ................ ;...,. $60 .............. ,.............. $80 .... 
Fami ly  Passes  
3rd member ....................... ......... $200.,~ ................... ,,,,. $235,  
Any after ....................... i ........ ....... $60,,i .......................... $80... 
Corporate season pass rates available until Sept. 19. *Add 7% GST 
p ,  I IS  ! ASki Smithers season pass saves you 50% on day tickets at various ski "esorts 
I.,, I,~ in British Columbia, Alberta and Alaska, 
~ DAY RATES* 
:<' : Adu' lt  Youth  Ch i ld  Sk iWee • 
~ . . . .  (13 .17  years )  (8-12 years )  (6-7 years) 
Full day ...................... ,:;i,...:i!;,:...:,.; $27,00; ........................ $20.00 .................... $! _6.00 ....................... $10:00 
Over 65 years/under 6 years .............................................. No charge ........................................... 
~q Lift and Equipment pkg.,,. .............. $38,00 .................... . , . .$29,00 .................... $24.00 ....................... $16,00 
i Book of 10 midweek lift tickets ....... $230.00* Transferable, not valid during school holidays, *add 7% GST 
)4 
El $11c(iiSmithep SuperValu Mall, Smithers 
i! 1210 Main Street (2ndFIoorSe-M i 'g)  ~aturday, Sept. 19 ' 
~ Box 492, Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0 11 a.m, to 4 p.m. 
~ Open 8 a.m.-noon, 1.4:30 p.m,, Monday to Friday ~ I (~1 accepted 
~1 847-2058 Telephone purchases accepted. ~ ~ / 
Pass Sales Available at 
-I,4 
/ : I (  
)4 ~4 
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Mi l l s '  
search  
over  
TERRACE-  Mills Memorial 
Hospital's two-year search for a 
psychiatrist has ended. 
• Dr. Nagib Asald from Libya has 
now been granted hospital 
privileges after his documents 
and qualifications were checked 
and accepted by the B.C. College 
of Physicians and Surgeons. 
Trained at McMastcr University 
in Hamilton and at McGill Uni- 
versity in Montreal, Asaid 
returned to practice in Libya in 
1983. 
He began communicating witli 
Mills Memorial about a year ago. 
"He'll certainly be a boost to 
the psychiatric department," said 
Terrace Regional Health Care 
Society chief executive officer 
Michael Leisinger. 
"We'vp had excellent co- 
operation from the local mental 
health unit and by the psychialrist 
in Kitimat and by the UBC out- 
reach team, but having a person 
on site, that's the answer," he 
said. 
Leisinger said there were about 
a dozen inquiries over the course 
of the two-year search. 
He said Asaid's Canadian train' 
ingwas a great boost in satisfying 
criteria set by the college of 
physicians and surgeons. 
The hospital also hopes an 
Edmonton-based anesthetist will' 
move here to fill in for Dr. Robin 
Chorn who is leaving for a one- 
year residency training period 
next year. 
The hospilal's second 
anesthetist, Dr. Philip Lin, 
returned the beglnnilrg of lifts 
year from a similar residency pe- 
riod. 
Leisiuger said the hospital wel- 
conies the possibility of the Ed- 
monton anesthetist moving here. 
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~i ,~. (  0 1 
ur September 
/~..14"#~/Crystal Charaoter 
Full Lead ~ / ~ ' ~ ,  1 
Austrian ~~" '~ ' -~__~ l i  
Regular Retail Price $39. 95 
SPECIAL SALE PRICE 
iOnly, S24.95 l , 
Save 36% 
ERWlN'S 
ddr,. Q . 
SINCE 1910 
4637 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace - -  635-7440 
8keena Mall, Terrace - -  635-5111 
246 Clly Centre, Kil lmat - -  632-331:3 
lN GOOD SHAPE. That was the verdict of local highways district personnel when they in. I THIS NEWSPAPER spected the new Skeena(Dudley Little) bridge. Riding the "Snooper truck" bucket are bridge 
area manager Randy Penner and bridge inspection supervisor Andy Bush as they check for 
anything out of the ordinary like new cracks or seized bearings. The bucket can reach 75ft. 
do~,n or 50 ft. up, making certain parts of bridges far more accessible. The "Snooper" is the 
only one of its kind in the province and carries, a$750,OOOpricetag. ' AU IS BROUGItT . . . . .  : " 't :.,, i,. :.,~ ,- ~. 
TO YOU WITHOUT 
COMMERCIAL 
 B/Ik( I I'0 INTERRUPTION. 
0 l, 
Shopping Hours 
MON. -WED. 
THURS. & FRI. 
SATURDAY 
SUNDAY - "  •- 
R | 9:30 AM 6.00 PM ?, 
9:30 AM, 9:00 PM 
9:30 AM-6:00 PM 
12:00-5:00 PM 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
That's the beauty of newspaper adVertising. When you've reacfi:~d~):ii!Li 
a reader with your message, you've got their attention and the!i[il :ili I
q . 
centration. Their complete concentration. ~i::~:;i!i !7<i!ii !ii 
;:,i ~, 
Nobody ever dusted furniture while they read the newspaper:<~Can ~" 
radio and television advertising make such a claim? No way! To~'}'i.~, ~° 
many times those advertising vehicles are little more thanbackgrom i!'7 
noise. When people turn to their paper, they turn there with interest : 
Which means that's where your advertising message needs to be, :: : '  
With all the choices available, it's difficult deciding how 
vertise your business. But everything becomes a :little siml; 
vntt remember one rule... ! <~!i' :;<i'; 
ROASTS 
Bone-in 
Cross Rib 
$4.37/kg 
$ 
LB. 
MUSHROOMS STEAKS 
'Fresh 
B,C. G rown 
$3.71/kg 
$ 
LB. lii 
Boneless 
Cross Rib 
$6.59/kg 
LB. 
CHOCOLATE FROZEN 
C RyS  LS P,ZZA BARS 
-~: i -=~ Deep'n Delicious, & Snacks, Individual Size 
="% 2.75 kg container : '~ McCains Deluxe, Mars D~rkckTe~V~X-M3&M~, sketeers
i PePper°ni' SuPreme I ¢~i 
"All You Can Bag" 
CRUSTY ROLLS 
(We provide the bag) 
MIRACLE WHIP FRENCH FRIES 
Frozen, Carnation, 1 kg 
Kraft, 1 L, Regular or Light ~ 
3.39 
SPARKLER 
SunRype Carbonated Fruit Drink 
i COOKIES 
Christies, 450g bag 
750 mL Bottle ' Chips Ahoy, Fudgee-o, Oreo 
BROCCOLI 
B.C. Grown, $1.41/kg 
64¢., 
i iiii~ !i • .... • ~ 
~i!! 
2 '  
BREAD 
Western Family, 567 g Loaf 
White or 60% Whole Wheat: ~- 
I i, 
O 
PRICES 
IN EFFECT: I 
THURSDAY, SEPT. 3 I 
FRIDAY, SEPT. 4 L 
SATURDAY, SEPT. 5J 
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COMMUNITY NEW S 
JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 / TERRACE STANDARD 
Weather 
Watch, 
Page B3 
Voyageurs bid farewell 
offers What's Up as a 
public service to its 
readers and community 
organizations. 
This column is intended 
for non-profit organiza- 
tions and those events for 
which there is no admis- 
sion charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any 
item for What's Up be 
submitted by noon on the 
FRIDAY preceding the 
issue in which it is to ap- 
pear. 
For contributed articles, 
the deadline is $ p.m. on 
the preceding THURS- 
DAY. 
We also ask that a|l sub- 
missions be typed or 
printed neatly. 
SEPTEMBER 2, 1992 - -  Terrace 
Badminton Club will hold a 
General meeting at 7:30 pm in 
the Public library. 
SEPTEMBER 8-9, 1992 - -  Ter- 
race Little Theatre will be 
holding auditions for the Musical 
'The Utter Glory of Morrissey 
Hall' at 7:00 pm in the McCon 
playhouse. Anyone 10 and over 
is welcome to audition. 
SEPTEMBER 14, 1992 -- Ter- 
race & District SPCA is holding a 
genersil meeting on Monday at 
7:30 pm in the Library meeting 
room. Everyone is welcome. For 
more info. call Cam, 638-8868. 
A PLACE TO GO when preg- 
nant and needing support. Bir- 
thright offers confidential and 
non-judgemental help to any 
woman distressed by an unplann- 
ed pregnancy. Come in for a free 
pregnancy test, baby or materni- 
ty clothes, or just a friendly and 
sympathetic listener. Office at 
No. 201, 4721 Lazeile Ave. (in 
the Tillicum Building) Open 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m., Tuesday through 
Fr iday.  24-hour  helpl ine 
635-3907. 
• k. -k. ,k ,k ,k 
BIG BROTHERS & BIG 
SISTERS are  recruiting new 
members. Regular meetings are  
the third Monday of every month 
at the'new office. 4650 C Lakelse 
Ave.. from 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. For 
more info. phone 635-4232. 
/r .k ,k 'k" "k 
KERMODEI LIONS meet every 
1st & 2nd Wednesday of the 
month at 12:00 noon. and every 
4th Wednesday at 7 pro. 
Meetings located at Inn of the 
West. 
,k" ,k. ,k .k -k 
B IBL IO-SOLE IL :  French 
reading club for children 6 and 
up; every Wednesday until 
Aug.12. 10:30-11:30 at the 
library meeting room. Stories. 
gamest and other fun activities. 
For more information call Ada 
at 635-9695; Estelle at 638-8604 
or check in at the library. 
• k ,k" ,k ,k' "k 
CHILDREN'S BIBLE HOUR: 
Beginning August 3. 1992 for 
two weeks only. At the Terrace 
Gospel Hall. 4802 Scott Ave. 
Time: 10:00 am. All are welcome 
• - -  bring a friend and your Bible. 
For rides and more info call 
635-5306. 
./r .,k ,k .k...k 
,k ,k. -k ~ ,k 
TERRACE - KITIMAT Nor- 
thern Singles meet every Tuesday 
at 7 pm at Mr. Mikes. For in- 
fo. phone 632-3547 or 635-3238. 
• k. ,k ,k 'k 'lk 
THE ALZHEIMER SUPPORT 
group holds monthly meetings 
on the last Thursday of each 
month at 2:00 p.m. at Ter- 
raceview Lodge. These are infor- 
mal gatherings and new members 
are most welcome. For more in- 
formation please call Gillian at 
635-3381. 
,k ,k "k 'k .k. 
PROJECT LITERACY TER- 
RACE can help you fill out your 
forms, read a label or read a 
book every Monday and 
Wednesday between 11:30 am & 
4:30 pm. Ph. 635-9119. 
, ,k. * ,k*  
PROJECT LITERACY TER- 
RACE cherche des beneboles qui 
travailleraient avec des adults 
analphabetes. Les session d'en- 
trenment auront lieu le sept. 
12-13. Renseignments: Nat 
Purcell. The Reading Place. 
635-9119. 
We are iooklng for bl-lingual 
volunteers to take part in our 
Sept. 12-13 adult literacy tutor 
training. For more information. 
call Nat at 635-9119. 
,k ,k..k ,k. lk 
TERRACE BREAsTFEEDINO 
SUPPORT GROUP: regular 
monthly meetings will start again 
on Tuesday, Sept. I at 8:00 pm in 
the education room of Mills 
Memorial Hospital. Bring baby 
and enjoy an evening of lively 
discussion with other parents 
(fathers welcome, too). Further 
info. call Terry, 635-3287. 
KERMODEI CHORISTERS 
(children 8-12 yrs.) meet Tuesday 
evenings 6:30 pm at the Skeena 
school band room. For more in- 
fo call Bonnie Jutiiper. 635-9649. 
or Terry Anderson. 638-0013, 
,k .k. ,k ,k ~ 
Saying 
goodbye 
not easy 
TERRACE ~ Vowing to 
return and visit each other, 
nine local students and their 
Quebec counterparts finally 
parted company at the Terrace 
airport Saturday. 
"It's very special, what's 
happened," says 18-year-old 
Terrace student Bob Basanti. 
"It 's something I thought 
would never happen having 
friends in Quebec . "  
"I definitely want to go back 
to Quebec whenever I have tim 
opportunity." 
The Terrace students pent a 
week in St. Gabriel-de- 
Brandon, north of Montreal 
before returning here to host 
their French-Canadien friends 
for a week in the northwest. 
"The only thing I can say 
is I 'm proud to say that be- 
fore being a Quebecer, I
am a Canadian. I don't 
CROSS-COUNTRY friends Jean-Francois Allard, Yvette Renaud, 
Francois Deschenes, Bob Basanti, and Jeff Desrochers pose 
after getting off the train from Prince Rupert Friday. The group 
said their goodbyes Saturday, with Allard, Deschenes and Des- 
rochers returning to St, Gabriel-de-Brandon,.Quebec. ~ .- 
ever want Quebec to be 
apart from Canada." 
Being together that long cre- 
ated some strong friendships 
and cut through the politics. 
Quebec student Jeff Des-  
rochers put it succinctly with 
his halting English: 
"The only thing I Can say is 
I'm proud to say that before 
being a Quebecer, I am a Ca- 
nadian. I don't ever want 
Quebec to be ,'ipart from Cana- 
da." 
Basanti, his Ten'ace counter- 
part, said the perceived politi- 
cal climate doesn't reflect the 
real feeling of the people. 
"For me what h'it me was 
walking into a store in Quebec 
City with Jeff and watching Bbth 
• . - -  . 
said the constitutional crisis The Terrace students aidthe 
was almost a non-issue there, hlnguage barrier was :n0t a,.; 
"It's the politicians," difficult as they had 
Basanti explains. "The strug- anticipated when in Quebec. 
gle between Quebec and  the • "'We had to make the effort 
him buy a T-shirt which has 
half the Fleur-de-Lis and half 
the maple leaf ~ like a united 
Canada," he said. "To see 
him actually purchasing that 
wasa bigthing, rest of Canada is between the to speak French ~ and they 
politicians. It has nothing to would meet us halfway,'" 
"MostQuebecers areagainst dowith the people." Basanti said. " I f  we had 
separation," adds Yvette : "When We were there we in- trouble they would help us. 
Renaud, a 17-year-old Terrace teracted with people not People appreciated the fact 
student. 
politicians o we had noprob- that you at least tried to speak 
Renaud; and Basan~i," lems at e, ll.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  French. '~ . . . . . . . . . .  
Local scouts need more leaders 
TERRACE CUB Matthew Bruno plants a tree during local scouts 
silvicultural work of the past year. An average of 40 trees were 
planted per scout involved. 
A shortage of leaders in the 
Telrace scouting movement 
means some youths might be 
turned away during registration 
next nmnth. 
Approximately 25-30 leaders 
are needed for beavers, cubs, 
scouts, ventures attd rovers. The 
greatest number of youths are in- 
volved in beavers and cubs, attd 
range from five to 10 years old. 
Girls have recently been ac- 
cepted into the scouting ntove- 
ment in Terrace, but only four ex- 
perimental divisions are co-ed. 
"To be a leader takes tinte and 
patience," said Eric H:,~,onen, a
cub leader. 
Though most leaders are 
vohmteer morns and dads of kids 
who are in scouting, any inter- 
ested person can become a leader. 
For beavers, a leader would need 
al)proximately 15-20 hours of 
[ree time a mouth, All groups 
shut dowu for the summer. 
ht cubs attd scouts, there is one 
leader for every six kids ill a 
group, and in beavers, the ratio is 
one to five. 
The kids are involved in a vari- 
ety of projects ranging from 
crafts to spor t  teams and Of 
course, catnl)ing trips. Leaders 
organize activities to help their 
group members earn badges, 
showing their proficiency in a 
certain activity. 
James Adams, a wolf cub, 
recently earned his first aid 
JAMES ADAMS could end up out of the scouting movement this 
fall if there aren't enough leaders to run his group. 
badge. 
"We learned what to use on a 
bee sting, and what to use on a 
broken leg," said Adanrs. If it 
weren't for cubs, he'd have to 
spend more tinte with his little 
brothers. 
Adams is supposed to cuter 
ScOUlS this hall, and he hopes 
]here will be enough leaders, to 
keep his group going. 
For more information on bee- 
dining a leader in the scouting 
nlovenlenl, phone PerHalvorseu 
at 635-2118. 
Registration is coming up as 
well on September 9, from 7-8:30 
p.m. at E.T. Kenaey School. 
Crossroader is off to Zimbabwe 
Kirsten Murphy doesn't 
know where she'll be living 
for the next six months, or 
what she'll be doing. And 
she's happy about it. 
she was accepted to the to understand the issues that 
Crossroads program because we're facing today for 
of her education, and her bus- myself, I want a more global 
pitai work experience, experience. 
"I want to be able to put As a condition of her accep- 
munization shots to protect her 
from communicable diseases. 
She also plans to bring a water 
filter, and her own syringes, 
should she require any mcdi- 
Murphy applied to Canadian something back J contribute tance to Crossroads, Murphy cinewhile there. 
,, Mur h returns to Canada m Crossroads International to do something, said Murphy.= was required to raise $2,000, p Y ' " 
volunteer work in an un- : She's not sure what city or which shethen gave to the or- March, when she gets back 
' ' a • , she'll be doing 200 hours of developed country, This Sep= community She 11 be piaced in g nization. Inreturn, they give ' " 
, , ' communtt work sharing her ternber she s off to Zimbabwe, and doesnt knowwl~atjobShe her an appropriate sum for ' y;,i, . , ' 
, ex ezlcnces in Zimbabwe with formerly the Commonwealth is beingsent over t0d0 ,  but: room'andboardi p .'~ i :. i i !  i ' 
country of Rhodesia, Ioc,'ded she thinks :she'll cithdr,lbe : "There wasno problem rais- people here ,  
in south'central Africa. placed on an~arehZa¢ologleal lng the money," Murphy said. Lookfor !h~iperiqdic reports 
Murphy, a 24-year-old,. ~ stu -I ~lig, orin'ahos~ifaf ::I-;:~::~:'::. '::"I. :goi: reaily :g00d, :  . . . .  . support Kirstettnurphywittbe. ... , ~ ~ ,,.-.. s na- 
dent at Northwest Community " " I :  really want-to-'go and • from the people in Terrace," ulg to-!heTe~race 8!anaara 
Co!lege, studies.anthropology study and ;live With i another Before/She leaves, : Murphy or! the wOrkslleis aomg Ul 
and archaeology, andimagineS euiturei"she Said. "In order has. to getmore than 10 im- Zimbabwe. ....... Kirsten Murphy  
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Mushroom p ickers  be carefu l  
Did you know that in 1991 the go on to other things uotify your out. RCb 
Terrace Search aud Rescue 
(SAR) group was called out on 
eight occasioas to search for 
people who had become lost 
while seeking their riches from 
pickiug mushrooms? 
Auyoue who veutures into the 
woods is at risk of becoming lost. 
What can you do to reduce the 
risk and improve your chances of 
survival if you do become lost? 
First aud lbrem0st, is the ability 
to use topographic maps and 
compasses effectively. Topo-  
graphic maps for any area con bo 
obtained from the Goverument 
Agent. There is uonually a map 
aad compass course available 
once a year iu Terrace through 
the Community College. 
Whcu planuiag to go picking, 
take your maps aud compass, 
dress for the couditions and be 
Did you 
know that .... 
Courtesy Skeena Health.Uni~ 
I I 
prepared for changes iu the 
weather. 
Take along something to eat 
auddrink aud have some survival 
gear with you. This survival gear 
doesu't have to be heavy or ex- 
tensive; matches, whistle, flash- 
light, space blanket, knife and 
some first aide supplies. A small 
day pack will bold all you ueed 
for the outing and will help in the 
case that you become lost or iu- 
jured. 
Before leaviug tell your family, 
contact person. 
If you do become lost or hurt 
stay calm, stay pu L don't wander 
around. Help yourself to over- 
come your fear by using you 
kuowledge and experience to set 
The Terrace Search and Rescue 
Society is a volunteer organiza- 
tion, acting as a resource to the 
RCMP in locating and rescuing 
individuals requiring assistance. 
SAR is registered with the 
Th 
h uus 
up a shelter, get a fire started and Provincial Emergency 1Program 
treat any injuries. (PEP). SAR in itself is not PEP, 
close friend or neighbor: Cote,, Irate ou gettiug the job but a municipal orgauizatiou 
• where you will be goiug (stay doue with out i)ermittiug your providing a service to the 
iu that area) miad to wa, der. Have confidcuce 
that municipality, RCMP aud mutual 
• who is with you and the ages in the SAR team, knowiug aid to olher ucighboring SAR 
of auy childreu they are skilled people doing their 
• supplies you have with you 
• time Ihat you expect o return 
• give them a late arrival time 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  are to notify the 
RCMP of a lost person (they will 
call the SAR group to organize a 
search) 
Whe, you return from the days 
picking or chauge "your plaas and 
USINESS 
utmost o remedy the situation as 
soou as possible. And finally it: 
severe situations maintain the will 
to live. 
It should be noted that the lost 
mushroom pickers in 1991 were 
all fouud and safely returned to 
their families withiu twelve hours 
of the SAR group beiug called 
groups. 
The local SAR group responds 
to land search and rescue, avalan- 
che rescue, cliff rescue, water 
search and rescue, provides as- 
sistance to air searches, and in 
any other situation that may re- 
quire the group in an emergency 
situation as requested by the 
map'.. . . . . . . . . . .  , , 
age,  ant, tracking, aVala,che 
SAR, basic cliff rescue, first aide, 
surviva!, plus anythi,g else 
pertiue, t to SAR activities. 
Aatyone over the age o f  nine- 
teen Jut,rested in volunteering 
w i l l  be welcomed, the group 
meets every 2nd Monday from 
7:00 to 9:00 for traiuing and gen- 
eral meetiugs in the SAR trailer 
behind the Muuicipal office. 
What arc your questious or con- 
cerns? Write us at: 
"Did You Know That...?" 
Skeena Health Unit 
3412 Kalum St, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4T2 
DIRECTOR 
• TERRACE .EXPERTS-  iN A GLANCE 
Prompt  Professionsl Service For All Makes 
of Csrs, 4x4's and Trucks 
• Compqtedzed parts locating system across Canada 
• Full stock of pads - used, rebuilt and new 
• Wholesale and retail 
• 24 hour towing, contract hauling - heavy duty recovery specialists 
• Licensed Mechanic - parts installed while you wait 
- warranty installs on  parts and labour 
PARTS: 635-6837 24 HR. TOWING; 635-9883 
4129 SUBSTATION AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 
"~b ~" c P" ~.  ~ " '~ .4 '  ~- ~,  • ,- ¢ : - .  _ 
-'- ~t "~ ~ - " "~ '~ '  ~ "  "~b..v(/e -
"~1~ ~..'" ('~" FULL FLORAL'~ ' '~"~" s Rv,c 
~1~!1; I~  * Fun * Magic * Balloons 
W "k" Top Quality Flowers ~r Balloo~ Bouquets . 
~ T ~  . Decorating, Costume Delivery 
Bua: 635-6312 Home: 835-7819 Fax: 838-0603 
~. .~ He|thor Graydon 
~,~, ~/IN ~ 3237 KaJum Street, Terrace 
;:~ ; J  ' ~ .  "'We Add o Sparkle of Magic" 
B USINE ;  ; OF THE 
Wi! :El( : • • ): i . • ? 
• , J 
__ .  __  | 
, 10% OFF , I I 
I Service;With Coupon 
', ........ . . . .  
DependableDoor-to-Door ~~~~: . ,~ . .~ , : . : : : ,  ...... Promet, iC~ ' .... i, 
II Taxi  Service . • ' ~ ~. He,aoe: ueulvery ,:: 
II 24 Hours • . ~ ~ ' ' 1  ~ :7 days 
I a Day . ' " : : : * ,~~~~m • a week 
I Wherever you're g'BTng, we're goingyour way! 
I 
I KALUM KABS 
i: i ,¸  ~• :1 
i ! :  
I 
i 
I 
I 
i, 
I 
I 
I 
J 
CLEANING SPECIAL 
Carpets In Any 
Three Rooms... /19  95  
[ GREAT RATES ON ~f  U 
I FURNITURE UPHOLSTERY 
FOR ALL YOUR CLEANING NEEDS 
Terrace & Kitimat Building Maintenance 
Insured 635-6772 Bonded 
"TERRACE REDI-MIX LTD. L 
Ready to Serve you for all your 
Concrete needs. 
-, Commercial , Industrial ,~- Residential 
635-4343 
- ]  i -~ 
l 
R.K. FASHIONS 
OPEN 
FOR BUSINESS 
"Specializing in East Indian Women's Clothing" 
' 4712 Haugland Avenue 
Ca, ~up. 635"4697 
: L ,  ~!  ~,~!~ ~-. " "~ : ,3 '  
A ' CANADA LTD. 
Northland 
Communication,s Ltd. 
I " : '~" Mobile Radio Sales & Serv'ce No. 4. 5002 eohle 638-0261 
T 
Large Selection costumes for all 
• occasions InCluding: 
for Adults and Children. -,~,oween 
,-= ~ • Easter 
~---~, / / ' ~  ,~ l l lC J  ~i~t* ~ - Riverboat Days 
~U~, "~'~"~..,L(.~"9.~,~u~ ~ Rose Schibli 
~ ~,[£'(~k,#~ 635-4763 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
=SERVICES LTD.  
Terrac. Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Direcfors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
• laqueS aronZ P ta 24 HOUR / 
& monumen Answering and Pager Service /, 
Terrace, Kltimat, Smi thers  ~"~.~AAA F . . . . . . .  I Serv,ce 
& Prince Rupert v ,~v  mv,-,r-r-v Assoc,at,on 
Caleo Computers 
• Hardware/Software Sales 
• Repairs to All Makeslll 
• Consulting • Training 
CCi o~ ~m S~)a4RS 
3ot~c,r , SL:~do~ ~y dc,:fln 
635-7886 " '  .e¢  
l e*  
FAX 635,3655 
4558 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace V8G 1 S2 
g Q Q 
ACCPAC author i zed  dealer 
When you gotta' have it, We'll ~_r l t l  
.r~ " unt':7. '~:. ,~:).-~" . . . . .  ~ nT~!~. D~,d~ 
"Our  expedit ing service will save your ¢ompemy money" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
Cowlicks Country Salon J' 
Call now for details on our ~1 
/ 
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL. 
Out of town customere call toll free 1-800-565-HAIR t 
3945 Sande Ave. 
By Appointment Only 635"41  43  ]. 
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THANKS 
Dear Sir: 
The Terrace Regional Muse- 
um Society would like to ex- 
tend a public thank you to all 
o f  the people who voluntccred 
their time attd effort in making 
this year's "Music in the 
Park" at the Heritage Park 
Museum, Sunday, August 2, 
such a success. 
We had close to 500 people 
ill attendance that afternoon 
attd a wonderful tithe was 
spent listening to old-time 
musicians and singers,dancers 
and the Pipe attd Dntms. 
A number of denmnstratiotts 
were also put on by Floyd 
Frank, the Le Ross family, the 
Adair family and Martin De 
H0og, 
Mamie Kerby 
Health directory 
is now available 
I f  you're having a problem with your landlord, are in need of informa- 
tion on nutrition, or are wondering what kind of services are available 
for seniors, there's anew resource book available to help you. 
The Terrace Resource Health Directory was published in March, 1992 
by the Terrace and District iulticultural ~ssociation. 
The directory of health related resources i written in a simple format, 
and in simple English. It is intended to help people in Terrace be in 
touch with health resources here, and to be an introduction for new- 
comers to Terrace. The large printing and simple language make the 
directoy useful for peopl e learning English. : . . . . . . .  
The directory was one of the recommendatiotts which came out of a 
Needs Assessment Survey of the Terrace area. Money to produce the 
directory was provided by the federal Office of the Secretary of State. 
Five hundred copies of the directory have been printed attd more than 
half of those have already been distributed. If you would like a copy, 
phone Jane Dickson at 638-1594, or write to: 
Terrace & District Multicultural Association, 
Box 665, Terrace, BC, VSG 4B8 
Weather Watch 
LAST Max. Mitt. Snow Rain Sun 
WEEK Temp. Temp. (era) (ram) (It=s) 
Aug. 22 23.8 8.9 
Aug. 23 24.2 7.5 
Aug. 24 2Z2 11.7 
Aug. 25 1%5 14.7 
Aug. 26 18i9 12.7 
Aug: 27 1812 5.5 
Attg, 28 20!9 5.2 
LAST Max.  Mitt. Sttow Rain 
= YEAR .... =Temp.  Tentp. (cm) (ram) 
0 0 
0 Trace 
0 Trace 
0 1.0 
0 0.8 
0 0.4 
0 0 
Aug. 22 19.0 8.1 0 Trace 
Aug. 23 17.1 11.8 0 1.8 
Aug. 24 18.5 11.0 0 0.9 
Aug. 25 13.6 10.5 0 7.0 
Aug. 26 16.2 10.6 0 9.0 
Aug. 27 13.8 9.7 0 0.6 
Aug. 28. 15.8 8.3 0 2.2 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA 
Information Line: 635-4192 
Consultations: 635-3224 
• August 27, 1973 - A 
hailstone weighbtg 290g 
12.1 and measuring 114mm 
7.5 
3.8 across, the largest ever doe- 
0 umented in Canada, fell at 
7.3 Cedottx, Sask. . . . . . . . .  
4.9  
10.7 ' • August 27, 1883 
Krakatoa, t/~e mightiest vol- 
Sun cano of medern times, 
Ows) erupted. Ash from the erup- 
tion sl~read around the 
6.3 world causing brilliantly 
3.2 
6.4 coloured sunrises attd 
0 stmsets and unusually tbzted 
3;3 suns and moons for several 
0.6 years. 
2.5 
USINESS E DIRECTOR 
NOW OPEN! 
Brenda McEwan's 
Family Haircare 
'Back to School Specials' 
Designer Perms 
• Advanced Cutting • Makeup 
CALL FOR YOUR NEXT APPOINTMENT 635-5918 
SKEENA HEATING SERVICES 
Bonded "A"  
C lass  
Gas  Fitter 
For all heating installation service. 
Industrial, commercial and residential. 
CALL STAN HOLLAND 
Ph. 635-7979 
Fax. 635-2208 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE --  1-800-661-2676 
BUSINESS OF THE 
WEEI( 
KAL TIRE 
ASSOCIATE DEALER 
SERVING THE WEST 
Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. 
24-HOUR SERVICE  
4929 Keith Avenue 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1 K7 
Bus. Phone 635-61 51/61 70 
Res. Phone 635-6985 
L 
WESTWORLD 
MOBILE HOMES LTD. 
1992 MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY 
General construction meets or exceeds 
all CSA and provincial 
construction and safety oodes. 
*Trades Welcome 
*Sales & Listing Service 
*Single & Double wldes available 
3117 CLARK STREET 
TEL: 635-4949 FAX: 635-2245 
Arctic Cat 
Evlnrude 
Kawasaki 
Suzuki 
LawnBoy 
H.O. Watemkis 
& Accessodes 
Certified Mechenlce 
Fred Dunn 
Willie DeHoog 
Neid Enterprises Ltd. 
The Recreation Specialists 
4925 C Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 
._,,=_ ~Phone 635-3478 
~ ~ r ~  5-5050 
i : '~ i l l  ~ - -  ~ l | ( l~ l l~t~:  r Jesse Cosgrove 
' '~k~_ .~ r Mark Neid 
Tim Link 
I 
'Includes September Savings Includes, 
GSTZ I 
I 
' 635-7762 635-7762 ' 
I I 
i n  ml ~ um ml  iml mm mm I I .  l i e  ml  I Im l ib  J 
VGR or Camcorder cleaned & adjusted 
I GST! 
I COUPON HAS NO CASH UflLUF. 
EXPIRES OCTOgER I. 1992 
.4716 Lazdle Avenue 
L ~  ml  Bm I l l  I I  a Im I Ig  I I  
ADVERTISING is an investment not an expense. 
ADVERTISING can help increase the store's 
TURNOVER and net profit. 
CALL US ... WE CAN HELP! 
JANET * SAM 
638-7283 
10% OFF 
Any Service With Coupon 
Dependab 0 D00r-t0.D00r . ~ , ~ j ~ .  ' ~:.. •..-~v Prompt, C0urta0u~ I 
I Taxi Service . .... ~ - , , m m m w ~ ~  & Reliable Delivery I 
I '~ .  ~ ~  Service I 
a Day ~ " , ~ l ~  a week 
I Wherever you're g"W'ng, we're going your wayl 
I 
[ 4449Lakelse KALUM KABS 635-7177 
HElD ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION- GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS- BOX LINERS 
200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS 
JIM NEID 
TEL (604) 635-4843 
FAX (604) 635.5050 
5 LOWRIE AVENUE 
. .  lACE, B.C. VSG 3Y8 
i  ho,o 
/: SL S2o2 i 
~[  Terrace B C V80 2B7 . " :: PH,:635-3204 ] 
1 , ,, ~ : ~ ' '  
KAL TIRE 
ASSOCIATE DEALER 
CORY FLEMING • , 
Cedarland T,re Service Ltd. 
24-HOUR SERVICE 
Bus, Phone 635'6151/6170 492g Keith Avenue 
Res, Phone 635'6985 , TERRACE, B.C' V8G 1K7 ,, 
•• :•  Windshield Repair/Replacements 
[ • Auto Glass 
~ ~  ~ .... • ICBC Replacements 
. IBP'r, d l '  ~- .~"  • Mirrors 
.vv,n,,ow, 
~ ~  I L ~ ~  • Sealed Units 
AL-C'S GLASS LTD 
" (7 j )  ~ 3720 River Drive Terrac;) 
~'~,J 6,38,000 !, In KIg, mt .632.4800 
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Towards wellness 
UNDER PRESSURE from the job and other day-to-day 
responsibililics? 
One of this decade's biggest health problems --- stress - -  will be 
the focus of oue part of a special five-day workshop this ntonth. 
The Risittg Spirit 1I Workshop will take place at the Terrace 
Arena battquet room from Sept. 14-18 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
The workshop is about healing yourself, your family attd your 
comtnunity, says Annyha Klingner of the Kermode Friendship 
Centre. 
It deals with alcohol attd drug abuse, physical, mental and sexual 
abuse, grieviltg, dysfunctional families, attd native prophecies. 
There's no charge attd anyone over the age of 12 can register. 
Klingner said the response has been good so far, with more thau 
100 people registered. 
The workshop is sponsored by the Northwest Alcohol and Drug 
Services. There will also be a potluck lunch on Friday, Sept. 18. 
Ha-  we tricked ya! 
A PRETTY slick move it was. 
Last week we told you all about Terrace Little Theatre's upcom- 
ing auditions for its fall musical extravaganza - -  The Utter Glory of 
Morrissey Hall. 
All about how they're looking for actors and actresses with dance 
and singing ability, as well as backstage and production people. 
We gave you phone numbers for the organizers (Norah at 638- 
0268/635-3389 or Carol at 635-3426/635-2552) - -  we had it all. 
Everything that is except for the date. 
It's tonight Wednesday, Sept. 2. So slip on those daucing shoes 
attd skitlcr on down to the McCall Playhouse at 7 p.m. and try out 
for a part. 
A cool $20,000 instant win 
A FIVE-DOLLAR gamble turned it)to $20,000 for Liz Moore of 
Terrace. 
The 43-year-old mauager of Copperside Foods wou the top prize 
on a $1 iustaut Iollery ticket. 
Moore purchased all ittilial strip of five tickets, which gave her a 
$5 Will. She put the money into five more tickets, winning four dol- 
lars, then four tickets and won $2. 
Finally, o,e of the last two tickets revealed a prize of $10,000 
plus a double dollar ($$) symbol, indicatittg the prize she won was 
worth double. 
"I  thought it was $10,000," said Moore. "I  didn't realize it was 
$20,000 for quite a wh i le -  I still can't believe itt" 
A portiou of the prize will be allocated for bills and banking. The 
mother of  tw0:willSltare Ihe balance with her husband, Laurie. 
;,:',!'.: . :+ ,".  
Happy 97th to Adella 
'+Here 'n 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen 
/ 
I would like this week to tell all 
tile friends in Terrace that Mrs. 
Adella Pohle will be 97 years old 
ou Sept. 5. 
Mrs. Pohle says that the date of 
Sept. 5 has been accepted as her 
birthdate as apparently she had no 
birth registry. She says she was 
boru at the time of the potutocs 
beiug picked. 
If anyone would like to put their 
tlame all a birthday card to be 
sent, which I have, please phone 
me or drop your  nante off at 
Frattcines store in the Skeelta 
Mal by Sept. 4. Call Yvonne at 
635-3503 or 638-0423 (home). 
Let's send a card with a list of 
names of friends iu Terrace for 
Mrs. Pohle's special day. 
A farewell and good luck to 
Beatrice Hamel. Beatrice has 
beau living iu Terrace since 1960 
attd uow is on tile move to 
Vernott, B.C. 
Beatrice retired iu October after 
12 years of service at K-Mart. A 
fi~rewell tea wits held at Sacred 
Heart by her frieltds. 
Farewell and good luck to 
Beatrice. 
You said it's how big? 
Harvest time briitgs tales of 
pulnl)kins the size of 
Volkswagcas and zucchinis like 
sawlogs. 
When it's time to report your 
giant produce, give me a call at 
638-1423. I'nt sure inany people 
had record crops this year. 
.k .k -k -k "k 
Mnny l)cople travclling from 
Prince Rul)ert to Kitimat have 
reported lnauy moose aud black 
bears at the sides of the highway 
this year. 
On Moltday morning last week 
a lady coming in from Lakelse 
Lake saw this beautiful deer (pie- 
tured) near Williutns Creek. 
She gol out of the car and was 
able to get quite close to the deer. 
She said it almost seclned ready 
to feed out of her hand. 
tLE.M. Lee Hospital Founda- 
lion cash calendar wituters for 
August are as follows: Jean 
Hollistoa ($100), of South 
Burnaby; Robert Petmer, of 
Terrace; Kevilt Bartmrd, of 
Terrace; Andrew Mile, of Ter- 
race; Louis and Nauey 
Mctruucc, of Manville, Al- 
berta; Lloyd Leouard, of 
Prince Rupert; Lane Mitchell, 
of Terrace; Ran aad Gloria 
NOT SHY:  Th is  deer  a l lowed LaKe lse  LaKe  pHutuy~aF, ,=,  ~',¢~,,= 
to get  r ight  up c lose  for  th is  p ic  near  Wi l l i ams.Creek .  
1 hope it goes into hiding before 
huntiug season opens. 
~r -k -k "k "k 
Please help! 
Does auyoue remember a 
George Powers? Mr. Powers and 
his family arrived in Terrace 
around 1922 and he opelted a 
bakery here. 
A few weeks ago his son Bill 
returned and came over for tea. 
He's tryittg to find out a bit ou 
when the family lived in Terrace. 
Cote, of Terrace; Briun Ken- 
nedy, of Sardis; Dall Rosier, of 
Burns Lake; Norm Hohues, of 
Terrace; Connie Coad, of Ter- 
race; Audrey Morgan, of 
Kitwauga; W.J.D. Graf, of 
Terrace; Ross Blusson, of Van- 
couver; Ulric Maltris, of Ter- 
race; Darrell Elliott, of 
Stewart; Waytte LeCleir, of 
Priuce Rupert; Wendy Crosina, 
of Hazelton; Ted Striker, of 
Bill was only three years old 
when the family left Terrace; 
arotmd 1929. , 
Of interest is the location of ', 
where his father had his shop. He  ', 
remembers his father saying that 
someotte lent him the money to : 
buy the stove for the bakery. ', 
I suspect he bakery might have ' 
been at the Terrace Drugs loca- 
tiolt at the comer of Kalum and 
Greig. If anyone can help out, 
please call me at 638-0423. 
EST+A 
Terrace; Rudy Motschihtig, of 
Terrace; Kevin Pongrace, of 
Terrace; Kerrie Reay, of Ter- 
race; Richard Casey, of Prince 
Rupert; Gordon Roberts, of 
Terrace; Don Anuitage of 
Prince Rupert; Vicki Morrison, 
of Terrace; Maurice Fellis, of 
West Vaucouver; Emily and 
Fred Sturby, of Terrace; 
Joseph Matwick, of Dim'can;;:  : 
attd Anita Kuemper, of Terrace : 
($100). 
I • , , ,  • .  
This beautiful and .practLcal;, ~ "- ~ ~ ~ 1 - : '  -, : - ." . . . .  _ : ~ "  : "- " : 
guests and fami ly  al ike to the '. ~. . , ' ,#J lgEI I I l~ '~l l l~l l l  I=:1 It~mmttmmmP-mmml''=mmmm~i'~P'ra; , r - - - - - r  
foyer. The attzactive spindled < it~l~l~!]lll=~ll~=~ll..~lll~5~~lllll~l]l~l~lll I V : - - - - '   IPII I IIIIIII  / : 
staircasa and :open ceiling corn- J. R ~ I ~ ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ [ ~ + ~ I I ~ I I I  ', F- - -}  " ~ I ~ I ~  
piete with skylita over, sets ~ + ~ , ~ . ' ~ 7 . . . . . + -  . : . ~ , ~ , , ~ ~ 1 '  . ~ I .. ' i ~  
tha mood for tiffs home, The.  ~ , , _ ~  ~ _ _  ~~' -~.~. .~e~*~ ~ .,.'" ~ ~  ..... 
front.. .whlle the busier fami ly  ', . .~ .~- - - - ' - - -~ ' - - ' - - - - '~"  z.E.L..._ ©Wesplan 
rooms ure uczoss, the back. 
The fact that 'these Tooms are 
open to each other, visually 
making double use of space, 
makes ,~ this ' home. suer~ huge. 
Notice " the "stepsaving !location 
Of the~laundry and mud ,room 
area right next to the kitchen, 
On the second floor...the com- 
bination of the open staircase 
and skylita removes that cram- 
ped feeling so common to many 
two-storey designs, 
Width: 55LO n 
Depth-" 32L0" 
Main Floor: 1104 sq. ft. 
Second Floor: 845 sq. ft. 
f I 1 
' rrl I IZ -  
railin . . .h 
I~ l  - - -  dn .:_ ...~'~i~ 
I ~ , ,~z ' - ' - ' - z  ~.~x~6-2_ I , . ! 
~ Bath ~x4927 . . . .  i PLAN I ===,= 
I l l  Westhome I Wesplan 
Somebody 
Cares! 
Cares if you are new in town 
and feel kind of lost; If you've 
i ust added a new son or aughter,to your family; If 
HE hasfinally asked You to 
become hWwife; = If you or 
someone in your family is 
celebrating a very special oc- 
' cas!on-:;., " " 
: , .+: : , .  Who ? 
B CE I ~ " * 
Phone Elaine G3§-3018 
Ph~0ne Di;,na eae.esre 
Verne Ferguson 
635-3389 
. : . '  . : : :::.:., 
Brenda Erickson 
638-1721 
Dennis Llsslmore 
638.8093 
Olga Power 
635-3833 
/ ;  m 
PLANNED FOR COMFORT 
Value.wise Thornhill bungalow providing 
down.home kitchen. Freshly decorated, 
N.G. 2 BR/ one 4 pce. bath. Near 
everyting. Super startbr or retirement 
home, Includes 10x12 workshop, 
$66,500. Verne Ferguson, 635.3389 
HORSESHOE REVENUE 
Excellent revenue home in Horseshoe 
area. 3 BR up and 3 down. Fruit bearing 
trees and paved driveway. MLS. Rtc 
635-6508. 
NEED ROOM?? 
In town, Iqvel acre on Southside offers the 
convenience el town with advantage of 
lots of room. This 3 BR home abundant 
with flowers, heated with H.G. has 1V= 
"baths, garage, laundry area and family 
room. For $78,900 It is a great starter 
home for young family. Take a look with 
Brenda EXC. 
MOBILE HOME 
To be moved from property. 2x6 construe. 
tlon, new N,G. furnace & hot water tank. 
12x10 addition, Call Verne $29,500. 
WILDERNESS ACREAGE 
Approximately 36 acres in the Rosswood 
area with creek running right through the 
middle, Beautiful view of Wesach Moon. 
rain Irom excellent building site. Priced at 
only $30,000 MLS, Call Evan Young, 
638-1273, 
. . . .  ' . . . .  d 
Sunken . 
FAMILY ROOM 
1F>6x13"3 
4724x4038~ 10-Ox11-10 
L IV INC~ 
12-0x18-3 
3657x5~62 
DINING 
11-6x12-10 
35QSx3911 
DOUBLE GARAGE 
.-F: 
Main Floor 
PORCH 
- I  
House Plans Available Through 
'Z 'race 
 e,tl; oezzlm'  
MEMBER OF TIM.BR.MARTS LTD. 
3207 Munroe ,  Ter race  
635-6273 
• (.~ 
STARTER HOME 
Ideal starter located In Horseshoe close to 
park, schools, arena, pool and downtown. 
The home offers 2 large bedrooms, one 
DARLING ON BOBBLE 
Cute A-Frame home on large fenced lot. 2 with an ensuite. Natural gas furnace and 
carpeting Installed 3 years ago. Roof one 
year old, For further Info please call Evan 
Young 638.1273 or OIga Power 
635.3833. Reduced to $64,000. 
' LAND - ACREAGES - LOTS 
RURAL ACREAGES: N, of city limits are 2 
acreages, 4.44 and 5.78 acres. 
Rosswond acreage- 10.48 acres. RURAL 
LOTS: 2 parcels adjacent available just 
outside city limits on Bench. SOUTHSIOE 
ACREAGES: 1,03 acres, uncleared, sewer 
& water laterals 1o property. Also 1.98 
acres uncleared with water to prop. Both 
require some fill. SOUTHSIDE LOTS: Adj. 
lots. water to prop., requrie building up 
with fill, Call Olga, 635.3833 or 
638-0266, 
SOUTHSIDE ACREAGE 
1.98 acres on Haughland Avenue, 
Cleared, levelled and ideal site for building 
immediately, $35,000, Call Evan YGung 
638.1273 or Olga Power 635.3833, 
::?i 
Steve Cook 
638-0047 
an Youno 
638.1273 
Great starter home lor asking price of ~ , ,  
$42,500. MLS. Call Brenda. 
" : '  " "::~: i ,  Diana WoN 
LAKELSE LAKE MOBILE 636 .6236 
Mobile on lot at Lakesle Lake. Built to 
: ',. L :  ". 
stand Northern winter, with extra insula. 
lion, root support and triple pane win. 
dows. School bus rout. Convenient for 
those working in Terrace or Kitimat. Call 
01ga Power, 635.3833 
ROSSWOOD ACREAGE 
160 acres in Rosswond. Mostly cleared ii~!i~:~ =71-~ 
and waiting for you to build on. $35,000. Ric White 
Call Brenda 638.1721 I 635-6508' 
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Value packed - -  Home with shop 
You can't beat the 
price when you see what 
you will get with this 
abundantly developed 
and quality finished 
home.  Some of the 
features include over 
2,600 sq.ft, of quality 
f in ishing with the 
upstairs providing 3 
bedrooms,  master  
bedroom with full en- 
suite, • soaker tub & 
lighted walk-in closet. 
K i tchen prov ides  
eating bar, counter top 
range, eye-level oven, 
bui l t - in microwave,  
ample cabinets. Family 
room just off kitchen 
next to the  14x18 liv- 
ingroom. Formal dining 
area with china cabinet 
and lots of extra storage. 
space. Patio doors off 
the dining area lead to a 
large private deck. Main 
floor laundry makes 
laundry work an ease. 
The fully developed 
downstairs area provides 
2 bedroms, 3 poe. bath, 
spacious 22x20 rec room. 
Well set up for the 
teenagers  in the 
family.Large cold room 
with ample storage for  
fresh vegetables and can, 
ning, plus a heated boot 
and coat room which is 
appreciated on cold, wet 
days. 
A bonus feature is the 
well set up 20x40 shop 
which has its own 200 
AMP service, funace, ce, 
ment floor, a large wood 
working area which is 
seperated from the 
machanicing area with port to accommodate a 
grease pit and tool room. truck or motorhome, 40 
The upstairs has been ft. greenhouse with ce- 
utilized. (A cozy suite for ment walls, large garden, 
extra company) . . . . . . . . . .  ~ fruit trees, berry bushes, 
The 75'x200' yard has & barbeque, The loca- 
been as attractively fi0n Compliments the 
finished as the rest, Well pr0perty being on a quiet 
developed from corner s t reet  near the golf 
to corner. Cement curb, : course, 
ing provides a tidy trim In  today 's  
a round the lawns,  market i t is difficult to 
garden  and  i f ind S o much for the ask- 
d r iveway.  Extras ing price of $115,000. 
include: ample parking Call Laurie today for a 
with an extra high cai'- viewing. •
Feature 
Home 
WINFIELD 
INDUSTRIES 
LTD. 
KERMODE 
Quality Homes Ltd. 
~ 1  _ • . 
,. ~= '~:~ ~::~:, 
,,. 
. +.(, 
. - ;  ) ,  
Office 
635-7227 
Highway 37 South 
(Across from Weight Scales) 
DWIGHT MOONEY 
lies. 
638-8498 
. ._ ~ ~ C. , - . , . : i , , " I ~ t T ,  i+.  .......... v,.:!V,"-~:~e":~ ""  ";','~'~'~;C-,','~:~, , ~,:lf;~F[t¢"'~';,:~t~::/;~?,: .~; +;~ :i! " 
638-1400 
Licensed Premises 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASGNABLE PRICES 
WI=DNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Senior Citizens receive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
, :+ ~/• 
~i i l  ! "~'~:'>/' ~+~ .;~ . . ;;.,,,+.;.~ 
4904 Scott - $124,900 4901 Labelle • $126,900 132 • 4524 Scott - $34,900 Lot I 4727 Halliwell - $107,500 
~?,~;'~i! '~:~t : :i . :  ' ,  :; 
4610 Tuck - $76,000 
~,/.~/i ~!~  , ,.~.~ ........ ~. 
4030 Skoolund - $109,9l 
" Monday to Friday ' 'i ~:~:: :/+' ~ I.:::~ 
7 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. L Lot 29 
Saturday 8 a.m. -'4 p.m. Sockeye Cr. rid..$127,500 
Sunday 8 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
i 
' located in 
the 
S UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelse 
PHONE 
L i • . ~ .  • 
4805 Soucle - $185,900 
I 
~ i : i~  ' :  ; 
4822 Scott - $ t l500  
635-630 
2305 Evergreen - $116,500 
3984 Hagen - 1500 
5504 
3724 Eby - $124,500 
.., 
:,,, ..... ~,al P+< "~ 
Kalum Lake - $114,900 
3667 Krumm - $124,500 4725 Tuck • $107,500 
I experience in I I I ,  
I real  esm,e. [...,!~r., 
635-4781 
===~ gordie sheridan 
Huckleberry Lane .$119,900 
• 4 ,!; 
367" i tnut  - $142,500 
1~50 Crescent- $119,000 
3518 Sparks- $109,000 
J 
4817 Tuck • $124,500 
t 4502 Cedar- $119,900 
4409 Walsh - $174,900 
I 
.... . _±_Z. .22L I~ 
4812 Halllwell • $127,600 
• : r 
3807 Eby- $153,000 
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TALIT CRNR RADIO REALTY WORLD-LAKELSE REALTY ],71v,t /-~1 I ~'~® ~ _  J~-~'~A\~ introduces 
INGO o..,s .,SS,MO.  S 
I ~. "~..~r-~,~,,',.,,.~, ~ " /  .~  Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio in ' 
I ~ '"'~'~" " ' "  "" " "~ ' " -  / ~] i  Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
I W,~A, ,L~ GAME FORMAT- TICKETS ONLY $1.00 I 
l . I 2 games with $1 ,000  3-up tickets I 
I 
I L .W,  CLAY  i jackpot every week for $2,00 I 
I NOTARY PUBLIC Every Friday Is your chance to win thousands of dollars on 
I . . . .  CFNR Radio Blngot Pick up your cards today! In Terrace at: +-  - ~+- . . . . .  ' 
4805 Davis Avenue, /e r ra ta ,  ~.u.  The House of Simoighets Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons Northern Health Care . ' urses,  is I _ .. ~om.emoo _ =o=.nn=o West End Chevron, East End Chevron, B&GGrocery, Wayside Grocery, Terrace Shell Dennis  has completedth ,e  Rea_lEs_t.a!e...Sal_e.sma.n cO , 
I /o lepnone: 000 000o . Pax: u~g o~uu and Carwash, Hilltop Grocery, Copperside Three, Select Jewellers, as well as, Sybil Ilcenced ana nab jolneo me REAL I  Y WUHLU team. 
II Office Hours 1 2 noon to 6 p.m. Daily. Including Saturdays. Morven ol Terrace, Rhoda Seymour of Kitselas, and Della Scodane at Northern Native He nvites his many friends and associates to contact him for 
| Evoninas bv ar, nolntment Broadcasting. In New Alyansh at the New Aiyansh Co-up Store, in Kitimat from Dareleno o i th~ r I::1=~1 I::~fmf~ r~nHlr~,rn=nf¢~ 
I . . . . .  " Starr, in Kitimaat Village from Roberla Grant, in Greenville from non Sampare, in Git. " . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  " .~ '~ ' -~"~'"~ '  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
II I I wlnksihlkw from Merci Moore. Dennis can De contactea at U;Jb-UZOU HOalty WOrla or 
i Property Transfers, Mortgages, Mobde Homes, Wills, Etc • " Call 638-8137 for more info 6aB.oogs home. 
I I 
I I 
I TODACCOISA ' J l l W ~ - -  , . . . • 
I ProtectDvRoUurG ,h#dren. I 1, l i t  / Wzghtman.& Sm=th Realty Ltd. ' 
. . . . . . .  " l ~ I [] ~ I .  ~ ' .a~m 3227 Kaium Street, Terrace, B.C. . IBH~M 
~ ~ J ~  INDEPE ERATED ~" ~ 
I EXECUTIVE.OME I,.++, . UH,OUE - ,; I 
"" ~ , ;~ Executve home ocated on quiet ii~,~j!i@:~! £]~,~:~;+ ~ . . . . .  : . .... " 1 ~ HORSESHOE f~---"Tk'l~/7~;l I ~, : , t I~ ,~ I bench area above the arena corn- I , . , ~ , ~ l  . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~  J We.. ma,nta,ned four bedroom homo t =" ~ ~, :~ ~ 'i~: + This uniquely designed home s a ~ ++i~, ~!~ • ~'~' • 
::~ ~ = . ~; ~ must to see. I-eatures incigoe lOCal . . . . . . . .  - ' t o e to schools and -. ".~+ .$ . p ex. Over 1500 sq ft on the man ~,~= . . . . . . . . . .  -~ ..... [ ,.,~ loci ed c s 
I ~ ~ i ~ i  + ~ I ~ ~ 1  floor, spacious living room with I + +:"  : ' " ~ ~ 1  c++ :,:,oors:=u,=oo0,aco  = downtown. Natural g,s heat, 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ II1~" 'J4~.-~ ~ ~ ~ J ~  ~ 1  fireplace Lar e kitchen with | ~ : + ' ; ? ~ + ~ ~ 1  --'C+'~ ';' . . . . .  .":'.""'.". . . .  '" '" ~<~+;m~r , - -=- - , , - - I  carport andfullbasementarelus;a (el~,] ~ II ~ .  ~ I i~  i ~ +  :~ezq~e~J i  . . .~ ,_ , "  . . . .  g~ . . . .  , . . . . . . .  e : :S '~;~ . ~ . ~ ! ~ 1  sea~ wmoows wmcn an gives =z a ~ ~ . ~ . - ~ 1  r.w of' th. nua t es of th s home 
." r ,d / o'ne"~'o=w'n °Gara 'e"us~c'ar"o";~ :;'r ~J!!~t:;~i: :  '~J~w~'#~ very_comfortable and homey feel- '~; ".~. ..... pn'ced'ai $'91500 EXCLUSIVE Call _.,.,o;_.,.,.oe. ..... ing. vhoneShaunceforappointment +o,,o+,,,o,o 
~11~. .~ ~ ' ~  J n.~,n-v unu= z aenEAGE -o . ,  oo,, , , .  , ,~  I i to view. Asking $112,000. MLS I 
, . v  ~ "="  U;S~sq f't' . . . . .  b'~se~me'nt ...................... ' AFFORDABLE HOME ' " _ ' 
~ ~. "7 -,~'=,roo'ms -shon ~ Thtsl152sq.ft. 3 bedroom home in ~ M_O.OERNHgM[ - ~ - ~  
=" ' = " - . . . .  - " " . . . . . . . . .  n "~ tion on a 75x200 ~ UI:JUN5 Gflk~GkN/ gum '* I l l l l l l i 4 t . ;U ld t t~ UU UI  
Pro fess iona l  ~';,g I~.j I -24"6aore~allJimr~l~S ~chPkR~c art ProAcLEiesvacant properties I Iotwttha18x25shopisamustt° I NEAR COMPLETION This lovely 4 year old, 41evelsplit, i SMALL HOME. LARGE sHoP , u ecK out s P P I 2 om,.u.~. .u.a. ,  ~.n,tu,. u=,u i for I see at only $67 000. MLS Call I This 1610 sq.ft. 3 bedroom, 2 provdes 2 400 sq.ft of finished liv- I ~ u ; .  ~ , ,u , .  ~,;.u, 
Truck '"*'" ~.~1 : ~ e s e  | Shaunce today " ' i bathroom, doubel garage home is Inn area '4.5 bedrooms 4 full I ~ ~  ~st~:  
, , .  . . . .  . ~ j l  NEW REMO ACREAGE ~ o t o ,  A-75'x185' lot on bathrooms light oak kitchen formal I ~ m  n~e wire., pan)~ 
i ¥ igg l l~  ew Remo 315 feet uommercmi vroperzy ~u~ uuu o b ' ' nasemem ~nuama on ] ]a acres Allan Banner I 5.74 acres in N . ' . . . . . . . . .  9 500 a quiet dead end street c uld e dining room, family room off kitchen • • 
frontage on NelsonRoad.Haspower ~ ( ~ l l C ? h U a d u n ~ e e  plus roe room. Finished double I . .  ~ ~;~;~ 
For further Informa p~=zsems He- ' sk n snop uan uoram uison for more in. olf Nelson Rd. " " . for more ,nformabon. A g garage, paved ddveway. Very at- ". . CARPET_CLEANING ,,,o ca . . ~ ' f r m a i t o n .  Asking tr"a'c'Jlv'o"a~nd"'w~ol!"~ated"l'n°'ne'w I ~~;~n?~v,~' ; :  II Ted Garner 635 5619 9 7 acres in cdy limits $28 000 format on Paced at $89 900 MLS 
, .~  Eshmates FAMILY HOME ~ ~ , :  I MOBILE IN TOWN - for v=owmg, i 
n~ +'' , g~.a~nnab le  Located in the Horseshoe, c ose to ~ ~ ;  i ~ . . . .  R^~E.~D_U._E_C 0_.,[_., ,L;.. ~ :;~ STILL AVAILABLE 
~:1\  . . . . . .  , , "  - . . . . .  schools we have this fully finished ~ ~ J I v ~ o g .  ~ l ~ e  ~ =': OHTHE BENCH 
];PL' Prices basement home. Fireplaces in living ~ v e m e ~ s ~  ~ ~  oppo~unity !o pick 
-- . . room and rec room. Dining room. ~ l , , ~ . , , . , ~ , i ~ , , ~  ~ i  ull underoournd ser- 
I ~ !  g t  Five bedrooms 2+hbaths Ca 011 ~ v e ~ n ~ u u ~  u ~ ; l u : ~ ~ ~ . - - ' ~ . : - ; ; = _ : ; ;  I : f f lCle , . . rp . , _ . . . . . . .  Hi I ome ~ ~ .  Call Gordie "" r Located ins , IIMobieH ra ed Ca • 68xl 31 lot Call Jim mr your ap. garage uall Gorme umon ~or you . . . . . . . . .  n 1 all or tion ri t g 900 E Olson for your appointment to wew 
+ Rotary atP° $104ntment9G0t°vewMLS ths home pr cod ;~l~u~appo n{m nt to view. Listed at Co+u . Ask,, = 7 , .   LSC L ~ P x P ~  'ntment o view. 
~ii~ ...e,iCa/l~G0-rdie Ols  for r I ~5T6oo ~[.~. C-bi;~,+rio foiview ~- I ~a}ea ~_n,~un~y .,~,MOp:,,e, o m,e, 
traction" , . 0 MLS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I + I, 
t+:o v,.. u+, . i  ,oo. . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . 
r+ I 
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• Fire & Water Oamage Restoration Start Parker Jim Duffy Gordon Olson Laurie Forbes Hans Stach Shaunce Krulsselbrink Ted Garner J.oh..n m.ag,y 
• Odour Control, Pet Odour Control 636-4031 635.668£ 638-1945 636.5382 636-5739 635-5362 635.6619 oao-.at z 
PHONE . ,~ " Tm 
NO ( )UEST ION ABOUT IT. , 
~ForFree  Estlmtet~ ~ I ~ ' 
ill;+ ; ,  .... 
WILDERNESS RETREAT 
Listen to the crystal clear water, as 
you eat breakfast or let it put you to 
sleep at night. 1450 sq. It, log 
house ducted wood heat, hydro and 
running water. Situated on 20 acre 
treed property with creek running 
through, Located in Hess Valley 1 
hour from Terrace. All this & more 
for only $49,500, Call Dedck for 
more details. 
MEDEEK ACREAGE 
Over 2 acres of sub.dividable land 
with 4.65x185 lots fronting on Mills 
and 1.75x185 lot fronting on  
MeDeek, The 4bedroom home is 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
well maintained with a spacious 
bright kitchen and 2 bathrooms. 
Plenty of paved parking with a dou. 
ble bay Garage, boat house, RV 
storage and much more. All this can 
be yours tor $161,900, Call Sheila 
EXCL. 
John Cur r ie  . oy Dover 
, L;k ~6357070 , , . .~  
J 
QUALITY HOME 
This is a wonderful family home of- 
faring a beautiful view ef the moun- 
tains from the balconies, four 
bdrms. 3 bths, large family room 
that can be made into an in.law 
suite or teenage hideaway, oak 
cabinets in the kitchen, large 
Garage. There is over 3400 sq. ft. of 
comfort in this well built home. Call 
Wanda for an appointment to view. 
Priced at $154,500, 
block building designed for a second 
floor,Comes complete with a home 
next door: or owner or rent, Call 
Derick 635-6142 or 035.3042 fer 
more details EXCL. 
JUST LISTED 
t 0 acres of freed nature & privacy. 
Great for horse people or someone 
who wants room, Call Dedck for 
more details, 
i:~,= W 
Dave Reynolds 
635.3126 
BACK TO THE BASICS 
Picturesque 105 acre farm near 
Cedarvale has some of the finest 
growing seii in the area. Bordered 
by the Skeena River with part of the 
farm as a large-island, this 
homestead has 3 homes nestled in 
the Valley under the Seven Sisters 
Mountains. The setting is beautiful. 
Drop into our office and see the pic- 
tures. Priced at $199,5C0. Carl Joy 
to view MLS. 
• :, (, 
GOOD FAMILY HOME 
on a fenced and landscaped lot in 
tim Horseshoe. Vaulted ceilings give 
this 4 possibly 5 bedroom home at 
spacious appearance. Established 
fruit trees and colorful flowers make 
this home an appealing package for 
$87,000. Ca~l Joy or Sheila MLS. 
BEST BUY 
is this lovely 3 bedroom home 
which has been fully renovated and 
includes large family room, new kit-' 
chen cabinets and french doors 
from the foyer to living room. 
Decorated in light bright colours 
with new carpeting throughout. 
$78,500 must be seen, call Joy to 
view, 
COMMERCIAL LOT 
33x100 central commercial ot on 
Greig Avenue. High exposure on a 
busy street, Sheila - MLS. 
Suzanne Gleason 
638.8198 
PERFECT FOR THE HOME 
BASED BUSINESS 
3 bedroom home with attached 
1312 sq, ft. concrete block building 
located on the bench, Nat. gas heat 
separate furnaces, separate meters. 
Zoned commercial, ideal for conve. 
nience store. For more information 
call Dave. Asking $104,500 MLS. 
SPACIOUS STARTER HOME 
Three bedroom double wide on a full, 
basement, 1230 sq. ft., 2 full 
bathrooms, new flooring in living 
room, dining and kitchen. Patio 
doors elf dining room. Lots of paten. 
tlal in the basement, For more 
details, call Dave NOW. Asking 
$69~900 MLS 
COMMERCIAL VACANT LOT 
located on the 4000 Block of Park 
Avenue, over 49 feet of frontage. 
Call Dave for exact location. Asking 
$34,500 MLS 
i+ ;il 
Misfeldt 
638.1715 
Oerlck Kennedy 
636.3042 
. . .  \~>~, ;~,~.  
A HARVEST OF FEATURES 
$98,900 MLS located on 1.18 
acres is this solid 3 bdrm home - 
separate garage with workshop. 
Come & discover the large kitchen 
w/loads ef cupboards and counter 
space. You'll be delighted with the 
laundry room which leads on to a 
covered veranda overlooking the 
private back yard. Call Suzanne to 
see more of this character style 
home today. 
THINKIHG OF SELLING 
When you list your home or pro- 
party with NRS your name will 
automatically be entered in the 
MEXICAN HOLIDAY CONTEST. 
Eligibility is reslrlctnd to the local 
area, making your chances of winn- 
ing Great! 
For TOP VALUE and QUALITY 
PERFORMANCE put the NRS System 
and marketing team to work Ior you, 
Vanda Walberg 
• 635.3734 
I 
JUST LISTEO $59,900 
This 14x70 1981 mobile home hos 
been remodelled inside and has 
been meticulously maintained 
throughout, You'll find a large 
32x14 ft. addition with a bright 
master bedroom. The bathroom 
leaturos an antique tub and pedestal 
sink, and has been drywalled & 
Gyproced. Located cn an 85x205 ft. 
lot close to the Golf Course, This 
home won't last lens. Exclusive 
with Suzanne el NRS Pruderl & Cur- 
fie. Call for an appointment to view 
todayL 
YOUR OWN LITTLE ESTATE 
can be possible within city limits. 
This 2 acre parcel is treed and has 
(ertlle soil, City water is available. 
This is a great opportunity for the 
family who want room to grow and 
the convenience of town living 
$29,500, call Doug. MLS 
m ~  
Shella Love 
635.3004 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
A S 
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Tynan Weekly 
Features 
Plan of the Week 
Fashionable 
design 
boasts 
many 
features 
By M, TYNAN 
This stylish family 
home is sure to suit con- 
temporary tastes. 
Enter through double 
doors into a foyer 
brightened by an 
overhead skylight. To 
the right, an elegant 
sunken living room 
features a multi-pane 
bay window. The dining 
room, up two risers, .of_ 
fers ampie  space to set 
up a good sized dining 
suite, and a door bet- 
ween the kitchen and 
dining room ensures 
.privacy for •formal enter- 
taining. The chef in the 
family will enjoy a 
gourmet kitchen com- 
plete with a walk-in pan- 
try and a work island. A 
large carousel nook 
receives plenty of natural 
light from surrounding 
windows and features a 
space saving breakfast 
bar. The sunken family 
room, ideal for informal 
i~i~ entertaining, is partially 
~:~ open t0die' kitchen and 
features a handy wet bar. 
The den, which can be 
entered from the family 
room or the main hall, 
would make an ideal 
study room or home of- 
fice. 
A curved staircase 
leads to the games 
room and a deluxe 
bedroom area. A laun- 
dry chute sends all of the 
laundry generated 
upstairs to the utility 
room below. The front 
right bedroom is larger 
than average and 
features plenty of win- 
dows. The front .left 
bedroom has a skylight 
and a boxed out window 
seta. Double doors lead 
to an impressive master 
bedroom, featuring a 
see-thru gas fireplace 
which canbe enjoyed in 
the bedroom or the en-' 
suite, a walk-in closet, 
and a five piece ensuite 
with double sinks and a 
raised soaker tub. 
An unfinished base- 
ment awaits your own 
creative touch. 
Plans for U-808 may 
be obtained for $445 for 
a package of five com- 
plete sets of working 
prints and $39.00 for 
each additional set of the 
same plan. Allow $15.00 
extra to cover the cost of 
postage and handling 
(B.C. residents add ap- 
plicable sales tax to plan 
total) (All Canadian 
residents add 7°70 GST to 
plan total plus postage 
and handling) 
This is one of our new 
designs. Many in- 
novative plans are now 
available in our NEW 
Two Storey plan 
catalogue for $13.65 in- 
cluding postage and 
handling and 7070 GST, 
Please make all che- 
ques, money orders, and 
Visa or MasterCard 
authorization payable 
to: Terrace Standard 
Plan of the Week, 
13659-108th Avenue, 
-Surrey, B.C. V3T 2K4. 
HOME ON THE RANCH 
if you're tired of city life and want to 
get away to your own 'spread' in the 
country, why not make an appoint- 
ment to see this well set up hobby 
ranch? A pretty, 3 bedroom home, 
barn, two fenced pastures, a riding 
arena, plus all the other sheds and 
lean to's you would expect on 4.C8 
acres - a bargain at $125,000. Ex- 
clusive 
REASONABLY PRICED LOTS 
Quiet sub-division with Cul D'Sac o~ 
Medeek Street, close to schools and 
fully serviced. Priced from 
$10,000.00 and up. M.L.S. Vendor 
willing to look at terms. 
MOBILE HOME ON 
THE BENCH 
12x68 ft., well maintained mobile 
home with large addition, Has pool 
fable, ping pong table, satellite dish 
clw receiver, appliances, and some 
living room furniture. Unpack your 
suitcase and move right inl Private 
lease lot renting at $75/month. 
MLS, Asking $29,900. 
LOWER THORNHILL 
This 2 BR, cottage style home may 
be just what you are looking lot if 
you like to garden, and like to tinker 
with cars. Insulated, shop and 
garage, with a~ adjoining storage 
building and large developed garden 
area. Asking $79,800 Exclusive. 
ACREAGE - RAILWAY SIDE 
USK 
65 acres of undeveloped land just 
west of the townsite at Usk, Part of 
the property has frontgage on the 
Skeena River and there Is a cabin on 
the property. MLS, $125,000 
BUILT WITH PRIDE 
Modern 2 storey home, quality 
throughout, over 1200 sq.ft, on 
main, European style kitchen, 
ceramic tile on kitchen & dining 
room floors, twin seal windows, on- 
suite, concrete surfaced sundeck, 
vinyl siding, double garage, and 
lower floor finished with 4th 
bedroom, family room, 3 pce, bath, 
laundry room and foyer. Asking 
$139,500....Onty 1V~ yrs. old. MLS. 
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING SITE 
4 - 33 ft. lots fronting on Groin 
Avenue at the corner of Clinton St. 
Lots are cleared and ready for 
building. Price $45,000 MLS. 
Ralph Godlinski Rusty Ljungh Christel Godlinski 
~,zR.Aocn  R_,'a ~.K7gd. R~tR.R397 
RENTAL UNIT IN THORNHILL 
Two 2 bedroom and a 1 bedroom 
unit with ground level basement 
located on Dobble Street. Lot is 
landscaped and a carport is attach- 
ed to the end ,,nit. Exclusive. 
CALLING ALL INVESTORS 
Licensed and air conditioned 
restaurant arid pub just twenty 
• scenic minutes from the city. Bright 
72 seat restaurant overlooks 
Lakelse Lake while dining and tak- 
ing in a magnificent view. Potential 
possibilities galore to accommodate 
toudsts including four bed and 
breakfast uniis. MLS $250,000.00. 
OPEN HOUSE - 
JACKPINE FLATS 
Three bedroom m~ular homo on 
full basement. 1056 sq. ft. of corn- 
fortable affordable living situated on 
)rivate 2.2 acres with large 
Horseshoe driveway. Some clearing 
with plenty of room for shop. Only 
minutes from town• MLS 
$89,500.00. 
1-3 p.m. Sunday,  
September 6 
Sockeye Creek Road (Follow the 
signs) 
Ron Redden in attendance 
KALUM LAKE DR.- 
ACREAGE 
Located just past Dutch Valley, 
16.07 acres, fronting on Kalum 
Lake Drive, Timbered with road ac- 
cess into the property. Signs 
posted. Asking $39,900.00 MLS 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT... 
Beautiful storey-and.a-half log home 
on a very quiet street on the Bench. 
Many recent renovations! Oak kit. 
chen with island: four bedrooms 
dramatic vaulted ceilings with a 26 
loot brick fireplace. Full basement & 
natural gas heat. Terrific posses. 
sionl Call now for your appointment 
to view. $129,900. MLS 
TOP OF THE WORLD VIEW 
Exciting property to build a view 
house, served by paved rear ac. 
cess, frontage on Birch Ave, all sot. 
vices available, and lot has a good 
start on landscaping with Iruit trees 
and established shrubs. Priced at 
$69,900 MLS 
157 ACRES IN ROSSWOOD 
Property touches the Nass Road on 
the sourthwost corner and fronts on 
Egan Road. Great view of Goat 
Mountain to the East. Property has 
been logged and will be cleaned to 
meet Forestry requirements. Price 
$49,500 MLS 
Sylvia Griffin 
(R.I.8.C,) Joe Barbosa Cam Simon Ron Redden Lynda Boyce 
~an.na~a 635-5604 635-9549 638-1915 638-1073 •
' . . . .  " o f  Ter race  .... . . . . . .  " ':: 7 ' ,  ' ;•i "7 " . : " i ;  i 
I 
: , c~ - . .  , .~ .  " 
I f .  
~,:Y7-%7 ii<%'7~75. 
: . - -  • ~ ] ~ , - -  _~ - - _ __  . . .  
4607 Tuck .0114,900 
4832 ScoH-2104,900 
3312 Thomas- 0139,500 
4809 Tuck. 2159,000 
. . . .  ;q  • 
3320 Pederson- 289,900 
• • i i  i i  
t " ; ' ;  
2502 Kenney - 268,000 
i~..~'%~!~,~,, ~<<•i, ~ ~ 4,~.~ 
l lM~i , . ' ,  ~,,.:<.,,i ~. ~.~i 
2803 Kenney • $98,500 
,~.~]. ~..~:~,-" :.•...7< ~ 
5104 Agar - $120,000 4935 lweedle • $131,200 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . .~  . . . . . . . . .  
3649 Hawthorne - 0139,900 
¢ • &' .~  
4921 Lazelle • 2124,900 
4529 Soucle - S78,000 4948 Cooper- 2134,500 
5319 Mountain Vista 
$119,900 
3807 DeJong - $238,500 3905 Spdng Cr. Dr.- $169,000 
~'~l~,  ~. ,~"1 ,  " ~ ' : '  • 
[ 
4947 Tweedle - 2134,500 
4321 Birch. $189,900 
4650 Marten- $96,900 4124 Anderson- 2109,000 
4725 McConneli - $129,900 
4836 Tuck • $174,900 
5017 Medeek • $149,900 
2213 Pear- $109,000 
eye  
I experience in I~~; : ; I I  
I real estate. L 
635-4773 
er lka  pe l le t ie r  
4716 Scott- 2109,000 
Bench Place - Various Pdces 
4726 Scott- 2128,500 
4326 Birch - 2187,900 
4737 Davis • 255,000 
4810 Halliwell - 2127,500 
3903 Spring Creek- $164,000 
5415 Heppel - $68,000 
3292 Kofoed • $119,900 
• I 
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EVERYTHING 
IN THE 
STORE 
10% 
70% 
i 
OFF 
SHOES 
As Low As 
=29.95 
" Free sneaker balls with 
ASSORTED 
SKIS 
1/2 
COOPER 
STREET ROAD HOCKEY GEAR 
Trapper . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Blocker . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . , . . .  
Goal Pads . . . . . . . . .  . F,OM 
=39.9.9 
=24.99 
=24.99 
PRICE IL ....... ,,.,, 
Zone 10 Seniors Bar-B-Que 
• Saturday = Infront of store 
Back To $~ool Headquarlers - Bark To School Savings! 
REPLICA JERSEY'S 
Tampa Bay 
Lightning ~ 
Ottawa Senators 
San Jose Sharks 
=39.99 
PRINCE 
TENNIS RACKETS 
25% 
OFF 
The Source Of 6rear School Clothing- For The Classroom...And The Gym! 
MICHAEL JORDAN BACKPACKS & 
PRO-BASKETBALL SPORTBAGS 
SAVE 
=10.00 20% " OFF 
DAILY DRAW FOR PRIZES! 
At  The  SOURCE!  
rryl Sittler 
lall of Famer" 
dvlsor to the Source I 
SEPT. 3, 8:30 am- 6:00 pm I Sept. 4, 8:30 am - 9:00 pm I Sept. 5, 8:30 am - 6:00 pm 
ALL SEASONS SPORTING GOODS 
SOURCE FOR SPORTS 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace - ~.:i,~.i~i!i.:/~ ~,,z 4662 635-2982 
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I Straw shows the way 
Menu 
TONIGHT 
Bowling 
MEETING at 7 p.m. at the 
bowling lanes for any bowler 
intending to play in any of the 
house leagues during the '92- 
'93 season. 
Topics to be discussed include 
rule changes and fee in- 
creases. Agendas available at 
the Lanes. For more info 
phone 635-5911. 
THURSDAY~ SEPT. 3 
Bowling 
MEETING at 7 p.m. at bowl- 
ing lanes for members of the 
Sunday All Star league for the 
'92-'93 season. 
Topics to include rule changes 
and payouts. Agendas avail- 
able at the Lanes. For more 
in fo phone 635-5911. 
FRIDAY~ SEPT. 4 
Equestrian 
TERRACE FALL HORSE 
SHOW, sponsored by the 
Boots 'N'  Saddle 4-H club 
gets under way at 10 a.m. at 
the Thornhill Community 
Groutlds. Continues Saturday 
and Sunday, beginning 8 a.m. 
both days. 
Softball 
INN OF THE WEST LARRY 
SWANSON MEMORIAL 
slow pitch tournament gets 
u,der way and continues to 
Monday, Sept. 7 finals. 
SATURDAYt SEPT. 5 
Tennis 
TELKWA OPEN begins with 
finals scheduled for Monday, 
Sept. 7. 
=::_:SUNDAYrSE1W. 6 . 
Loggers ports 
Gets uner way at 10 a.m. at 
the Thornhill Community 
Grounds. 
Equestrian 
TOTEM SADDLE CLUB 
:GYMKHANA at the Thorn- 
hill Community Grounds, be- 
ginning at 11 a.m.. 
HEAVY HORSE PULL com- 
petition, at the Thornhill 
Community Grounds, 3 p.m. 
SATURDAY~ SEPT. 12 
Tennis 
TERRACE TEAM 
TOURNEY gets under way at 
Halliwell Ave. courlls and 
continues through Sunday. 
More often than not, the 
de,hands Of designing and setting 
up the course result in the shoot 
being off the mark on the day. 
Not so, however, in the case of 
Terrace's Fred Straw at the recent 
Northwest Team Challenge hand- 
gun event hosted by the local 
Kermodei Shooters. 
Having drawn up a series of 
challenging stages, Straw showed 
his fellow competitors just how 
they should be shot by fiaishing 
first in five out of eight. 
In doiug so, he amassed a 
match point total of 429.77, good 
enough for top spot overall and 
among 'A'  class shooters. 
Ed Morris finished 40 points 
back to finish runner-up to Straw 
in both categories. 
Terry Morris' 366.36 tally 
brought him third overall attd the 
lead position for'B' class. 
Mike Lee (335.42) topped the 
'C' category while Ceasar 
Guidoriagao of Prince Rupert 
denied Terrace a clean sweep by 
taking the 'D'  class with 270.88 
points. 
Guidoriagao and teammates 
Arturo Fermill, Bob Johnston, 
Antonio Abanilla and Gil 
Abanilla combined for 1,237 
points and the title in the team 
event. 
Calling themselves Ex- 
strawvaganza -- what else -- the 
Straw clan of Fred, Bart, Steven, 
Lucia and Joshua were runners- 
up with 1,180 points. 
Although bottom in the team 
competition, the Kitimat Loners, 
Terry Morris and Bob Gregg, 
amassed an impressive total for a 
two-man team of 656 points. 
Top lady shooter on the day 
was Louise Fohner with a match 
total of 203.12 points. 
The competitors were all meln- 
bets of the Practical Shooters or- 
ganization. 
This particular style of shooting 
originated in the United States 
where it was devised by Amer- 
icail servicemen who wanted to 
take part in recreational shooting. 
All event ismade up of individ- 
ual stages each with their own 
particular features. 
At this particular shoot, for ex- 
ample, one stage required the 
competitor to first shoot between 
two barrels at targets to the left, 
centre and right, then move 30 
feet to the right and shoot hrough 
another barrel at two more sets of 
targets. 
Scoring is calculated on a com- 
bination of points scored and time 
taken to complete the stage. 
For example, on one stage at 
the Aug. 22 meet, the second 
fastest shooter finished back in 
14th o n  stage 1. 
That's because he hit for otdy 
eight points. Placings are worked 
out on a hit factor which is total 
points for a stage divided by the 
time taken to complete. 
The stages for each event are 
drawn up by a different individu- 
al which, says Ker|nodei member 
Marg Saulnier, means the 
shooters are always facing some- 
thing different. 
Often, the course designer will 
concentrate on particular areas 
where they feel they need to be- 
s2ome.~or, e:l)rgf.icient, :,~,~:;,~ ¢ ..::: ~ 
"You can see how they are 
tryiug to challenge themselves as 
well as the other ,competitors," 
she explains. 
And other times, the driving 
force behind the course layout is 
pure fun, Saulnier adds. 
The Keramdei club includes ap- 
proximately 40 members from 
Terrace, Kitimat and Keinano and 
is one of the most active ill the 
province. 
Saulnier said the club is hoping 
to put together a major event next 
year which would draw shooters 
froth across the province. 
The next club meet is set for 
Sunday, Sept. 20 beginning at 9 
a.m. at the Terrace Rod and Gun. 
SUNDAY~ SEPT. 13 
Speedway 
FINAL MEET of the year 
featuring Bump and Pass 
event. Time trials begin at 1 
p.m., racing at 2 p.m. 
SATURDAY~ SEPT. 26 
Angling 
TWO DAY FISHING 
DERBY sponsored by the 
B.C. Paraplegic Association 
begins. Event open to all, 
Northwest Sportsman to be 
weigh-in station. 
SUNDAY~ OCTOBER 4 
Running 
ALL SEASONS' HALF 
MARATHON: Start time 12 
p.m. at Northwest Comtnunity 
College. Also 5kin and 10 km 
runs which start at 1 p.m. at 
the college. For more in- 
formation, contact Ed Ansems 
at 635-4670. 
The Terrace Standard of- 
fers Sports Menu as a pub- 
lic service to its readers 
and local sports organiza- 
tions. 
I f  you have an event 
planned, bring the details 
in and we'll add it to the 
Menu. 
To make the following 
week's paper, submissions 
must be in by 5 p.m. 
Thursday. 
PRACTICAL .... 
SHOOTERS from - 
across the northwest " 
were in actionat the,. 
Terrace Rod andGun 
range Aug. 221 Above, 
Joe Young ofHazelt0n 
is seen in action at the. 
second element of one 
of the. sheet's 'stages" 
which r.equimd firing,. 
through thi~:.tbp b~i?ri~1~-. 
at targets set slightly .tO 
the left and right, At 
left, Bart Straw checks 
out the scores during 
the Standards stage 
where shooters had to 
fire a specified number 
of shots from the stand- 
ing and prone posi- 
tions. There was also a 
time limit On each ele- 
ment. • ::.f/ 
Hockey schedule a challeng  
Early signs are Terrace Minor Hockey organizers 
are going to face a challenge setting ice thues for this 
winter's actio,~. 
With the Clubs Day registration still to come, 
spokesman Brian Downie said the nmnber of players 
signed up had passed the 220 mark as of last Satur- 
day. 
,That's already better than two thirds the number of 
players who joined up last year and he pointed out 
Clubs Day traditionally sees a heavy sign up. 
With ice time at a premium and nine divisions to 
contend with, he said working out a schedule would 
o,ce again be a demanding job. 
It will also likely breathe new life into the push lbr 
a second sheet of ice here. 
Providiug an early impetus to the registration was 
the atmual summer hockey school which ended its 
two week stint of intensive instructio,t last Saturday. 
Youngsters of all ages were put through their paces, 
practising set piece exercises targetingsl)eeifie skills, 
then trying them out in game action. 
They also got a chance to rub shoulders with Ter- 
race's NHLers, Wade Flaherty and Jeff Sharpies. 
GETTING READY for 
the new hockey sea- 
son, local youngsters 
turned out in force for 
this year's hockey 
school. The two weeks 
of instruction on the 
finer points of the game 
wound up Saturday. 
Whether it was practis 
ing breakaways down 
the wing (left) or going 
in on goal (right), the 
participants attacked 
their tasks with gusto. 
Literally, a sign (above, 
right) of what they 
might one day achieve 
was the list of players 
on the of the city's past 
provincial PeeWee 
championship team. 
Three of that team, 
Wade Flaherty, Jeff 
Sharpies and Robbie 
Philpott were: there to 
pass on thelrskills,:: 
N 
| 
t 
~i~i ~ ~: h ~ • • 
i":' . ;~  . , " "  
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Competitive shooting 
Below, the results from the Northwest Team Challenge, the local 
IPSC pistol shoot held Aug 22. at the Rod and Gun range. In the 
stage results, the time given is in seconds and HF denotes hit factor. 
INI)IVIDUAL STANDINGS 
1-  
2- 
3- 
4- 
5- 
6- 
7- 
8- 
9- 
10- 
11- 
12- 
13- 
14- 
15- 
16- 
17- 
18- 
19- 
20- 
21- 
22- 
23- 
24- 
Fred Straw 429,8 
Ed Morris 389.6 
Terry Morris > i  366 .4  85.2 
Glen Pollock~ -:~:~:I -~352.4 82.0 
Mike Lee ' ! i-:.: ~1335.4 78  0 
Bart Straw :':::i ~!' i ~:i!~-3i42>: :::73.1" f 
Arturo Feriiiiii:~ii!(::: ~/~/:~ !310;3~ 32 .2 :  i~ 
Bob S m ln er;,-.ii< :.:!~{~:!:i!)300.5::i::i69.9: 
Bob Oregg i : .::::~/-:!i:'290.4:}. ,67 6 
Bob J0hnston_. :2  "/i 279.0 64.9 
Ceasar Guidorigga0 270.9: • 63 0 
stevetrstraw i '  i 
George Cart 239.3 55.7 
Pts, % 
100 
90.6 
Brian McCoy 216.8 50.4 " ' 
Antonio Abalfilla 213.7 49.7 } i . 
Joe Young 211.0 49.1}:" : :  ~- -  .... 
MikeWood 210.1 -48.9 ..... 
Louise Fohner 203.1 47.3 
Manfred Baron 180.5 41.2 
Gil Abanilla 163.3 38.0 
Lucia Straw 113.3 26;4 " ,--r ~'~: '  ' :  . .  = -- ~ : 
OeorgeWriglit 102.3 23 . . . . . . . . .  
Glenn Thibeaull 91.8 21 
Joshua Straw 77.2 18 
TEAM STANDINGS 
1- Rupert Rangers 
2- Exstrawvaganza 
3- Queensway Traders 
4- KermodeiGun Bears 
5- Untouchables 
6- Kitimat Loners 
L 
'D#, 
STAGE ,RESULTS 
Stage 1 
1- Fred Straw 
2- Bob Johnston 
3- EdM0rris 
Stage 2 
2- FredStraw 
3- Bob Johnston : 
Stage 7 
1- Ed Morris 2.94 13.26 
2- ArturoFennili 3.18 12.26 36.98 
3- Mike Lee 3.28 11.28 34.01 
Stage 8 
1- Fred Straw 5.11 4.89 30.0 
2- Ed Morris 5.74 4.53 27.77 
3- Terry Morris 6.77 4.13 25.36 
TOP THREE FINISHERS IN FACIt CLASS 
A- Fred Straw, Ed Morris, Bob Saulnier 
B- Terry Morris, Glen Pollock, Bart Straw 
C- 
D- 
;" 8.66 ' 3.92 : 37.31 ": + " : ' r , 
13.70 .2.77 29.36 : / 
40.0 
I 
. - '  " 
Mike Lee, Arturo Fermill, George Carr 
Ceasar Guidoriagao, Sloven Straw, Antonio Abanilla. 
I 
~qi( #ly, n~rn~ iS, 
v el/s~efiai wrote t~ 
o~Iy live, (an~n~ 
T¢mace..I; mno1p. 
.l~l~,r be~', Rr ,a 
-me~yb~r. ~m r~l, 
~ome on- here are 
some ~n 91ac~ 
you can vtsit. ] m 
9oi93 "Io show yqt~. 
Lefts h~ve #~! 
"SNOW YO-UFt 
?RibE 
TAKE A HOLIDAY III OUR HOMI:: TOWN 
t n 
/ "N 
A C0LOURING BOOK & 
A TOURIST GUIDE 
Pick u p your copy at: 
CFNR-N0rthirn Native Broadcast Glms Restaurant 
KitseiaSBand Building 4634 ParkAvenue 
x?~, i- 
MiSty River •Books• Gemma's Bed, Bath & Kitchen 
4606 Lakelse Avenue Boutique, Skeena Mall 
" ;  " . (~O':SPdNSdR#D BY THE OITY OF TERRACE &" ;', 
: "2 ~:TERRACE'&biSTRIOT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE : : ;~" '  
Terrace Youth Soccer 
g 
UNDER 17 DIVISION 
Takhnr 6 Braids 4 
Northern Drugs 10 Manuels 7 
August 25 • 
UNDER 14 DIVISION 
Sanbcrry 8 Overwaitca 3 
Terrace Builders 0 Bavarian 2 
August 26 
GIRLS I)IVISION 1 
Pizza Hut 2" Terrace TRavel 1 
Kinsulen 5 Richards 3 
August 27 
UNDER 12 DIVISION 
Bandstra 2 Brady's FC 2 
Finzlillg 1 Cedarhuld 9 
Wildwood 8 Sight and Sound 3 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation 
4720 Haugland Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
A thoughtful way to remember is with an In Memoriam gift to 
the Dr, R,E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation. Donations are 
gratefully accepted at the above address, the Terrace Fire 
Dept, on Eby Steet or please contact Helene McRae at 
635.5320, Income tax receipts are available. 
FALL BOWLING LEAGUES 
START SOON! 
FRIDAY MIXED LEAGUE- 7 & 9 pm 
SUNDAY ALL-STAR - 6 :15  & 8 :30  pm 
TUESDAY MIXED - 7 & 9 pm 
WEDNESDAY LADIES - 6 :45 pm 
THURSDAY MIXED - 7 & 9 pm 
MONDAY MENS - 7 pm 
MONDAY MIXED - 9 pm 
WEDNESDAY COFFEE - 9 :15  am 
THURSDAY MIX COFFEE - 9 :15 am 
TUESDAY COFFEE - 9 :15 am 
YOUTH BOWLING 
pm 
/ 
September 4 
September 6 
September 8 
September 9 
September 10 
September 1 4 
September 14 
September 9 
September 10 
September 15 
September 12 
September 1 5 
September 14 
LDRENS PLAY 
NING LEAGUES 
TODAY • 
AVAILABLE • 
iingLaneS::: 
~)11 
L WHAT  YOUR I 
ESS 
JP 
)UR 
)ME 
TUXEDO LANE 
95 
SO. YD. 
Reg. 22.95/sq. yd. 
A luxurious saxony, perfect 
for dressing up your home. 
In stock only, come early 
for a good selection• 
AUGUST 31 TO SEPTEMBER 5 
FUTON SOFABEDS 
What A Great Idea! 
YOUR DECOR 
Terrace Carpet Centre 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16 W. 
TE~iR,,~CE,: . . . . . . . . .  [ 
635-2976: :: '  . . . . . .  
1-800-665-1657 
~ ~I  ~ ~ 
~,  
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CG@= 
• rho~.tonCU4tlT , ,  
uak - "(qhest ~e made fr, 
r or rnaole, quality Solid;~, 
lOd 
• The 
Your 
, . . - . ~  
CHARGE PLAN 
4601 Lakelse Avenue, ,FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD. 
Terrace, B.C. Since ! 963 
},~,11 q 
COmfort of 
of 
Mantel Cav~J 
k,.  ~ • 
635-11 58 
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Scramble 
scores big 
Everybody went home with a 
prize, but the big winner in the 
3rd annual Heart and Stroke 
Foundation Golf Scramble was 
the local branch of that organi- 
zat iou 's .  
Betty Campbell said the 
event raised $3,300, a result 
she described as "wonderful". 
Giving the total a major 
boost was the $1,000 raised by 
raffling off a his-and-her set of 
watches donated by a local 
jcwelery store. 
Campbell emphasized the 
contribution made to the suc- 
cess of the event by the 
numerous businesses who 
donated the 120 prizes for the 
event .  
Karate sign• 
.up nears 
The local Chito Ryu karate 
club will be one of the sports 
groups signing up new mem- 
bers at next week's Clubs' 
Day. 
Club head Norm Goodlad 
said membership is open to 
anyone nine years old and up. 
Usually, he adds, there's no 
shortage of interest among 
youngsters with an average of 
60 a year being signed up. 
However, Goodlad said the 
club would like to see more 
adults and older teens among 
their number. 
The adults meet Monday, 
Wednesday and Thursday 
nights at either Clarence 
Michiel or Thornhill 
Elementary schools while the 
younger set's sessions are held 
at Clarence Michiel on Mon- 
days and Thursdays. 
For more information on 
Chito Ryu, drop by their table 
at Clubs' Day in the Skeena 
Mall on Friday, Sept. 11. 
,, ~ i:~ .... 
. , : : .~ .y~ 
~1{~::7~<~,":* .. 7 : : : , ' ; .~x'*' : :#i:  G:!  .a4~.~ ~"a:t, %<,  > %:  " ,  :.. " - 'w, , , . ,  , ' ? " t~, 'a  . . . .  ,'~ . . . . . .  
IN THE WET. With this year's long, hot summer, Youth Soccer League players had forgotten what 
it was like to play in the rain. They got a reminder Saturday, but the heavy showers did nothing to 
did nothing to dampen the enthusiasm of players in the girls division match above. With the '92 
season completed, the day also featured a mini-soccer festival for the under-7 and under-8 squads. 
Prices Effective Wednesday, Aug. 26, 
to Saturday, Sept. 12, 1992. 
We reserve  the  r ight  to l im i t  quant i t ies .  
f l~,a~tteta¢ ~tat) ~a? l im i ted  on some i tems.  , ' 
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Are looking to start a TRADES career? 
NOW is the time to register. 
We have spaces available in our 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANICS 
and 
MILLWRIGHT 
programs that are starting 
this September. 
The Admissions office at 
5331 McConnell Avenue is open 
Monday to Friday 8:00 am - 4:00 pm 
and we are taking registrations on a 
first come first serve basis. 
 taekt  
St: aoo g 
C COMPAC~ DiSC 
YOUR 16 CASSETTE 
CHOICE * 9.97 
• Wilson Phillips~Shadows and Light *Celine Dion/Celine 
Now is the time to buy your 
new Subaru, but with prices this low 
they won't last forever! 
See Us TodaY! 
am/fro stereo '92  LOYALE 
• memory tilt wheel i 
.o°°_°,_, .s 12,975oo  ddve system 
Incl. freight & PDI : 
oeo,,e.,i,,y,,ycy ,,,omeoaveA,,IT . . . . . .  . -  . . . . . .  . . . .  
• Nat King Cole/Unforgettab le  • Clint B lack/The Hard Way : :, . ~  :, 
• arcAnge,s,A.A, e','Sou.d*r.c"*'   I 1 
onn ~ou,~, 18.97 c= '92 JUSTY >iti I 
..2,,,,,u,., ,.,, .°,o..o = 7 ,9  9 5 °°i [i i t l ' i l | JmB ,~~W=~j .Def~ep~, ,~A, ' , 'n " ' "  t =.o,,o° 
i 
. , , . . , . ,  //fl/HGVA OQ 
~: , :  :~,~,i,, -,;~,:,: !:~:> YOUR 
each ::: :~i~<i .J:" : , :~ .  ' j '~ ": j I 
: :  : - ° "~"  ~ ~ [  Ll~romers or i rnm)  
,.:{ "~, ~ ~ ~ , , , [ ' ~ 1  • 50 Classic Cartoons e 
, . ,  ~. , ;~." ~;:.:~,:~ .::::: ,- ~ ) i~ ~ i :  ~~'~"'" '~ :'" }~'~"  ~ ~ 7 1  .'Return of the King' 
.~  ~ . ~  ~ ' 4 ~ : 1  • Baby Songs /Turn  on  
~ , : ~ |  ~. : ; _~ i~ " ~~: . ,~  ~ < ~ 1  the Music 
~ : ~ - : : ~ ,  . . . . . . . .  : 
Cor~oOc,'ss,::,vin~p~,~..~... oeeN' ~ ao~8,w~,0~,st,:o.aco,~.c, o,,o,, 635-7266 
~ Men. &Tues, 9am.6pm  SUBARU. r l ~  W dto Fd, 9:30 am- 9:30  
• SKEENA MALL Saturday 9 am. 8 pm 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~o .  ( r ( ,  t~*~, ~,..-r~=c. g.ndav 11 am. 6 pm 
CALL I 
638-SAVE j  'BUY  SELL RENT  'TRADE 
VISA 
ACTION AD RATES 
6 3 8 - S A V E  
!DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE. TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified dleplay ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning In ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first Insertion) $5.25 plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addi- 
tional Incartlons) $3,50 plus 9¢ for additional words. $9.95 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial) Prl¢ee Include 7% G,S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
• 4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities :, 
26. Personals 
27. Announcements 
17. Garage Sales 28. Car~ of Thanks, 
18. Busiress Seryices 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30, Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
L0. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
1. Recreational 22. Careers 33, Travel 
Vehicles 23, Work Wanted 
The Te~aca Stand--ard"reserves the dgh( to classify ads 
1. Real Estate under appropriate hnadi~s and to set ratae therefore and to determine page idcatJon, 
The Terrace Standard reminds adveresem that It is against 
t~ provincial Human Rights Act re dlncdmlnate on the basle 
of children, marital status and employmanr when placing "For 
Rent" ads. Landlords can state a nc-smoklng Fererence. 
The Terrace Standard resales the right to revise, edit, 
classify or rejeet eny advertJsemont and re retain any 
anewers directed to the News Box Rep~ Service, and to 
repay Ihe cust~er the eurn paid for the advertisement and 
box rental 
Bex replies on "Hold" Instrueeons not picked up within 10 
days ot expiry of an edvedlsement will be destroyed unless 
malting Instmetlons are received, Those answering Oox 
Numbers are r~quesred not to ~end originals of Uonuments re 
avdd ]~s. 
All cl~Jms of errors In adve~sements must be received by 
Ihe publisher wUhln 30 days aftar.rhe first publlcaeon, 
It is agreed by the edverUe~r requestfng space that the 
Itablldy of the Terrace Standard in the evenl el kdlure to 
publ/sh an advertisement as published shall he limited to the 
amounl paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion 
for the porlion of the adverUslng space nccupled by the incor. 
rect or emitted Item only, and Iher there shall be no liability in 
any event greater Ihan the'amounr paid for such adverlising. 
1. Real Estate 
RIVER FRONTAGE, LANDSCAPED AND TREEO, 
full acre with two.bedroom home. Sound 
house, comes with four appliances, gas, cen. 
tral heating. Greenhouse, fruit trees, out 
buildings, panoramic view e, cross Skeena 
River. $95,000 for beauty and serenity. 
635-6088 (Terrace) or 1-227-2085 (Van. 
couver). 2p20 
SENIOR WISHES TO SELL WORKING V4 sec- 
tion hay ranch. Large now barn, small mobile, 
House trade considered. Box 413, Telkwa, 
VDJ 2XO;- 4p18 
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOT ABOUT % cleared. 
Thornhelghts Subdivision Phase III. $17,9B0. 
Phone 635-2148 3p18 
3 BEDROOM CONOOMINIUM FOR SALE, Call 
635-4334. Serious enquiries only please• 
3p19 
FOR SALE: 1052 SQ.FT. fl0USE IN GRANISLE 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx- on beautiful Bab]ne Lake, Great for retirement 
imately 900 s(~lJare feet. Available for sale on or to raise a family. All amenities, aluminum 
4.24 acres of leased recreational property siding, fenced yard, new hot water tank, 3 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 bedrooms up, 2 down, workshop or rec room, 
mllos south of Wllllams Lake Comes with pro. gas furnace. Asking $40000. Phone 
pane stove, cook stove and propane lighting. 962-2745, Pdnce George. 2p19 
Finished cupboards and interior water system, 1 YEAR OLD HOUSE, WITH 3 BEDROOMS UP, 
No.field O~/~/~I.I,..,L~ J!a~ ;prlYate a!r .sir(p;,.` ~_l"dow~i,d~t~age, fenced & landscaped, 
Ihg'~r~a~Rea~6rtd ~h~dlf~r fi~.~l~br !dfB:'~iDrlve~, Th~m~6~5";5-775. No realtorsl; 
398-8266 da~,s:or 398~7470 evenings. Lease ...... " " " ..... . " 4p19 
is assumable or available for purchase from 
the B.C. Government, 44tfn 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING' WORKS[ You're 
reading this aren't you? 638.SAVE. tfn 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams 
Lake, B.C. rh hour from Salmon Arm - 45 
mln. from Kamloops, 10 rain. from Shuswap 
Lakes. Fully renovated with very attractive 
living quarters. Showing excellent return In an 
area of growth and terrific limate. Start the 
New Year on a poslgve note. Phone 
1.679.8904 tfn37 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE (3 UP, 1 DOWN) In Thor- 
nheights area. 2 years old, Serious enquiries 
only. No real estate agents please, Call 
635-7250 and leave message, 12tfn 
FOUR BEDROOM HOME IN NICE country set- 
•ting. Full basement, drilled well, 377 acres 
(160 acres cultivated), creek, two hay sheds. 
With substantial down, owner carry contract 
at 4.5 per cent, $149,500. 842.6619 8p16 
FOR SALE BY OWNER APPROXIMATELY 2 
acres, corner on Kleanza, with a 3 bedroom 
home, approximately 1,600sq.ft. Large 
garden, 3 bay shop, and workshop. $82,000. 
Financing available. 22 per cent down. 
635.7650 or 842-6453 4p17 
FARM: 3200 SO.FT, LUXURY HOME on seven 
acres: large form kitchen, pantry, family 
room, four bedrooms, three full baths, quality 
carpeting, oak cabinets, wood-electde hot 
water heat, 70 ft. multi.level deck, satellite 
dish, large garden area, greenhouse and out- 
buildings. Call for appointment to view. 
845-7479 after 6 PM. 4pl 7 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE CLOSE TO SHOPPING and 
schools. NIG heat. Large landscaped lot, large 
sundeck at rear. 4 appliances,. 638.2019 
3p18 
3 BEDROOM FULL BASEMENT HOME IN 
Horseshoe area. 1200 sq,ft,, natural gas heat 
& ~watei, new carpet and linoleum. Asking 
$97,000..635"9750 ~ 4p18 
CHARACTER HOME IN HORSESHOE.':Wood 
floors, 3 bedrooms, family room, basement, 
garage, barn, organic gardens, 5 appliances: 
$85,000. Call 635-2436. 3pl B 
TOTALLY RENOVATED 2 BEDROOM HOME 
(Horseshoe area) is bright and spacious and 
attractively decorated, N/G heat. Large detst- 
ched garage, $72,500, Call 638.0407 : 3p18 
FOR SALE OR TRADE: 1.7 ACRES LEVEL land 
with well and hydro. Ideal to~your mobile or 
building lot. 635-5061 3p18 
SIX BEDROOM HOME ON 4.26 ACRES~LEVEL 
land. Will consider smaller house or 5tli Wheel 
as part payment, 635.5061 3pl 8 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE, 3 UP, ONE DOWN, 32xl 6 
shop, wired a,qd Insulated, Fruit trees, Built in 
vaccuum, i~;G, heat. Paved driveway.: 
635.7710, 6p18 
HOUSE 
FOR SALE 
=85,000 
2 storey, 4 bedroom family home 
with basement, near hospital. 
Sedous enquldes call 
.. Vlv or Oertnis at 
635-7282 
for,appointment to Vl6w. 
VIEW LOT. PRIME VIEW, PRIME LOCATION. 
Sewer and water. Only $37,000, No GST. 
635-7466. 3p19 
CLEARED LOT FOR SALE 60'x220'. Quiet area 
o~ Mountalnvlew Drive, Mobile homes 
restricted. $15,500 firm. Phone 635.4202, 
evenings. 3p19 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE IN THE HORSESHOE area. 
Fenced yard, 16x20 sundeck, fruit trees, N/G 
heat, 4 appliances, carport and wired shed. 
$59,500. Call 635.4639, 3p19 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR SALE iN Horseshoe 
area, close to schools, large kitchen, lane ac- 
cess, storage shed, NIG. $78,900. 635-2104 
3p19 
NEWLY BUILT 3 BEDROOM HOME. Horseshoe 
area. Finished top and bottom floor, living area 
2100 sq.ft., 20x25 workshop on property. 
$138,000. 635.2357 lp20 
5000 SO.FT. GENERAL COUNTRY STORE ON 
2V= acres. 24 miles fie el Vernon, BC on 
Mable Lake Road. Gas pumps, groceries, 
hardware, fishing supply, plywood lumber, 
coffee shop and campground. Good family 
business. $215,000. Phone 838.7262, 
838-2122. Ask for Ray. 2p20 
1981 14x70 MANCO • 3 bedrooms, 2 ap- 
pliances. Family section of timberland. New 
carpet & paint immediate possession 
available, $32,500, 635.5786. 1 p20 
3 BEDROOM SPLIT LEVEL HOUSE, 6 months 
old. 1557 sq,ft., basement, double garage. 
Modern design. Located In Thornhelghts Sub- 
division Phase I. $135,000. Call 635-,3752 or 
635-3770 3p20 
WHY RENT? FOR SALE BY OWNER large 
older, family home on 1/= acre in Usk. Wood 
heat, fruit trees, workshop, handyman 
special, needs repairs. Terms available, 
$24,000. 635.1187 3p20 
FOUR 8EDROOM HOUSE WITH FINISHED base- 
ment that has an outside entrance. Washer, 
dryer, Iddge, stove and drapes Included, Ask- 
ing $65,000. Call 845-7468.or 845-7503 
4p20 
LARGE HOME WITH ATTACHED GARAGE and 
rental suite. Quiet area. Phone 635.5015. 
FOUR BEDROOMS HOME In Topley, patio, ful'l 
basement with half acre, creek, garden, 
greenhouse, R.S,F. with firewood. Reduced to 
$39,900. Ca11696-3380. 4p20 
2. Mobile Homes 
14x70 TRAILER ON PRIVATE LOT. For sale, 
priced In the 40's. Phone 635.3428. 6pl 5 
'91 & '92 MANUFACTURED HOMES. 
Oownpayment $3000 and' $485 monthly 
payments, A must see. Phone mary 
638.0800 or Bill at 638-1182, 6pl 5 
MOBILE HOME WITH ADDITION ON LARGE lot, 
NIG and wood heat. Large shop, wood shed, 
tonced; Newly renovated, fully landscaped, 
635#809,. 3pl 8 
2. Mobile Homes 
FOR SALE: CLEAN AND COZY 2 BEDROOM 
12x60 mobile home with addition, woodstove 
and fenced backyard situated In a very quiet 
trailer park. Includes curtains and 4 ap. 
pliances. Must be seen. Asking $18,500. 
Phone 635.6916 and please leave a 
message. 2pl 9 
1980 14x70 MOBILE, FURNISHED OR unfur- 
nished. Located in Pine Park, Call 638.8273. 
5p17 
New Modullne Manufactured Home On 
Display For Your Viewing 
Consignments Welcome] 
WESTWORLD MOBILE HOMES LTD. 
3117 Clark St. 
PHONE 635.4949 FAX 635-2245 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus ~asement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31 tfn 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right dow~ town. 
Ridge/stove, security entrance. Paved park- 
ing. On site management. 635-7.957 15tfn 
FOR RENT. $175 per month. 180 sq. ft, office. 
Location - 4623 Lakelse, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
1P9. 635-2552 5tfn 
FURNISHED SUITE (KITCHENETTE) UTILITIES 
included, for $450/month, ($50 damage 
deposit) Suitable for quiet working person or 
college student. 63B-1511 5pl 7 
SHARED ACCOMMODATION. PRIVATE 
bedroom plus cable T.V., hydro. Shared kit- 
chen & bath. $275.635-3772 3pl 8 
ROOM OR ROOM & BOARD FOR RESPONSIBLE 
adult. Use of washer, dryer & kitchen, Phone 
635.3762. 3p18 
NEEDED SEPTEMBER 1st, 3 or 4 bedroom 
house, townhouse or trailer. References 
available. Leave a message at 635.6277. 
3pl 9 
NICE 2 & 3 BEDROOM TRAILERS FOR RENT. 
Only non-drinkers, $400-520 depending on 
size, Tel. 635-4315 3pl 9 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE IN HORSESHOE area. No 
smokers or pets preferred. Call 635-3176 
(after 5 pm) 3pl 9 
ROOMMATE WANTED. NON.SMOKING female 
preferred. To share 2 bedroom/bath apartment 
Horseshoe. Avail immediately. Phone 
635-1236 alter 5 pm. 2p20 
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT. $30Olmonth. 
Phone 635.3600 for more information. 
Available now. 3p20 
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING PERSON. 
Call 638-8293 3p20 
UNIOUE 3 BEDROOM HOME, LOTS OF privacy 
on Terrace Bench. Partial log, ,circular 
fireplace, gas heat & hot water. $850/month. J 
635-2632, , :..:.,. . . . . . .  ~,,.:,~ .~ 4p20t. 
TERRACE BED AND BREAKFAST, rooms by 
the night or by the week. Call 635-5537 or 
638.0888, leave message. 6c20 
BRAND NEW 3 bedroom home on 21/z acres. 
Non.smokers. No pets. For more Info call 
Mlchelle 632-7782. 3p20 
FOR RENT 
RETAIL OR OFFICE 
5,700 SO. FT. 
CENTRAL LOCATION 
PHONE 635-7459 
FOR RENT 
SERVICE/COMMERCIAL 
860 & 1,320 SO. FT. 
12'xl 2' overhead oor, washroom and 
natural gas heat. Central location. 
Phone 635-7459 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM 4 SCOTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
Fridge, stove, heat and hot water Includ-,', 
ed. Carpeting, storage space. References 
required. 
1 Bedroom Apt, $450.00 
2 Bedroom Apt. S525.00 
3 Bedroom Apt. $600.00 . 
No pets. 
• PHONE OmCE 635"5224 
VIEWPOINT & 
KULDO PARK 
APARTMENTS (Kitimat) 
Starting at $350 per month. 
Cleanest suites In townl 
At t rac t ive  two bedroom 
suites, c lose  to schools,  
W/W carpets,  heat & hot 
water  included, professional  
on-site staff, 
For  appo in tment  to  v iew 
Phone ' 
V iewpo int  
632-4899 
Kuldo Park 
632-2450 
1979 14x70 MOBILE HOME, FRIDGE, STOVE, 4. Wanted tO Rent 
nat, gas furnace, new hot water tank, ex. ADULT COUPLE WITH LARGE OUTSIDE DOG 
cellent cond. Reedy to move to the location of seeking reasonable house for rent. Call 
your liking, $21,900. 567.2804 4p19 635.5261, 3p18 
1989 14x70 3 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME ROOM ONLY, NON-SMOKING, non-drinking 
with 10x12 addition, New N/G furnace, business person requires room only in 
fridgo/stove, excellent condition, $37,500. Smlthers, Terrace, KItlmat, and Prince Rupert. 
638.1691 . . . . . . . . .  3p20 Call 1,800.663.6552' 4p20 
12xBa MOBILE HoME with largeiiaddition :¢ SINGLE FEMALE With dOg and cat I~oklng to 
Situated:on large iotln quiet nelghb~hbod. 3 ' rent immediately. Prefer small house with 
bedr0oi~S,; ~ ~applari¢i)s,~i {iasS, ltJrhace,~.: 'yard up to :$500/month, References 
638.87;45. _., ~ :~,, .~:~'!3p20 ~ava able 635.2513messages 3p20 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D, 350 LOADER. New engine, flew tracks, 
• etc. $1400,00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft, house boat 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
'-$19500. 82 lade 2-door auto - good cond. 
$1500. 14 It, Tri.hull speed boat. 50 horse 
monk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanegan Camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kuboda Ilte plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granlsle, Ph, 697.2474. 19tfn 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, timbers, 
siding and firewoo(J We can supply any and 
all demands for size and volume, Will 
negotiate custom sawing, logging and/or pur- 
chase of private wood. Bums Lake. 695-6365 
or 695-6391 tfn4 
240 AMP MILLER BLUE STAR WEDLER 
Welder, A 110 power outlet. 16 Horse Kolher, 
cables and helmet Included. Call 845-3156 
and leave a message. 4p17 
FOR SALE: PREFABBED, WOOD Construoted 
utility sheds, garages, workshops. Also trailer 
skirting, decks and fences, joey shacks, snow 
z;oofs. Dirk Bakker 638-17B8 (evenings). 6pl 7 
ASSORTED WICKER BASKETS, CHAIRS, 
tables. Papason chairs $160. All now stock, 
Phone 635-7876 6p17 
PIANO IN GOOD CONDITION. $1200. 
635-5208. 3p18 
2 CYLINDER DIESEL TRACTOR WITH 4 ft. 
rotoOIler. Air cooled engine. Call 842-6436. 
3p18 
10 SPEED BIKE. WORTH $700 NEW, $160 
firm. Call 635.7400 after 7 pro. 3p18 
FIBREGLASS SHOWER COMPLETE WITH 
Glass doors. Like new. $500. Call 798-2573 
3p18 
MASON AND RISCH PIANO. EXCELLENT con- 
dition, $2000 OBO. Castle accordlan, $400. 
York Oym model 2001, as new, $250. 
635-7009 after 5 ~m. 3pl 6 
WOLFFE TANNING BED, WITH OR WITHOUT 
client cards. 635-2474 after 6 pro. 3pl 8 
BUNK BEDS, NEAR NEW WITH mattresses, 
liners, sheets and bedspreads. $600 OBO. Call 
635-9760. 3p18 
SOLID OAK DINING ROOM SUITE with six 
chairs and cabinet. $1,200. 635.4818 3p18 
OLOER ELECTROHOME CONSOLE STEREO, 
radio, and turntable. Asking $100. Call 
635-6205. 3p19 
IB~ COMPATIBLE LAP TOP IN EXCELLENT 
condition. $900, call 635-6233. 3p19 
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS, MOVING O'UT SALE, Call 
635-4808, 3p19 
KALVINATOR UPRIGHT SIDE BY SIDE 
fridge/freezer, Almond. Auto ioemaker and 
dispenser. Cold water dispenser. E/C. $800 
OBO. 635-9311 after 5 pro. 3p20 
YOU COULD EARN FREE TOYS JUST 8Y hav- 
ing a demo in your home, Call Lisa for more In- 
re. 638-8639.;~-=iThese are high quality,! 
reasonabl ~priced educational toys, tp2O~ 
THORNTON CRAFTS MOVING SALE. Ci'afts 
supplies, antiques, household goods 1/3 off, 
baby sweaters, wooden boxes, and 10 per 
cent off jewelry & minerals. See the tiger bus 
at Farmers Market, Sat. 9-1, and Ilea market, 
Sun. 12-4pm. 3p20 
PIANO 
Older, upright in good 
condition. Asking $1200. 
635-5208 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializln( 5"  continuous, 
steel or aluminum autters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE, 
PRINCE RUPERT, SMITHERS 
AND KITIMAT 
Window & [~oor Screen 
Repairs Too 
Call Steve 638-0838 
"QUALITY" 
SCREENED TOPSOIL 
DRAIN ROCK 
BEDDING SAND 
ROAD CRUSH 
PITRUN GRAVEL 
638-8477 
SKEENA 
CONCRETE 
PRODUCTS 
HOT TUB 
RENTALS 
Family Fun For 
Everyone! 
Special 
Weekend 
Rates 
Avallablel 
TERRACE TUBS 
635-973,.1 
5. For Sale Misc. 
RSF WOOD FURNACE MODEL F75R includes 
68,000 BTU electric furnace backup, Good 
condition. Call 845-7365 after 6 pm. 4p20 
SET OF HIGH BACK BUCKET SEATS (came out 
of a 1991 Chew pick up). Burgundy color, 
Comes with console. $750 firm, Call 
845-7904. 4p20 
MASON AND RISCH piano, $1800, 63B.0886 
1 p20 
HAVE GONE TO NATURAL GAS must sell RSF 
65 Wood Stove. Used one season, $1400 
OBO. 847-5258 (eves.) 4p20 
IMAGINE BUYING A COUPON BOOKLET that 
lets yea buy 2 for 1. Tapes, CD's plus 
bonuses. For more information write to 
Pakman Enterprises, RR1 Burns Lake, B.C. 
V8J 1 E0 4pl 
Do You Love 
Quality 
Fragrances 
but not the Nigh Pdces! 
Check out this new company 
CANADIAN OPERATED 
*Highest 0uality 0ils 
*All Original Fragrances 
=No Chemicals 
oPersonal Consultations 
LAURIE 638-1388 after 3 p,m. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's fur- 
niture, check with the Product Safety Branch 
of Consumer & Corporate Affairs. Canada 
(604) 666.5003 to ensure it meets current 
Safety Standards. The sale of non compliant 
products not only could result in a tragic acci- 
dent but also is a violation of the Hazardous 
Products Act. tfn 
NEED $$$? CLECK ATI'IC FOR DINKY OR Mat- 
chbox toys any condition. 842.6297 even- 
Ings. 4pl 9 
8. Cars for Sale 
1985 WHITE HONDA PRELUDE 5 SPD., 
AM/FM radio, Pioneer stereo, excellent condi. 
tion. Must sell. $6,500. 635-3734 43tfn 
CLASSIC 1965 MUSTANG. REBUILT 289 high 
performance ngine and transmission. Ex- 
cellent cond. Body completely restored. New 
candy apple red porsche paint. $7,900 OB0 
Includes over $2,000 in spare parts. 
639-9323. 14tfn 
1981 T-BIRD P/S, PIB, P/W, SMALL V8. Good 
gas mileage, no rust. Excellent condition. 
$3000. 632-4B10 3pl 8 
8. Cars for Sale 
1984 CHRYSLER LASER. 80,000 kin. Ex- 
cellent cond. Good tires, good paint, well 
maintained. $4000 OBO. Call 630-1980 3p20 
,1981 SUBARU SEDAN. GOOD CONDITION, 
new brakes, new muffler, sunroof, amlfm 
cassette. $1500. 632.5325 (alter 5) 3p20 
1 992 DODGE SPIRIT ES 2.5L Turbo, 5 Spd. 
14,5B0 kin. Stereo, tilt, cruise, P/L, power 
seat, alum. wheels, 10,900. Timothy 
1.692.3805 4p20 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1986 FORD RANGER XL 4x4, 2.9 litre engine 
with rack and canopy. Low mileage, Excellent 
condition. Asking $8600, 635-7400 after 7 
pm. 15tfn 
1979 CHEVY SIERRA 4x4.8" LIFT, 38" mud- 
ders, "I-ton Ford Duely rear end, Rancho 
shocks. 350 motor. 694-3572 4p17 
1986 ~IISSAN 4x4, PS, PB 5.SPD, LOW 
mileage, camper equipped. Excellent condi- 
tion. Asking $7,700. Phone 635-5273 even. 
lags. 3p19 
1990 CHEVROLET 1500 4x4, V8, 5 slXl, 
am/fro cassette, 61,000 kin, 20,000 km war. 
ranty remaining. Sliding rear window, tinted 
glass, Asking $13,500. 635-1115 3p20 
2-1930 CHEV TRUCKS. ONE RUNS, one for 
parts. 635-3780 3p20 
1991 CHEV 4x4 FULL SIZED PICK-UP, Ex- 
tended cab, V8, long box, bedliner, canopy. 
Balance of warranzy. Only 29,000 kin. Call 
638.3489 (days) or 638-1225 after 7pro. 
2p20 
1990 GMC Extended Cab 4x4 s/box, 305 EFI, 
5 spd., Alum, wheels, stereo, 35,000 km 
$12.500 OBO, 1-692-3805. 4p20 
1988 JEEP YJ 4.2 Litre, 5 Speed, hardtop, 
many options, $10,800. Call 635-4110. 
3p20 
1986 PACIFIC 510 Log Truck 3406 B480 
with brake saver, 15 sp. 55H0 4.10 Diffslclw 
1988 Columbia Tri-axle 10g trailer 635-4737. 
1p20 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
GOING SOUTH FOR THE WINTER? 25' 
Rockwood Motorhome. Showroom condition, 
20,000 miles. Bums Lake, 1.694.3585, 4p17 
FOR SALE OR TRADE ON MOTORHOME. 1990 
5th wheel trailer. 211/= ', $13,500. Phone Roe 
Ruffell, Burns Lake. 1-692-3683, 
1.692-3824. 4pl 7 
1990 21V2 RUSTLER SPECIAL 5th WHEEL, 
full bath, 3-way frldge, stove/oven, sleeps 
6-8, forced air heat, micro panel Like new, 
asking $16,000 BO. 632-6527 3p18 
1980 ECONOLINE CAMPERIZEO VAN. Needs 
work, $1,500 OBO. Call AI 638.3231 or 
1986 FORD TEMPO, 84,000 kin. Very good Rt~R RR.q.~ ; 9nlR 
eshape. $3,200;~1 ~180 Ford 5~ton truck. 18 ft. ..v- . . . . .  , _,.._ 
lenclosed van. 39 5"00.0B0, Call 635-7583. 198Q, QL.ENDALE M OTORJ'IOME~ ~23~ ft., 
i ~1 ;;r . . . . .  " ..... 3p18n(~64 000 ~k'~m. '$!6000: E~ellent chad.lion. 
. . . .  ~Cal1638-8688 after 5 prn'~ " " : 3p19 
• 1991 MUSTANG GT COBRA ELECTRIC LOCKS, 
mirrors, windows. Cruise, 5.speed. $17,000 
or $3000 and T,O.P, 635-3347 3pl 8 
MONTE CARLO SS 1985. LIKE NEW. must be 
seen to be appreciated. 56,000 kin. $11,900. 
Ph. 635.9525. 3pl 8 
1989 ISUZU TROOPER - TOP OF THE Line 
'LS' model. Like new condition. 635-4618 
3p18 
1977 BLUE CHEVY VAN. AUTOMATIC, good 
running condition. Seats 8. Good radials, 
Alpine Stereo. Very reliable. $11600 OBO, 
635.6879. 3pl 8 
LIKE NEW 1990 TURBO DAYTONA SHELBY, 
fully loaded. Louvres, low mileage, only driven 
in summer months, $16,000 080. 635-2126 
evenings. 3pl 9 
1967 FIREBIRO 350 MEW ENGINE, Mags. 
Good condition. $3,500. Call 635-4228 alter 
6 pro, 3pl 9 
BLUE MAZDA GLC (1983) IN GOOD CONDition. 
One owner. $1500. Call 638.1 !69 3pl 9 
1989 MUSTANG OT. WHITE WITH BLACK, 
16" wheels, must be seen to appreciate. Ask. 
Ing $13,500 OBO. Call 624-9846 (leave 
message). 3pl 9 
1990 LUMINA EURO 70,000 km Bucket 
seats, sport wheels, 60 sodas tires. Excellent 
condition, $11,500. 638.1292 3pl 8 
1990 MAZDA RX7. CANDY APPLE RED, SUN 
ROOF, 5 SPD, STEREO, ONLY 30,000 km, 
mint. $16,000 0B0. 638-0627 (leave 
message), 3pl 9 
1989 FORD TEMPO L. Low mileage, excellent 
cond. Standard, Phone 635.3265 after 6 I}m 
3p20 
DODGE TRIPLE E 191/= ' motor home. sleeps 6, 
Many extras. 635-3780 3p20 
1983 COLEMAN TENT TRAILER, EXCELLENT 
condition, sleeps 6, stove/furnace. $3,500, 
Phone 635-3136 3p20 
18t/2 FT. FIFTH WHEEL PROWLER: ,self- 
contained, excellent condition. Call 
845-2302. 4p20 
24 ft. TRAVELAIRE TANDEM axle travel 
trailer. Fully self contained, new upholstery. 
Asking $6500. Call 635.5537. 3c20 
12. Motorcycles 
1981 YAMAHA 11 O0 SPECIAL SHAFT DRIVE, 
19,800 kin, now tires, brakes, exhaust, etc. 
Mint condition. $2,700. 638.8896 evenings. 
3pl 9 
1992 SUZUKI KATANA 750. MUST SELLI 
Returning to university. Paid $7,300, asking 
$5,900 OBO. Helmet included. Call 624-4468 
or 624.4985, 3pl 9 
14. Boats & Marine 
21' NORTHWEST SAILBOAT/ TRAILER. Ex. 
cellent condition. $7,000, Burns Lake. 
1-694.3585, 4p17 
FOR SALE 30' BAYLINER TWIN 350's com- 
mand bddge, leaded, excellent condition, 
Must sell. Sedous enquiries only. $31,500 
0BO. 632-4844 4pl 7 
15 FOOT BOSTON WHALER COPY, Un- 
sinkable, rated for 55 hp, Excellent on dver or 
ocean, 14 ft. aluminum boat, $400, 
635.9121, 3p19 
BAILIFF SALE 
1989 FORD TEMPO GL, 4 oyl, 
automatic, power locks, tilt, AM/F~ 
oassette, cruise, A/C, 63,896 kms, 
1987 NISSAN SENTRA 2 Door 
Hatchback, 4 Cyl, 5 Speed, 78,838 
kms. 
16' FIBREGLASS RUNABOUT 
with Mere Crutser Inboard and 
Berkety Jet; complete with trailer, 
For an appointment to view, 
call 635-7849. All sales ere on = 
'ee Is-where Is' basis, no warran- 
ties or guarantees are Implied or 
given. 
R. Jonss 
----SUPER SPECIALS---i 
Portland Cement on,y ....... $8 , ,50per  bag 
ooo. ............ 
NEW SURPLUS LUMBER 
FOR SALE and Many Other 
Construction Supplies 
EcHo CONCRETE & BRICK 
4430 Keith Ave. 
635-9191 
i, 
:! 
CALL 
638-SAVE 
14. Boats & Marine 
18' FIBERFORM 120 h.p,, in/out OMC leg, 3 
props, EZ loader trailer w/new tires, new bat- 
tery, depth sounder, $4,000 0BO. Burns Lake, 
1-692-7276 or 1-092-7658. 4pl 8 
23 It. RIVERBOAT & TRAILER (WOOD & 
llbreglass) 50 HP Merc and let. 15 HP 
• Evlnrude. 638-1312 or 798-2489 alter 9 pmo 
3pl 8 
20 HP JOHNSON MOTOR. LONG OR SHORT 
shaft. $950 OBO. Call after 7 pro. 635.7400. 
3pl 8 
28' LAND 'N SEA CABIN CRUISER, 8' beam, 
highway.legs!, Chrysler 318 Volvo leg, RWC, 
Upper ar~ lower steering stations, depth 
sounder, VHF, stereo, Eye level oven, 4 
burner propane stove, fridge, standup head 
with shower; Sleeps 6 comfortably, very nice, 
economical family fishing boat. Includes 
moorage at Kitlmat Yacht Club. Owner has 
moved up and must sell $19,500 OBO. 
632-4844. 4pl 8 
20 HP MERCURY MOTOR. EXCELLENT condi- 
tion. Call after 5 pm. 635.3592 or 635.9156. 
3pl 8 
BOAT 17V= ft. CAMPION 1982 WITH 90 hp 
Memury outboard with trailer and ski bar. Call 
635.1227. 3pl 9 
CLASSIC STYLE SAILING DINGY. RIGGED FOR 
sailing and rowing. Includes trailer, $2600. 
Phone 635-5460. 3pl 9 
15. Machinery 
D3 CAT PLUS BACKHOE, $16,500. 9 U D6 
Cat, $9,500. JD 350 loader, $12,000. 2-0C3 
Cats, $4,500 each. 9 U & 0C3 Cat parts. 2- 
20' aluminum boats. 1-697-2474 
1-697-2393. 16tfn 
BRUSH CUT SAWS $300 000, 1,CO0 gal. 
tanker & trailer $1,650. 846-5195, 6-9 pro. 
4pl 8 
COMPLETE TRAILER CAMP. INCLUDING six 
hunk trailers and one cook trailer. Open to of. 
fers. Call 845.2289 (Houston). 4pl 8 
30 ACRE FARM LAND AND MACHINERY. As 
follows: MF 1105 tractor, 100 HP, cab & 
A.C,, $9000. 21 ft. deep tillage cultivator, 
.$1000, Easy-on loader, $1,5D0. Case 680 E 
backhoe and loader, $9000. 1973 Interns. 
lionel Tandem Dump truck, (671 Detroit 
Diesel) $8,500. 1988 F350 crew cab. 460 D 
motor, with 5th wheel, $8,500. 35 ft. Jayco 
5th wheel travel trailer. $8.500. Will sell last 
two items as unit. $16,500. Call 842-5748. 
4pl 8 
1982 DATSUN DIESEL ENGINE AND transmis. 
sion. Low mileage. Asking $600. Call 
835.6205. 3pl 9 
15. Machinery 
1977 NEILLS POLE TRAILER IN good condi- 
tion. Phone 635.3265 after 6pro 3p20 
16. Farm Produce 
EAT MORE LAMB FROM CUMMINGS Ranch 
Highway 16 W. South Hazelton. Available 
year ound. Also goat moat. 842.5316.12p10 
HAY FOR SALE. WEATHER PERMITrlNG. New 
crop. Timothy, Alsike.Brome, Alfalfa, AIf- 
Brome. Will be available June 25. Other 
varieties later. Cummings Ranch, Highway 16 
W, S.Hazelton. 842.5316. 12pl 0 
HAY FOR SALE. GOOD QUALITY, NO rain. 
$350/bale. Call 635-3350. 6pl 6 
GOOD 0UALITY HORSE OR CA'ITLE HAY. 600 
lb. round bales. Call 690.7490 4pl 8 
FREE RANGE 
LEAN BUTCHER 
HOGS 
Live, slaughtered, or cut and 
wrapped and frozen. To 
reserve for fall butchering, 
Call David or Kathy Larson, 
842-6406 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your garage? 
Advertise your garage sale in the Classifieds 
638-SAVE. tfn 
GARAGE SALE: Misc household items. Time: 
8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.. 4112 Benner Sept. 
5192. lp20 
18. Business Services 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS & 
parts. We rebuild standard transmissions, 
transfer cases and rear ends. Bel.Air 
Automotive Auto Parts and Service. Phone 
846-5101, Telkwa B.C. 16tfn 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR THE BEST I~ com. 
puter courses? Word Perfect, MS Works, 
Lotus. Excel. MS Dos, ACCPAC, Windows and 
more. Call Ralner Giaenelta Systems for Fall 
schedule. 635.3444 6pl 7 
ATTN: SMALL BUSINESSES. WHY PAY high 
accounting fees for your bookkeeping needs? 
For confidential, exoerionced bookkeeping 
services, Call 635-4320 or 635.9592 6p15 
I l--trim MONTH'S SPECIAL--" ! 
! PORTLAND - . , ,  / iI I P .......... s , . ,o -  ....... 
o E M E NT :.: ":"" ~ p:!r ~':ag[ 
I I PATIO S-1001 
I IBUOCK$,x, oon,, ...... " - ° "1  
" l i - -  SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS 
I 3751 Old Lakelse Lake Rd. ' 
31. Auction Sales 
:,.. :....,... :,,.v. ..':" ';'i' ,:..<..:...:.vv :.:;,'." :;,,'"' .'V' ~'".' ~ : ~  ~ 
Saturday, Sept. 12, 11 a.m. 
For the Gov't of B.C. and others 
at KERR'S PIT. 
Leave Highway 16 10 miles east of Telkwa, 
follow Kerr Rd. and auction signs 
30 Gov't Surplus Vehicles 
1987 Dodge Pickup 
1986 Ford 4x4 Pickup 
1986 GMC Pickup 
1986 Ford 350 Van 
1985 Chev $15 Pickup 
1985 Chev 4x4 Pickup 
1985 Ford Pickup 
2- 1985 Ford Vans 
1985 Chev Plcku 13 
3. 1985 Chev Crewcabs 
1985 Chev Citation 
3- 1984 Ford Rangers 
1984 Ford Pickup 
1984 Chev Pickup 
1982 Plymouth Reliant 
1982 Ford Fairmount 
1980 Chev Diesel Pickup• 
Chesterfield and Chair 
Beds 
17 Misc. Bicycles 
17 Oak Chairs 
Oak Desk 
Filing Cabinets 
Fax Machine 
Xerox Photocopier 
Plcl~up Canopy 
Colour TV 
:Vacuum Cleaners 
..... Dressers 
1980 Chev Malibu 4 Lifts 2x10 and 2x8 
2 Ford LTD. Sedans ~- Act; Welder 
250-hp Merc Outl~ards " : ~ ~l'~°rsneCBh:/nH°ist 
Shulte Rock,Picker : ~u~.=~,  ~y  
Horse Trailer Motor/~nalyzer 
2 Wheel Trailer Pickup Stock Rack 
Plus many items too numerous to mention. Items 
Sold as is, where is. 
No guarantees or warranties. All Sales are final. 
• TERMS CASH • 
Anyone paying for major items with uncertified cheques 
may be required to leave the item on the grounds until the 
cheque clears the bank. 
KERR'S AUCTIONS 
RR1 Kerr Road., Telkwa, B,C. • 846-5392 
Not responsible for accidents Lunch on the grounds 
CTION AD 
 BUY  SELL  'RENT  ,,"TRADE 
18. Business Services 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES: BACK FILLING. 
levelling, earth auger, backhoe, snow 
removal, clean up, sweeper/collector. 
Residential/commercial 638-8638. Mobile 
638-3808. 6p20 
KID'S 
CASTLE 
(LICENCED) 
DAYCARERRESCHOOL I 
For children 21/= to 5 
638-8890 
N.T, 
CONTRACTING 
Building Contractor available for 
work in Terrace & Kitimat 
-ALL WORK GUARANTEED- 
FOR FREE ESTIMATES AND 
QUALITY SERVICE 
CALL NORM 
635-7794 
(leave message) 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST: 16 ~R OLO TEETHING BALL,5.6 nip- 
~les around it. Bright orange. Reward offered. 
635-2940. 2pl 9 
LOST: GREY BACKPACK WITH PERSONAL 
items at Humphrey Creek fails, Sunday Aug. 
23/92. 638-8172 2p20 
LOST CAMERA LENS in leather case. 
Tameron SP 300ms. Olympus OM mount. 
Reward offered, 635-7842 evenings. 2p20 
LOST A WHITE MALE CAT IN the Horseshoe 
area, nails pulled, neutered. Answers to Chi. 
quta. Call 635.4020 if found. 2p20 
LOST PINK FLOWERED Cosmetic bag contain- 
ing cash belonging to college student. Reward 
for return call Jeannie 638-1534. 2p20 
LOST: ONE SILVER EARRING WITH RAVEN 
carving (JEAN inscribed on back) between 
Royal and Benson Optical. if found contact 
633-2254 (hi) 633-2215 (wk). Sentimental 
value. 2p20 
FOUND: ONE PAIR OF MEN'S TINTED EYE 
glasses near railroad tracks. Phone to claim. 
635.4306. 2p20 
20. Pets & Livestock 
STANOING AT STUD, NEGA JET BAR 
registered quarter horse, 16.1 hh, pure black. 
More information, call Jerw Cummings, 
847-331 or write Box 4548 Smlthers, B.C. 
VOJ 2NO 4p20 
PROFESSIONAL PET GROOMING IN HOME or 
door to door service. We come to you. Small 
dogs/cats, large dogs. Apts Price vades on 
size. 635.3772 or 638-1977 'Joanna'. 6p16 
REG. YEARLING CLYDESDALE COLT. FORT 
STEELE. Rubble breeding. 4 white stockings, 
blaze face. Black. approx. 15 h.h. Henw 
Adams, Bums Lake.1-695-6559 4pl 7 
CUTE & CUDDLY WHITE MINIATURE Samyode 
cross with blonde poodle. 7 wks old. Shots 
included. $150, Call 635.4600. 5pl 7 
UNREGISTERED TOY POODLE PUPS. BLACK 
male $250, black female $295. Have first 
shots, ready to go Aug.18192. Vanderhoot. 
1-567-4028 4p17 
REG. WELSH/ARAB CROSS PONIES. 7 yr. old 
gelding, 6 year old mare. Well trained 
english/western. Call Chits Fools to viewllnfo. 
1-694-3521 4pl 7 
GUERNSEY COW WITH RED ANGUS CALF. 
Cow is 3 years old, gentle and milking. Calf is 
4 months old. Cedarvale 849.5455,12.5 pm. 
4pl 8 
TCSC THIRD ANNUAL J.P.R. SEPT.12192. 
Starts at 11 am. Strimbolds Ranch, Bremen 
Lake. Forestdale Canyon Rd., 15 miles west 
of Burns Lake. Info call Cecile, 1-698.7627. 
"4pl 8 
ROY YATES TRAINING CLINIC SEPT. 26-30. 
First day includes, problem horse training, 
photography, ddving clinic, packing. For infor- 
mation call Kim 847-5034 cr Gary 847.4195. 
4pl 9 
10 MONTH. SPAYED, MALAMUTE PUPPY. 
Purebred, registered, excellent with children. 
$300 OBO. Large doghouse, white with black 
shingles. $125. 632-5680 3p20 
PUREBRED GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES 
$200 each. 635.7309 3p20 
IMPROVING 
YOUR ODDS 
AGAINST 
C/U~L~A'S 
tl KILLER, 
Box 22, 
Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
V8G 4A2 Accepted 
Majorl8 Park Your donation Is 
tax deductible 
638-,1167 . . . . . . . . . . .  
: " :  ';'our in Meni~rlam gift t sa  lasting U'ibute. Please' : 
send your deflation to the address above along with 
the name of the deceased, your name and address 
and the name and address of the next-of-kin, for an 
acknowledge .sent card. 
H|(J I][SH 
COI.UMglA 
ANOYUKON 
COMMUNITY 
272 AeS~CIA'I1GN 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Engines rebuilt from $996. 5 
year 100,000 kme warr~ty. 
Bond Mechanical serving 
B.C. for 27 years, Phone 7 
~ 8a,m.-ep,m, (604)872- 
0641, To I-free Mon-Fd 1- 
800-663.2521. 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED/ 
8URPLUB vehloles. U,S, and 
Canadian low as $100. 
BMW's, OadlHaos, Oheve, 
Fords, Meroodes, Pormohes, 
b'uoks, vane, AMAZING free 
24-hr recording reveals how 
(416)631.4666, 
CANADA ENGINES LTD. 
Quality Rebuilt E~gl~|: cars, 
fight trucks. 6 oyllnder from 
$~96,8 o~lnder f om $1096. 
5 year, 100,000 Ks. Ltd.war- 
ranty. 7 Days - 580-1050, 1- 
800.666-31~70, 856-6828 
evenings, 
Umouslnes -Two '80 LIr~oln 
Towncar Stretch Llmousines, 
Whlte/Blue, T,V,, Stereo, Bar, 
etc. Wellmaln~r~. $30,000 
e~h. Phone Vancouver 230- 
0600. 
BUILOIN~ SUPPLIF.8 
DO@RSI WINDOWSl Inte- 
rior and exterior wood, metal 
and French doors,wcodwln- 
dowe, skylights. MOREl Call 
¢,olle~t o WALKER DOOR 
WINDOW In Vancouver 
at (604)266-1101. 
DUSIHlH OPPORTUNrriEB 
Complete turnkey operation 
Oomputerized Embroidery 
Business, Best opportunity 
of the BO's. Hlgh return, 8el 
up at home or ~th other busl. 
ness. Total Investment un- 
der $~0,000, Call Logo Unk 
at 1.~O0.661-QOQg. Brae us 
at Vancouver Buslnses Op 
~rt~nlty Show Sept. 19-20, 
ADVANCE OPPORTUNITY. 
Revolutionary 80-channel 
mlnl-di~ satellite system will 
mpldly expar.Kl, home sn~r- 
talnment erie. ~mmunlos- 
'done [ndusW, Network Mar- 
keting, No Inventory, No In- 
veadment, Call(41B)022-1810 
any~me. 
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28. Cards of Thanks 
The Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
would like to 
THANK THE FOLLOWING BUSINESSES 
for their contribution in the assembly of the 
playgrounds in Thornhill. 
• Lens Wood Products 
• Skeena Concrete Products Ltd. 
• Kens Trucking 
About the Terrace Standard 
HOURS: 
Our office is open 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
DEADLINES: 
Deadlines for classified advertising is 5:00 p.m. Friday 
before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for space booking of display advertising is 5:00 pm, 
Friday before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for submission to the editorial department is 1 2:00 
noon Friday before Wednesday paper. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
Subscription rates for the Terrace Standard are $31.0D per 
year. 
HOW TO CONTACT US: 
We are located at 
4647 Lazelle Avenue in Terrace, B.C. V8G 168 
p one 638"7283 FAX 638"8432 
;,=. 
Glass and tins must be clean - -  (prefer without 
labels). 
BEHIND THE OLD BINGO PALACE 
MONDAY- SATUROAY ......................... 11) AM- 4PM 
24 HOUR DROP OFF~ AVAILABLE IN THE BINS OUTSIDE 
J 
"1  U 
These ads appe~" In more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon ~ I 0 ,~ I  
end reach more than 3 mllllon readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYONA AT (604) 669.9222. $0.70es~haddltlonetword 
III II 
BUBINE~ OPPORTUNITIES 
REDUCE EMISSIONS, 
SAVE GAS, Black Gold Ino. 
is leering for sharp, 8ggt~8- 
alva, m~g raps. W.o 
offer a real opportunity tor 
your success. For more in- 
~orm~lon, oa~l (519)986-3117 
ever~ngs. 
DRU(~ RNDSEIZURESlBuy 
dirt ©heap. Cars, Houses, 
Boats, Computers,..Dlreot 
from U.BJcai'~ad]an govern- 
sent, FREE ILLUSTRATED 
REPORT: 8alzuma, Dept. 
boS, #I~0-1667 West 4th, 
Vm~couver, B.C. VSJ 1M4. 
INTERIOR DECORATORS. 
Do you have a flair for colour 
& design? DEC, ORATING 
DEN has fran~lses available 
In B,O. Training provided, 
L.Malnland 525.8722, 
V.Isl~d 743.9915, Interior 
661-P327. 
Unique B.D. home-bsaed 
compute rand ~mrnu . z~ 
oomp~u~ea are invited to par. 
tldpate In o?  of the largest 
oompu~and communlodtion 
show In Bdtlsh Dolumlda. 
Undartt~ Home.Based Bual- 
~ee Program, the Ministry of 
Eoonomlo Development, 
Small BuMnese and Tmdo 
has reserved spaoe at the 
Southox F.xhfldtJons Fee R~n 
C, om~ter and Communica- 
tion Show, for the Seoond 
Window On Business Show. 
Held at the Vancouver Trade 
end Oonven~n Centre,Janu- 
ary 12 to 14, 1993, It will 
prov~ a markmlnq oppg. rtu- 
nlty for uo of B.C.s. unique 
home-based businesses. 
Products and servlsea will 
Include gr~hlo designers, 
publbhom of software 
sharaw~e, Inventors ertd 
manufacturers ofcom- 
puter ~1 business a~seo- 
rles, and et=e dagzed bu~lne ~ 
m~mmQsment and gentling 
serves. Fees r~ from 
$2o0 to $360 for V~e 
89thatbnormaUy$1,500. ~r  
more Information, oranapp~- 
oa~on, oontlot Bed) Mower 
at 620.6720, or toll-free vok~ 
~4~0 7.1.978.6156 or fax 
BUalNF,,~ OPPORTUNITIES 
GRANDMA L.EE'S 100+ 
=lores, Baked bread, sand. 
wlohes, soup, Vancouverand 
=rea sites. Hardwoddng, en- 
ergetic person ~th $75,000 
missus. 1-800.661-2712, N 
BL~INESS FORSALE- Ught 
end heavy towing business 
onTrane Canadawlth or wlth- 
out Im]ler moving lloence. 
Owner retiring (604)044- 
2269. 
Two Rata~ Clothing Stores. 
Good revenue. 304-360 
Trans-Canada Highway, 
8almonAnn rB.C. 832-1109. 
Flelnbow Int. Carpst Dyeing 
and Cleaning Co. World 
leader In dyeing, cleaning, 
restorations. Need ethical 
IndMdualsforexduslve t rri- 
tories. Investment reauJree. 
850-2113 (Abl amraro.J 
AMAZING SIMPLE MA- 
CHINE.You build from plans, 
turns ordnery styro-foam Into 
hugo profits fast; Make signs, 
displays, decoratlons, crass, 
Foroommta _l~_, patterns, 
methods, merketlng. Send 
$20 (Ind. GST & shlpplng) to 
STYRO-MAGIC, Box 781, 
Westl~nk. B,C. VOH 2AO. 
BUOINE88PERSONALe 
ADD A LII"rLE SPICEI B.0. 
College Roommates- Karen, 
Weno'y and Usa have exalt- 
Ing Personal Photos of them- 
selves for sale, For discreet 
Info write to: 8plea, Box 670- 
GB, Kelowna, B,C, VIY 7P4, 
,adults ordy please. 
Wln At ~oorta ~tlon new NFL 
beffing guido. 10 best sys- 
tems, polnteixe=l explained 
free - Monday Night Secret, 
due spq,~d ~ $-1o. Manx 
Pre|a, 3054-A Glenmanor 
Place, V1~oda, B.C, V9 C 1 MS. 
BDUaA'nON 
CASH IN ON TAX REFORMI 
Lsam Income Tax Pmpara- 
tfon bycorresmndence. Eem 
your .~f l~te  .now. Also 
enquire scout exclusive ffsn- 
d'~so territories, FOr free bro- 
EDUCATION 
Out of work? Train to be an 
~APan artment/Gondomlnlum 
ager. Government li- 
censed, correspondenoe 
course will qualify you for 
employment. For details: 
(604)661-5456 or 1-600-665. 
8339. 
RNANCE 
Government Grants & Loans. 
BIIgons of dollars are made 
available to new and existing 
B.C. buslr~me. The Brad 
Book can show you how to 
get your share. CaJl now 1- 
800-663-0650. 
FOR 8ALE MISC. 
Morantz UI Baby Ultrseonlo 
bUnd cleaning machine end 
accessodes, umd 11/2years, 
Tralnln9 Included $14,700, 
Call 1(604)795-5070 after- 
noon or evenings, 
Excellent Trailers, Excellent 
Prices, Utility, Ratbed, ten to 
thirty feet. Also Machinery 
Haulers, TIItbeds, Hydraullo 
Dumps. 8Ingle, Tandem and 
Tdple Axles. Can Deliver. 
(604)492..4068 Pent[cton, 
OARDENING 
ONE STOP GREENHOUSE 
SHOP, B,C. Greenhouse 
Builders Ltd., 7426 Hedley 
Ave.,Burnaby, B.C.VeE 2R1. 
FREE BROCHURE. 
Aluminum/Glass or 
AlumlnumlAoryllte SDP, 
DouBle-walled GREEN- 
HOUSES, Solariums and 
complete fine of Greenhouse 
Ao¢eseorlea. Telephone 
(604)433-4220, Fax 430- 
1265. 
HELIP WJd4TED 
GET PAID for dipping news- 
paper artldael Up  to $26 
eachl Newsl~pers ent free. 
Wdte TODAY. FREE RE- 
PORT: Cllpld~s, Dept. b¢9, 
#150.1857 West 4th, Van- 
couver, B,C, VBJ IM4. 
We neodyou to sell toys & 
gilts for C & M GI~, NO 
INVESTMENT, NO DELIV- chures, no oblig~lo=n, U & R 
Tax Services, 205 - 1346 ERIES, no oolleatlon. Call 
PemblnsHwy.,Winnlpag,MB (519)258-7905 or fax 
R3T.266, 1~800-666-.5144. . I (519)258.0707 for free Isle. 
MOBILE HOMES 
BUY FACTORY DIRECT. 
Save thousands on dealer 
mark-up. We'll ¢ustom build 
mobile homes to suit your 
needs. Doubles/singles/ 
modulare. Phone for de~ls: 
Noble Homes, Edmonton 
(403) 447-3414/447-2333. 
REAL ESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaid taxes. Crown Land 
aval!abllity. For Information 
on both write: Properties, 
Dept, CN, Box 5380, Sin. F, 
Ottawa, K2D 3J1. 
THOMPSON RIVER ES- 
TATES. Valley Vlewlots. 3/4 
& 1 sore lots- 6 & 10 ,~¢re lots. 
I only - 5 sore lot on the 
Thompson Rlveroo sin.west 
of Kamlcopa on the TGH#1, 
Call CoHeot (604)373-2282, 
STUDENT HOUSING 
BURNABY. NearSFU, BOlt, 
Douglas, Large, 2 end 3 bed- 
rooms, now and 8epL I.Work 
off part rent. No aeourity 
deposit. Gall to reserve, Col- 
lect (604)521-8399. 
12XO8 In Adult Park on Sun- 
shlne C, oaet, Oeeen view, car- 
paled, air condlUoned, Two 
add one, close to amanltles. 
For Further Information Gall: 
683-2491. 
SERVICF.8 
MaJorlCBCand InJuryolalms. 
Joel A. Waner trial lawyer for 
24 years. Call oolleot, 
(604)786-,5500. Contlngenoy 
feeeavallabte. InJuredln B,G. 
only. 
8PORTIh'G ~001~ 
O'NEILSPORTS- Complete 
Hookey, Baseball, Culling, 
Soooer, Lsorosse retail & 
equgipment repalr. Team 
Sales, uniforms, mlbrblades 
& Pro Goal equipment. Meg 
order & Shipping Service. 
Vancouver 877.1065, Vk:to- 
da 881-342t. 
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23. Work Wanted 21. Help Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- IF YOU ARE PRESENTLY WORKING, WAITING 
risers that the human rights code in British present job to start .again, or.are Just out of 
Columbia forbids publication of.any advertise. WO!K; aria are fie.Inca tar gooo WOrK nadirs • 
ment in connection with:employment which selr-moz V~IOn;A.~ neeo more.money;seno, 
discriminates against any person because of resume to uox ~,/errace, u,u. vuu ~AZ ano 
origin, or req'uires a job applicant to furnish I will show. you how to make_ more_ money, 
any information concerning race;religlon; col- TOTALLY TROPICAL URGENTLY REQUIRES 
our, ancestry, place o1 o~igln or political belief, consultants o sell a fabulous line of silk plant. 
Readers: In ads whore male' is referred to s, through home shows, Debbe, (403) 
please read also as 'female' and whore 835.2461, 3p18 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. HAIRDRESSER WANTED FULL-TIME OR part- 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER?-Please be time. To, start Immediately. Burns Lake, 
sure you have the correct box number as 1,692-7687, 4p18 
given in the ad. Address to Fie The Ter- 
race Standar(~ 4647 Lazelie Ave. Terrace, RELIABLE PERSON TO CARE FOR 2 children, 
B.C., V8G 1S8. Please do not Include bulk Ages 1 & 3. In my home, weekdays, 
goods or money to Box replies, " 638-1292.- 3p18 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE; Forms, - BABYSITTER WANTED FOR 2 CHILDREN Man. 
tram ng, s ding, finishing inside or out, No lob day & Tuesday alter school. Thornhill 
too small. Mike Gray. 638.0822 32tfn 
CONFIDENTIAL BOOKKEEPING SERVICE, Small 
business or self.employed. Mary at 
635-7474. 6p17 
MOTHER OF ONE WILL BABYSIT IN MY home 
weekdays. Ages walking to five years, Debble 
at 635.7549, 3p18 
HANDYMAN, CARPENTER HELPER. ODD jobs. 
Drywalling. 635-3442, ask for Donovan. 3pl 8 
GRANDMOTHER WILL BABYSIT IN OWN 
Home, Mon-Fri. Preschool and up preferred. 
Copper Mountain School area. References 
available. 635.5318. 3pl 8 
WILL DO BABYSII-I'ING IN MY own home, 
Copperside area. 635-4810 3pl 9 
'SWINGSHIFT' LIVE BAND available Ior 
bookings. Phone 1-695.6469 alter 6 p.mi4p2O 
EXPERCIENCED ECE SEEKS FULL TIME posi. 
lien in daycare/preschool, Relocating to Ter- 
race area. Call 686.7496 3p20 
WiLL DO HOUSECLEANING. CAN SUPPLY 
good references, Call 635-1171 3p20 
24. Notices 
PRO,LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia, Student enquiries 
welcome, Call 635.3646. 5tfn 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite. 
ment. perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch the spirit! 2tfn 
I A \  NIRVANA METAPHYSIC AND 
/ I \  HEALING CENTRE 
~/DISCOVERY AND HEALING 
Thru courses, readings and 
sharing at Nirvana. 
Into: 3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 
9:45 Sunday School (all ages) 
10:55 Worship Service 
Children's Praise Hour 
Pastor: Ron J. Orr 
25. Business 
Opportunities, ..... 
FOI~ SALE:'. ~A~'T'~IEOOD ~I~S,'I['AUFi~,NT.' Ve ~" 
re'asonabty pri~ed. 'A lit{ e moie tfian Cost el 
equipment. Nice location, lots of foo~ and 
vehicle traffic. Well established for 12 years, 
Reply to file no, 65 C/O this paper. 4pl 7 
VENDING ROUTES. BEFORE YOU INVEST, call 
the Best. Get the straight facts on vending in. 
vestments from $5,500. Eagle profit systems, 
1-800.387.CASH. 3pl 8 
AN OPPORTUNITY: BEAUTY SALON STAtions 
to rent. 635-5020, 3pl 8 
When Opportunity 
Knocks... 
Newly decorated Beauty Salon for sale, 
pdced fight. Weft established cllenteile, 
excellent returns. Owner etidng. Serious 
enquifles only. 
Phone 635-2753 
evenings 
primary/elementary rea or on school bus 
route, 638.1368 3p19 
TERRACE, KITIMAT, PRINCE RUPERT AND 
Smithers, 4 sales management teams In. 
terested in travel and advancements that have 
an auto and require $5600/month, forward 
resume to box 516, Surrey, BC, V3T-5B7 
4p20 
GROWING ESTABLISHED DELIVERY service is 
receiving driver applications. Applicants must 
be well groomed, dependable, njoy working 
with the public, and have a dependable vehi. 
cle in good condition. Any age over 19 
welcome, Please call 638.8398. Come grow 
with us! lp20 
PREMIER IMAGE AND COSMETIC COMPANY 
expanding in Canada. 4-5 self motivated in. 
dividuals are required in the field of image 
make overs, Full/part time, trainer will be in 
your area, For interview, 997-3890 Gerfl, 
4p20 
ONE FULL TIME OUALIFIED SUPERVISOR and 
one parttime assistant for Southsido childrens 
Centre. Must enjoy children, Start date Sept,8, 
Send resume to Delores Storness - Bliss 
Southbank B,C,, VOT 2PO or call 694.3773 by 
Sept. 2192. 4p20 
FULL-TIME RECEPTIONIST/BOOKKEEPING Re. 
quired by logging contractor. Exp, with ACC- 
PAC, Reflex & Easypay an asset. Reply to Box 
519 Terrace, B.C, V8G 4B5, 1 p20 
l EARN EXTRA $$$1 in your neighbourhood. Become an AVON sales dealer now]! For more information call MARY 635-2517 
ALASKA 
JOBS! 
Earn a five figure income 
fishing the three month 
Salmon season. Also con. 
struction, canneries, oil 
fields plus morel 
For Immediate response cell 
1-504-646-4505 ext, K665 
24 hours, 
CERTIFIED 
~ IDENTAL ASSISTANT 
and or 
DENTAL ASSISTANT 
STUDENTS 
Progressive dental office requires 
FULL TIME Certified Dental Assis- 
tant or Dental Assistant Students 
willing to in.office train and be willing 
to take the Certified Dental Assistant 
program through open learning 
course at the college. Applicants 
must be caring, dedicated, people 
DriBbled and a team player. 
Salary to communsurate with ex- 
)erience. i 
Please send resume: i 
Dr. J.D. Zucchlatti : 
4623 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. ' 
vsa 2s4 ii'; 
Phone: 635.2552 ~ 
i i i  
~i • 
i ~:!'~i  ,~ i i ~ 
• Now taking appl icat ions for ; 
FULL& PART TIME POSITIONS 
Both posit ions require good  communicat ion skills in deal ing 
with the pUblic and involve day shift, evening shift and 
weekends ,  Exper ience preferred.  
App ly  in person to Manager ' 
. . . . .  3 - 5 p.m, daily 
4532 Lekelse Avenue 
" ..:~'~Y,,~'.; 'C ) " ; . " .~ ' - : : - :  
, ,  .,:.~ ,.. .: . . . : . : .  :. .. ~ 
" 
• E X C E L L E N T  : 
OPPORTUNITY 
Career opportunities are now available 
for full or part-time qualified hairdressers. 
Apply in person to Rhonda at 
4624 Greig Ave. or call: 
638-8787 
CAREERS 
Terrace 
Kitimat 
Prince Rupert 
Smithers 
Four 
Sales Management trainees 
interested in travel and advancement that have an 
auto and require $5600/month. 
Forward resume to box 516, 
Surrey, B.C. V3T 5B7. 
TYPISTS 
elan DATA MAKERS requires typists and/or data 
entry operators for a seven day project to take 
place in Terrace. 
Day and afternoon shifts are available and hours of 
work are expected to be five hours per shift- 9:00 
am to 2:00 pm and 3:00 pm to 8:00 pm. Can- 
didates will demonstrate accurate typing of hand 
written ALPHA/NUMERIC data utilizing PC 
keyboards. A minimum of 40 words per minute typ- 
ing or 8,000 keystrokes per hour is required. 
For further information, please call collect and ask 
for JOAN at 688-8521 or FAX your resume to 
669-01 71. 
elan DATA MAKERS 
Vancouver * Victoria * Calgary * Winnipeg 
INSTRUCTORICOORDINATOR 
CONTINUING CARE AIDE 
Northwest Community College has openings In the 
Continuing Care Aide Program In Terrace commencing In 
mid October. 
• Instructor/Coordinator- this poslUon will be responsible 
for the coordination of the program as well as instructing 
the program. Supervision of clinical placement Is also 
required. 
• Clinical Supervisors -(3 part.time) these positions will be 
required to supervise students during clinical placements 
for one day a week while the students are taking classes 
and four 2 week clinical placement sessions. 
• QUALIFICATIONS/EDUCATION: R.N. qualification with 
appropriate clinical and Instructional experience. 
Closing Date: September 15, 1992 
Resumes should be sent to: 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
Fax 635-3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Pac i f ic  In land Resources  
A Division of 
West Fraser Mills Ltd 
West Fraser Mills Ltd., Pacific Inland Resources 
Division has an immediate opening for a 
Scaler/Weigh Master 
Respons ib i l i t i es :  Sca l ing  & we igh lng  of  t rucks  
Interested appl icants are requested  to submi t  a resume 
by September  18, 1992, to Pacif ic Inland Resources,  
Box 3130, Smithers,  B.C,, VOJ 2NO. Attent ion:  John 
Rigas. Phone 847.2656,  Fax  8¢7-5520 
~ KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 3224 KALUM STREET TERRACE, B.C. 
V8G2N1 
JOB POSTING 
EMPLOYER: K'San House Society 
LOCATION: Terrace Transition House 
POSITIONS: Positions are available for the following. 
FOUR AUXIL IARY SUPPORT WORKERS 
POSITIONS 
TERMS: Shift work. $9,22 per hour (under review) as per BCGEU contract, 
ONE FULL TIME SUPPORT WORKER 
POSITION 
TERMS: Shift work, $11.15 hour (under review) as per BCGEU plus 
benefits, 
QUALIFICATIONS: Diploma or certificate in field of Social Services or 
related field and/or extensive experience in crisis management preferably in 
the area of wife assault. A First Aid Certificate is required, 
APPLICANTS SHOULD POSSESS: Good knowleclge of community 
resources. Ability to deal with residents in a professional manner and ensure 
complete confidentiality, 
Possess good listening and communication skills. 
Ability to work as a team member. 
Ability to assist women and children in a crisis. 
Successfull applicants must be willing to submit to a criminal record search, 
Resumes will be accepted until September 11, 1 992 at 4:30 p.m. and 
should be addressed to: 
KSAN SOCIETY 
3224 KALUM ST. 
TERRACE, B.C. VaG 2N1 
For more Information contact 635-6447. 
Burnslake Specialty Wood Ltd,. a secondary wood 
manufacturing company offers three challenging 
opportunities,.. 
Millwright 
Our Ideal candidate will possess a Provincial and/or Inter- 
Provlnclal Millwright t icket with heavy equipment,  
mechanical and welding skills. 
(M/F) 
Our Ideal candldate will have hands-on experience with 
Coastal Planers, would be familiar with overseas market 
requirements and possess a lumber grading ticket, Saw 
grinding experience and mechanical Skills would be 
definite assets. 
Our ideal candidate will have experience operating 
computer controlled Salton lumber' drying kilns, The 
successful candidate will be responsible for the day-to- 
day operation of these gas-fired.low pressure steam kilns. 
Exposure to offshore and domestic Industrial drying 
standards would be a definite asset. 
We are seeking energetic individuals to join our quality 
driven team In the pre-stad up and ongolng success of 
our multi-million dollar greenfield project, 
Burnslake Speclalty Wood Ltd., whose principal 
partlclpants are Burns Lake Native Development and 
Bablne Forest Products Co., Is located In the Burns Lake 
area• i 
I 
Serving a population of 10,000. Burns Lake offers excellent l 
educatlonal and shopping facilities aswell as affordable i i houslng, 
~ Interested applicants should forward thelr resume on or | 
beforeSeplember 1 I, I~)2to: Human ResourcesManager, I 
BURNSLAKE SPECIALTY WOOD LTD., Box 1229, Burns Lake, | 
B.C. VOJ lEO. I 
i 
m ~ l  113 U R N S L A K E!~iiiii~i::i~ii~i~i~!~iii~!!!~iiiiii!~ii~i!i~i~i~i!i~ii~i~!i~Ii~ii!~iI~ii~ 
, i ,  • i JSPECIALTY WOOD LTD!ii::~:i~iii::iii!i!ii~!!~ii~ii~i~i:~i!iiIi!iiii~I~iiiiiI~Iii::~::ii~i~il 
have an excellent opportuni- 
ty to make additional in- 
come in your spare time. 
If you or someone you know 
is interested, then give us a 
call TODAY! 
[ 
NEEDED : I ARE NEEDED FOR ' I 
• ' I ALL OF THE UPLANDS I 
Mtn. Vista and • lANe THORNHILL / 
Agar, Medeek area I AREAS / 
Terrace Standard 
638-7283 
CTION AD 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
DEALER TO JOIN OUR EXPANOING CANADIAN 
i based firm for sales and service outlet of 
home therapy products - massage chairs, 
adjustable beds. Capital investment $20,0D0 
_ covered by stock, Great opportunity for family 
business. Establish and grow in your ira: 
mediate area. For further inquiries contact: 
i Niagara Distributors Inc.. 4631 East Hastings 
St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K6, Phone: 
~ (604)291-1121. 3p20 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality is assured. Phone 
.638.7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES, is there something 
about he Watchtower that makes you uneasy 
bul don't know what it is? II so, you are not 
alone. Phone 1.847.4354 for recorded 
message, if n40 
LOOKING FOR ME? I'M SEARCHING FOR a 
male compaoion in his 40's or older to share 
my interests in animals, long walks, quiet din- 
ners, music, books, romance and the 
moonlight, I1 you are interested in being that 
man, reply to file No.30 clo Terrace Standard• 
A photo would be appreciated, 3pt 8 
54 YEAR OLD WIDOWER, NEW TO BURNS 
Lake area. Smoker, social drinker, would like 
to meet lady friend for dinner, dancing, 
outings Enoy fishing, camping golf. In- 
) terested in long term relationsh p. Please reply 
with phone number to 24-D. Box 309, Burns 
:i~; Lake, B.C.. VOJ lED 4p20 
v"BUY v"SELL v"RENT  "TRADE 
27. Announcements 
NENA'S MASSAGE THERAPY, Remedial treat. 
ment el bodily disorder. Therapeutic treat- 
ment. Phone 635.2641 for appointment. 3pl 8 
HAPPY 3Oth 
BIRTHDAY KARAM 
From Guess Whol 
CELINA HULL 
Fondly known as Gran by her many Iheeds and largo 
family. Celebrated her 90th birthday Aug. 1. 1992. Born 
in Quebec. she moved to the PraLries at an early age 
and. as a wile and morn, she moveo again to Smtthers in 
1939. Within a year ~x so of that move she was ~ the 
go again. This time it was to Terrace where her two 
sons. Don & Dwayne and one daughter Dolly grew up 
and many Fandchlldren and ~eat grasdchlldren 
ixesently five. 
Over the past 50 odd years, Celins has seen many 
changes to Terrace. the ardval o! the army and the air. 
orce; he constructian el highways and the airport, Our. 
rig the 5O's, with the consb'nctiOfl of the City of Kibmat, 
the airport was the busy spot with everything and 
everybody coming and gdng by air. Oudng this time el 
great activity, Celina successlully operated the airport 
care. A moment to remember lot Celina dudug that time 
of hustle and bustle, was supplying celiac Ior 0ueen 
Elizabeth's entourage when 1he Oueen vlstod Terrace in 
July 1959. 
We hope you enjoyed your birthday party,'Gmn and 
have many, many more, 
Love frarn all ro~r family 
28. Cards of Thanks 
THANK, YOU GARY SCHATZ Ior buying my 
1991 4H steer. Hope to see you at the Ter. 
race Fall Fair. Kirsten Muller. lp20 
THANK YOU RH FISHING, MF HAUGEN, 
(Prince Rupert)for buying my 1991 4H steer. 
Hope to see you at the Fair. Trevor Muller. 
lp20 
32. Legal Notices 
FOR SALE BY 
SEALED BID 
The assets belonging to House of Shan- 
non (1980) Ltd., D.B.A. "Accent on Hair", 
in accordance with the terms of a General 
'Secudty Agreement given to 16-37 
Business Development Centre Society. 
For e complete list of goods and chat. 
tels and an appointment to view, please 
contact he undersigned. 
This is a turn key operation ready for 
Immediate occupancy. 
R. Jones, Bailiff 
635.7649 
For an appointment o view, call 
635.7649. All sales are on a"as Is-where 
]p" basis, no warranties or guaraotees are 
implied or given. 
R. Jones 
7:05 p .m. -  
NOTICE OF 
TENDER 
L.W.C. #J604-92-12 
B.C. Hydro is inviting tenders for the 
following work: To supply labour and 
equipment o install dp rap proteo- 
tlon at Structure 3/5, Circuit 
6OL394 near Terrace. 
Tenders close at 11 :OO hours on 11 
September 1992. 
Tender documents can be picked 
up at the B,C. Hydro Production of- 
fice at: 5220 Kelth Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 4R5 
For further Information please call 
Nick Stevenson at 538-5637. 
33. Travel 
sIGHTSEEING 
TOURS 
• ,i,, 
el. 
32. Legal Notices 
Specializing in customized 
town & country scenic tours 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604)  635-7868 
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE BANKRUPTCIES OF 
ISOBEL CAMERON RALSTON & 
WILLIAM WILSON RALSTON 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
ISOBEL CAMERON RALSTON & 
WILLIAM WILSON RALSTON 
filed assignments on the 17th day of 
August, 1992, and that the first 
meeting of creditors will be held on 
Wednesday, the 16th day of 
September, 1992, at the hour of 
11:00 o'clock in the forenoon, at 
The Court House, 100 Market 
Place, in the City of Prince Rupert, 
in the Province of British Columbia. 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. this 
20th day of August, 1992. 
DELOITrE & TOUCHE IN~. 
Trustee 
#800 - 299 Victoria Street 
Prince George, B.C .  geloitte& 
V2L  5B8 (6o4) 564-1tll Touche 
24. Notices 
For All Your Travel Needs 
124 HRS. 635-61811 
THINKING OF THE 
SOUTH PACIFIC??? 
Fly out of Vancouver $1  1 9 9 
from only . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Must return by Dec. 9, 1992 
OR TRY HAWAH 
Fall and winter, $-~.~a 
from only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Plus taxes out of Vancouver 
7 DAY 
CARIBBEAN CRUISE 
From Vancouver =1389 
as low as . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ON CHANNEL 10 
Thursday, Septentber 3 
Northwest Window (repeat: Miss Ter- 
race pageant, Riverboat Days parade, 
Halloween Haunted House, Remora- 
= brance Day Ccrelnonies.) 
. . . . .  ~ '- Sunday, September 6 
~ p.tn,:~.~. ' Faith Full Gospel 
) = = . . . . .  Jerry Lewis Muscular Dystrophy Associ- 
ation 24-hr telethon begins, rumting 
through to 6 l).nt. Monday, Sept. 7th. 
Wednesday, September 9 
i! • Secrets of Ice 
Tliursday, Septentber 10 
Northwest Window (repeat): Project 
' Steer Clear, 1st atutual Christmas 
. . . . . . . .  " ..... - : i:: ) i ~ :Parade, SkeeltaValley Car Club, Skeena 
= ' • '~ /  •:::squareDanciugClub. 
Sunday~ Septentber 13 
Faith Full Gospd 
: Northwest Window (repeat): Jive contest 
i : '  EIVis contest, Heritage attic treasures, 
arm wrestling competition, orthwest 
IN THE MATTER OF. 
• THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
DANNY THOMAS ARCADE LAMB 
(Fonnedy operating as 
"Blue Star Floodn9") 
qOTICE is Ilereby given that DAN- 
qY THOMAS ARCADE LAMB fil- 
ed an assignment on the 19th day of 
August, 1992, and that the first 
meeting of creditors will be held on 
Wednesday, the 16th day of 
September, 1992, at the hour of 
It:IS o'clock in the forenoon, at 
The Court House, 100 Market 
Place, io the City of Prince Rupert, 
in the Province of British Columbia. 
)ated at Prince George, B.C. this 
25th day of August, 1992. 
DELOITI'E & TOUCHE INC. 
Trustee 
#800 - 299 Victoria Street 
Prin= George, B,C. nel0i  & 
V2L 5B8 
(6o4) 564.111  Touche 
THE CITY OF 
TERRACE 
CITY OF TERRACE 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
OF , 
AMENDMENT TO OFF-STREET PARKING & 
LOADING REGULATIONS 
• TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend the City of Terrace By- 
Law 401. 
THE SUBJECT: 
S'ecBonl 20.02 L, 21.03 C and 21,05 D of By.Law 401 (cif.$~et Parking and 
Loadlng) 
THE INTENT: 
(a) Amend regulations concerning illumination of parking and loading areas. 
(b) Amend regulations concerning loading spaces lor multi-family residential use. 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BY.LAW MAY BE INSPECTED in the reception area at 
the City ut Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., bet. 
wean the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., each day from Tuesday May 12th, 1992 to 
Monday, September 14th, 1992, inclusive, with the exception of Saturdays a~d "S'un:days r 
and'the S~p'{~mber 7th, 1992 holiday. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this Application may do so, in 
wfiUng to the Mayor and Council, aod/or in person at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, September 
14th, 1992, at the REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING in the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHAMBERS, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN iN ACCORDANCE WiTH THE MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1979, 
AND AMENDMENTS THERETO, UNDER SECTION 980, SUBSECTION 14. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor 
Cle~.Admlnlstrator 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE that an application has been made to amend the City of Terrace Official 
Community Plan (By-law No. 905-1980) 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
The application affects the property, within the city el Terrac'e, shown shaded on the 
accompanying map. 
THE INTENT: 
To change the 0ffinial Community Nan dedgnation ofthe sublect area from Central 
Commercial to High Density Realdsagal, 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BY-LAW MAY BE NISPECTED in the reception area at 
the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, D,~ bet. 
wean the hours of 6:30 a,m, to 4:00 p,m,, each day, from Tuesday, August 11th, 1992 
to Monday, September 14th, 1992, inclusive, with the exception of Saturdays and Sun. 
days and the September 7th, 1992 holiday. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this Application may do so, IN 
WRITING, and/or IN PERSON AT THE PUBUC HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL 
COUNCIL CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 P,M. ON SEPTEMBER 14th, 1992, 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1979, 
AND AMENDMENTS THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
l I I I I  I 
DAVIS  
E,R, Haltsor 
I Clerk.Administrator 
Z 
i=  PA.K 
I I I I I I I I I I IH [ 
: CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ZONING AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE that an application has been made to amend the City oJ Terrace Zoning 
By-Law No. 401-1966, and amendments hereto. 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
The application affects the area, within the City of Terrace, shown shaded on lhe ac. 
companying map. 
THE iNTENT: 
To change the zoning of the subject area from 81nolo and Two Family Resldengal 
(R2) to Residential, Multi.Family Dwelling (R3). 
THE PROngED AMENDMENT BY.LAW MAY BE INSPECTED between the hours of 
8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., each day, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and the September 
7th, 1992 holiday, from TuesdaY, August 11th, 1992 to Monday, 8eptomber 141h0 
1992, in the reception area at the City o! Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this Application may do so, IN 
WRITING, and/ar IN PERSON AT THE PUBUD HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL 
COUNCIL CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 P.M. on MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14th, 1992. 
THiS NOTICE iS GIVEN IH ACCORDANCE WiTH THE MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.6.C., 1979, 
AND AMENDMENTS THERETO, 
TAKE NOTICE and he governed accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor 
Cisrk.Admlnistrator 
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INVITATION TO TENDER 
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation Invites Tenders for the construc- 
tion of one duplex on Lot 6, District Lot 4001, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 
4991, otherwise known as Lot 6, Muller Street, Thomhgl, B.C. 
Sealed Tenders will be received by Canada Mortage and Housing.Corpora- 
tion at 300 • 299 Vlctoda Street, Prince George, B,C, V2L 558, until 
September 25, 1992, 2:00 PM PDST. 
Plans, specifications, form of Tender requ#ed and the official envelope may 
be obtained by qualified contractors at the above office, upon receipt of 
$50.00, which sum will be refunded upon return ol all documents in good 
condition within twenty (20) days after the stated closing date for bids. All 
chequesare to be made payable to "Canada Mortgage and Housing Cor- 
poration'. Contractors must be members of the B.CJYukon New Home War. 
runty Program. 
It is the Contractor's responsibility to Inspect the site and familiarize 
themselves as to site, soil and all other conditions urrounding or affecting 
the proper execution of the work. 
The lowest, or any Tender, will not necessarily be accepted, 
Oeofl Butchart, Program Manager 11,=,1 - 
No. 300- 299 Victoria Street, Ca~ac la  
Prince George, B.C. V2L 5B8 Telephone: 561-5433 
Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Social Services 
NOTICE 
Invitation for a Group Home for 
Severely Handicapped Persons Proposal 
The Ministry of Social Services invites subm ssion from societies and indi- 
viduals to develop and operate a two to three bed community residential 
care home for sever(~l'/handicapped a ults with mental and physical 
challenges. 
Terms: A twelve month contract will be negotiated and will be subject to 
renewal at the end of the term, based on contractor performance and 
budget limitations. 
Location: Established within the community of Smithers. 
Prerequis tes: The Contractor must have good know edge or experience 
n develop ng and operating a residential resource for Individuals with 
demanding medics and behav oural needs. The Contractor must be pre- 
pared to work with a variety of professions agencies and non-profit ser- 
vice prov ders. Share the M nistry philosophy that adu ts with mental chal- 
lenges need to develop their unique potential for independent functioning 
andtive n the east restrictive nvironment compatible with individual cir- 
cumstances Spec a emphasis will be placed on the Contractor objectives 
for community integration of residents within Smithers. 
Proposal: The proposal must be typed and should include: description of 
proposed home and programs, operat ng budget, start up costs, state- 
ment of relevant experience/training, references, staff development and 
experience. 
Oeadline:Proposals should be submitted by mall before midnight, 
September 25, 1992, to: 
Area Manager's Office, 
"Ministry of Social Services, 
Bag 5000, Smithers, B.C,, VOJ 2N0; Fax 847-7549 
For more information, please contact Diane Illerbrun at 847-7780. 
The lowest or any proposal will not necessarily be accepted, ~0 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways Act, Section 49(1 ), sealed tenders are invited for the 
following: 
Project No: O8528-OOO1 
Locatlon:,~Buti~l~ Nass/Burns Lake HighwaysDIstrlcts ~ ,: 
DapCriP, tl.'~ri;~'a!ptiOg.or p.anting of crass:hatch mark!ngs, 
pedestriadi'creas~Vfilk~;,;;a'dvance markln(]s, and Stop nes.'on 
various roads within the Bu!kley Nass and Lakes Highways 
Districts. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways at No. 400 - 4646 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1V4 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on September 
3, 1992, when tenders will be opened In public. 
A secudty deposit/suretY Dond will not be required (in accor- 
dance with the conditions of the tender,) 
A pre-tender meeting will not be held. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specitica- 
lions and conditions of tender are available at no coat from the 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways, No. 400 • 4540 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4, Fax: 638-3441 between the 
hours of 8:30 a.m, to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m, to 4:30 p.m. 
Monday to Friday, except holidays, 
For further information contact Greg Ross, Project Supervisor 
at (604) 638-3315, or fax (604) 638-3310. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be acceptedl 
-"91. d l~ '~ Province of 
, ~  . . . .  Bri!ish ?olu.m.b!a . . . 
~- , l~r~l l  Ministry o ;T rans ;or t ; t ion  " " 
j l~  m." "- and Highways 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Trensportatlon end 
Highways Act, Section 49(1 ), sealed tenders are Invited for the 
following: 
Project No: 08528.0000 
Location: Skeena Highways District 
Description: Repalntlng or painting of cross hatch markings, 
pedestrian crosswalks, advance markings, and stop lines on 
various roads within the Skeena Highways Distrct. 
Sealed tenders, completed In accordance w!th the Conditions 
of Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways at No. 400 - 4646 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on September 
3, 1992, when tenders will be opened in public. 
A secuflty deposit/surety bond will not be required (in accor- 
dance with the conditions of the' tender,) 
A pre-tender meeting will not be held. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifics. 
tions and conditions of tender are available st no cost from the 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways; No. 400 - 4548 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VBG 1V4, Fax: 638-3441 between the 
hours of 8:30 a,m. to 12:00 p,m., and 1 :O0 p.m. to 4:30 p.m, 
Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
For further Information contact Greg Rose, Project Supervisor 
at (604) 838-3315, or fax (604) 638-3315, 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted, 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
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Supporting 
Our Community 
Canada Safeway reminds 
you to please drive safely and p, 
watch for school Children: And "O _~'- 
kids be sure your bicycles are "7 ,  '~rpA* ~)~L~ °~t+~" 
well maintained and road wor  ~ttlTy 
thy! 
Canada Safeway and our 
proud to be - ioaav 's  employees are 
"Good neighbour8" in our com- 
munity, better way~ 
Always... 
Drive Safely 
['~ :Ewan B 
The Bright Spot On Hwy. 16 West 
OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMERS PLEASE CALL COLLECT 
635-4941 
HAIRBUSTERS 
Drive Carefully 
For Our Childrens Sake 
Tamara Thomson and Staff 
Skeena Mall 635-2432 
If you slow down, 
they can grow up. 
Keep our kids safe 
4652 Lazelle 635-4997 
COASTAL  BUS L I~'ES LTD.  
4904 Hwy 16 W Terrace 
Industrial • Tours • Charter • School Buses 
Terrace -- 635-661 7 
Kitimat -- 635-4444 
Prince Rupert- 635-6400 
fAJGREYHOUND 
COURIER EXPRESS 
If You Can't Leave The 
Driving TO Us, 
DRIVE DEFENSIVELY 
4620 Keith 635-3680 
Keep The B 
Streets Safe 
For Our Kids! 
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
4427 Hwy. 16 
A[ , ,K , J~P  Terrace BC V8G 1L5 
635-7383 I/~.'~ FAX 635-4076 
wARNING! 
SlOW DOWn, 
It's Our Future At Stake! 
Overwaltea 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
ASSOCIATE DEALER 
Cedarland Tire 
Service LTd. 
4929 Keith Ave Terrace BC 
635-6151 
Let's all slow down and give 
our children the chance they 
deserve. 
Serving the J wARNING! Pacific Northwest "TAKING YOUR CHILDREN SAFELY TO SCHOOL" , Skeena Ma l l  635-5236 
- I 
Drive Careful For @ Columbia Autohaus Ltd. 
BE ON THE LOOK OUT... our Childrens Sake 
With all the excitement of the 1st day 
of school, the kids may not  see you.. 
It's Your Responsibility 
PLAY IT SAFE 
635-5717 3779 River Drive 
PLEASE DRIVE SAFE 
Canadl,* n 
Canadian Airlines International 
Reservations & Information 
635-7111 
It's Up tO yOU ass driver to be ex- 
tra careful around school 
grounds, play areas and depar- 
ring school buses. 
PLAY IT SAFEI School St alts Sept. 9 
4717 Lakelse 635-531 5 
i School's back in session and in the excitement ofthe new school year, 
K E N ~ S M A R~ N E many school-age children, especiallythe young ones, may forget to look 
both ways when crossing the street or exiting .the school bus. 
That leaves it up to you usa driver, to be extra careful around school- 
yards, neighborhood play areas, and departing school buses. 
So remember...when you see yellow, be sure to se,: red--as in red 
alert. Let's all slow down and give our children the chance they deserve. 
: :~: Compliments of 
 iThe Terrace Standard, 
+ Skeena Marketplace and 
These Community Minded Businesses 
The City Of 
Terrace 
~,~ Terrace Chrysler Ltd. 
(~  Terrace Motors Toyota 
Drive Carefully 
Especially Now! 
!; 
IROnUJORHS 
~ .  GYM & FITNESS CENTRE 
Pull Your Weight!+ 
Drive Defensively 
OPEN 6 A.M. WEEKDAYS 
4545 laze,eAve 635-4130 
. Eout /q#¢ 
The Responsibility is Yours 
DRIVE SAFE! 
3308 KALUM STREET 638-1335 
TERRACE 
INTERIORS 
For Our Kids Sake, 
Please Slow Down 
4610 Lazelle 635-6600 
~ iNUTE UFFLER 
BRAKE 
GUARANTEED AT OVER 120 LOCATIONS 
ACROSS CANADA 
WE DO IT RIGHT...THE RRST TIMEI 
4526 Greig,,,Terrace 635-7707 
A Kid 
Shouldn't Be Afraid 
To Be A Kid. 
Please Drive Safe. r k ~ ~ " " ' ~ 
4946 Greig 635.2909 
i 
Dr ive  Sa fe ly  
GOOD TIME. 
GREAT TASTE; 
MCDOnald'S Of Terrace 
I~ A AIJrl 0"1"11A 
~P=~I~@, I ~ s,~ ,,, 
TRANsPORTA TION 
--~-SYSTEMS LTD.~. i!~i:: :+i '" 
DALLY FREIGHT SERVICE FROM VAN+coUvER 
TO ALL POINTS WEST OF PRINCE GEORGE 
TEL: (604) 635-2728 FAX: (604) 635.7197 
3111 BLAKEBURN ST,. TERRACE BC. V8G 3J1 
4740 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8830 
Protect our Children 
Please Drive Carefully 
~northerN 3086 Highway 16 
Terrace BC 
635-6375 
MOTOR 
~NN~ 
I[$1XUI#uNI lOUNGE 
PUB.COl D BEE r SIORE 
Thornhill Neighborhood Pub 
'The Friendliest Pub in Town" 
2387 Thornhill 
I 4741 Lakelse Ave., 635-2546 I 638-8404 I 
] ' " °  i Help protect  ~ J " • Terrace & ~ ~ .  They re Important! • • ~P '~ l~ lPr~l lP '+  - • Future t +J+ "+k ; : '  ' ' ~ L Keep Our Kids Safe. Dmtr,ct' TeIT ' " "" ---" Credit uno'n'n ace 
U"R '¢ '  1 I [ ®  4650 Lazelle Avenue YOUR DECOR ] oellte¢, ~ -~OTEM FORD/ ~"~~~ Terrace, B.C. 3202TerraCeMunroecarpet Centre Terrace BuildersCentreLtd. 
• 7~R2 Street at Hwy. 16 W. 3207 Munroe Street, 
6 3 5 TERRACE Terrace, British Columbia V8G 393 
4631:Keith'Avenue 635-4984 % - - -  
" ' " " r " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 3 5 - 2 9 7 6  
I 
2 
